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1 General introduction 

1.1 On communicative behavior 

Although the concept of communication appears frequently in our everyday discourse and 

also as a technical term in several scientific areas, it eludes precise definition. It is one of the 

most common and conspicuous behaviors not only in our own –highly communicative– 

human species, but, in one form or another, in most animal species as well (Håkansson and 

Westander, 2013). It appears on many different organizational levels from cells to complete 

organisms and may also operate between members of different species (Kappeler, 2010). 

Communication is ubiquitous and is fundamental to the organization of behavior (Kappeler, 

2010). 

Approaching the definition from etymology, ‘communication’ comes from the Latin 

‘communicare’, which means to share, publish, advertise, transfer, and is derived from the 

word ‘communis’ (common, collective, social) (Rosengren, 1999; Håkansson and Westander, 

2013). The word itself reflects that the process of communicating implies sharing, and as 

such is an inherently collective, ‘social’ behavior, involving at least two participants 

(McGregor, 2005; Smith, 1980). 

According to the well-known conduit metaphor, the communication process consists of a 

signal emitted by a sender (information source), travelling through a signaling channel, to a 

recipient (destination) (Rendall et al., 2009). The two parties are not simply passive 

participants of the process, but they usually mutually affect eachothers’ behavior – in other 

words, they interact. In general, we can say that communication is an interaction between 

individuals, which takes place in dyads and networks (Håkansson and Westander 2013). 

Many authors argue that communication –in a broad sense– is the transfer of information (a 

message) between a sender and a receiver (Simmons, 2003). More precisely, information is 

provisioned by a sender and is evaluated in decision making by a receiver. Information can 

be defined as a reduction in the receiver’s uncertainty about alternative conditions of the 

sender (Shannon and Weaver, 1949; Kappeler, 2010). According to this theory, shared 

information is useful for the participants, since they base their behavioral decisions on them 

(Smith, 1980). Communication is a behavior that enables and facilitates the flow of 

information (Smith, 1980). 
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Other researchers emphasize another aspect of communication, defining it as a process when 

one animal (the signaler) influences the behavior of another (the receiver) in a way, which is 

adaptive for the signaler itself (Krebs and Dawkins, 1984; Endler, 1993; Krebs and Davies, 

2009). Both the signaler and the receiver were presumed to act in their own interests while 

communicating, in order to maximize their fitness benefits. Krebs and Dawkins hypothesized 

that while signalers intend to elicit a response in the receiver that is advantageous to them, 

receivers are selected to effectively assess and evaluate these signals, to their own advantage. 

According to this view, callers as ‘manipulators’, and receivers are ‘mind-readers’ (Dawkins 

and Krebs, 1978; Krebs and Dawkins, 1984; Owings and Morton, 1998). 

The perspective of the receiver has received attention from the part of several authors. 

Guilford and M. S. Dawkins highlight the important role of receivers in the evolution of 

signals (Guilford and Dawkins, 1991; Dawkins, 1993). They reason that receivers have a 

‘psychological landscape’, and a signal has to possess the suitable functional and formal 

features to be effectively detected and to elicit the adequate answer in the receiver. They 

determine two characteristics that make this possible. First, signals have a ‘strategic design’, 

which means that they’re constructed in a way that it is in the receiver’s interest to respond to 

it. Second, signals also have a property called ‘efficacy’, referring to its ability to get through 

to the perceiver. This of course is influenced by factors such as the sensory systems of the 

animals and the physical properties of their environment. 

Another notable idea is Ryan and Rand’s ‘sensory bias’ or ‘sensory exploitation’ paradigm 

(Ryan and Rand, 1993). According to this view, the receiver’s response behavior might have 

existed earlier than the signal, and the signal later ‘exploited’ that effect, implying that the 

receiver’s sensory system has a constraining effect on signal design evolution. Importantly, 

from this perspective, a signal did not necessarily evolve because it is beneficial to the 

receiver, but because of a pre-existing sensorial sensitivity of the receiver (Ryan, 1990). 

Recently, some authors have argued that animal communication should be conceptualized by 

combining influence-, and information-based theoretical approaches. In this view, signals are 

considered as behavioral, physiological or morphological characteristics fashioned or 

maintained by natural selection because they convey information (Scarantino, 2010). 

Consequently, animal communication is regarded as being specialized for influencing 

recipients by carrying information to them (Piccinini and Scarantino, 2011; Stegmann, 2013, 

p. 79). 
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The key elements of communication are the signals, which are sometimes defined as 

morphological, physiological, or behavioral characteristics, which are maintained by natural 

selection because of the information they convey to other organisms (Otte, 1974, see also in 

Kappeler, 2010). 

In the classical ethological view, signals evolve from a raw material called ‘derived 

activities’ and reach their final form through the process of ritualization (Tinbergen, 1952). 

Derived activities are actions/behaviors that are associated with an internal state of the 

animal, and have the potential to be predictors of its future behavior. They can be for 

example intention movements, ambivalent behaviors, protective responses, redirected or 

displacement activities. Tinbergen thought that most of these are the result of the animal’s 

motivational conflicts (Dawkins et al., 1991; Tinbergen, 1952). Over the course of 

ritualization the raw material of signals become of informational value to others. In their 

form, they often become more exaggerated, repetitive, or stereotyped, most likely to be more 

unambiguous cues (Krebs and Dawkins, 1984; Zahavi, 1980; Cullen, 1966). 

Smith and colleagues emphasize more the influence one individual has on another individual 

during communication, contending that a signal can be any structure that alters the behavior 

of other organisms. The authors argue that signals evolved because of the effect they have on 

the receiver, and are effective precisely because the receiver’s response has also evolved 

accordingly (Smith et al., 2003, see more in: Stegmann, 2013). 

It is important to note that these definitions offer an evolutionary perspective, and highlight 

the effect of natural selection in shaping the different traits of signals (Kappeler, 2010). 

Taking the same perspective, we can also define cues. In contrast to signals, cues can be 

defined as any feature –animate or inanimate– in the world that can be used by an animal as a 

guide to future action, but has not specifically evolved because of this effect (Smith et al., 

2003; Hasson, 1994). 

The innately collective, ‘social’ nature of communication implies that group-living is a 

particularly suitable setting for the emergence of various communicative interactions 

(McGregor, 2005).  Many social species, like humans, some primates, and canid species 

(wolves, dogs, African wild dogs, etc.) are characterized by an intensive flow of 

communication (Håkansson and Westander 2013). In highly social animals such as dogs, 

communication is a very conspicuous and fundamental behavior. Dogs express their inner 

state and motivation through various different communication channels, including the 
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acoustic, visual, tactile, or olfactory modalities. Thus, they offer plenty of opportunity to 

examine the properties of communicative behavior (Håkansson and Westander 2013; Serpell, 

1995; Miklósi, 2007; Jensen, 2007). 

In this thesis we investigated communicative behavior by taking the perspectives of both 

sides of the communicative interaction, that of the sender’s and the receiver’s. The domestic 

dog’s (Canis familiaris) rich natural communication system served as our experimental 

material. From the manifold channels dogs employ in their communication, we chose the 

acoustic and visual modalities for deeper examination. The complex subject both required 

and allowed for the use of a wide range of experimental methods, from classical behavioral 

experiments, through the use of video-projections to computational sound analysis and 

machine learning techniques.  

We conducted five studies. In the first three studies we analyzed how receivers perceive 

structural or contextual differences of acoustical and visual signals. In the latter two studies –

now from the sender’s point of view– we examined the structural change and variance of 

signals under modified or contextually different circumstances. 

1.2 The dog as a model species in ethology 

From the perspective of behavior studies, dogs are exceptional in many ways. They live 

among us, and so we tend to think that we know them very well. Only in the last few decades 

have researchers started to think about them as examinable subjects in behavioral studies 

(Miklósi and Topál, 2013). In hindsight, this seems somewhat odd, since they appear to be a 

very interesting research subject. 

During their evolution, dogs became exceptionally well adapted to the human milieu, not 

only in terms of cohabitation, but also behaviorally. It has been argued by many authors, that 

it could have been advantageous for dogs to evolve specific social skills that facilitated their 

adaptation to humans (Miklósi and Topál, 2013; Hare et al., 2002). The effects of this 

evolutionary adaptation process are realized in the behavior of the domestic dog (Canis 

familiaris), and reflect important features of our human social structure and relationships. 

Thus, this also offers a unique way of studying human ethological questions. Of course, it is 

likely that the ancestor(s) of the domestic dog already had suitable qualities to undergo this 

evolutionary process. We might suppose that - in some form - they possess social abilities 

and inclinations analogous to those of humans (Miklósi et al., 2007). By analyzing the social 
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behavior of dogs and other socially living canines, we have the chance to gain insight into the 

functioning, evolution and possible common antecedents of social systems per se. 

In behavior studies phylogenetic interspecies comparisons can bear special importance, since 

they can shed light on the evolutionary aspects of various phenomena. In the case of the 

domestic dog, we have the exceptional chance to also examine the behavior of its closest 

known predecessor, the wolf (Canis lupus), and other related wild canine species (e.g. foxes, 

coyotes). 

Beside all the scientific curiosities of dogs as experimental subjects, they also appear to be a 

very ‘practical’ and functional research model. Being one of the most common domesticated 

pet animal (Wynne et al., 2011), they are easily accessible. Given that our human 

environment is their natural niche (Miklósi et al., 2004; 2007; Topál et al., 2009a), it is 

possible to carry out not only laboratory experiments, but those conducted in natural habitats, 

without the usual difficulties and obstacles of field studies. 

Dogs’ communicative behavior also offers plenty opportunities for ethological investigations. 

Being a highly social species, dogs have a complex and diverse communication system 

(Jensen, 2007). Since their natural habitat is among humans, they represent a special case by 

exhibiting both intra-, and interspecific communication. By investigating the phenotypical 

attributes or mechanisms (proximate level) of communicative behaviors and signals we might 

make assumptions about the function or evolutionary origins (ultimate level) (Tinbergen, 

1963) of these phenomena. Thus, the analysis of dogs’ communicative behavior might shed 

some light on the evolutionary changes in the communication system and social behavior of 

species during the domestication process, with the possibility to compare within and across 

species communication systems. This might be especially interesting in the case of dogs, 

since humans are not only a cohabitant species, but became closely associated social partners. 

Since it is known that humans were only able to domesticate a limited number of mammals, it 

has been suggested that the domestication of certain species is facilitated by certain 

behavioral characteristics (Gepts, 2012). The study of dogs’ communicative behavior might 

give some insight into the necessary socio-communicative and behavioral prerequisites to 

become the close companion of humans (Csányi, 2005). 

1.3 The dog’s acoustic communication 

Dogs have a very rich vocal repertoire, just like their closest wild relatives, wolves, coyotes, 

or foxes. A number of studies aimed to categorize or analyze these acoustic signals (Yeon, 
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2007; Yin and McCowan, 2004; Feddersen-Petersen, 2000; Cohen and Fox, 1976). Many 

vocalization types are known, e.g. barking, howling, growling, whining, yelping, snoring, 

groaning, and grunting. The vocalizations show a great variety in acoustical structure as well 

(Tembrock, 1976), most probably contributing to the contextual diversity of vocal signals 

(Cohen and Fox, 1976; Jensen, 2007; Faragó et al.; 2010a). 

Growling is one of the most common vocalization types not only in dogs, but in other canines 

as well. Acoustically, dog growls are low-frequency, broadband, noisy signals, built up of 

sequences of variable duration, divided by pauses (Riede and Fitch, 1999). It is used 

predominantly in close-range interactions (Cohen and Fox, 1976), and are thought to be 

relatively conservative, being used in similar contexts in dogs as in their wild relatives 

(Cohen and Fox, 1976). Dogs might growl under a variety of different circumstances: during 

social conflict, as a threat signal, while guarding food or during social play (reviewed in 

Yeon, 2007). Recent experiments showed that dogs could differentiate between contextually 

different growl types (Faragó et al., 2010a). Furthermore, it has been revealed that growls 

carry size-related indexical cues via their acoustical structure (Riede and Fitch, 1999; Taylor 

et al., 2008), which is detectable not only to conspecifics (Faragó et al., 2010b; Bálint et al., 

2013), but to humans as well (Taylor et al., 2008; 2010). In Study 1, we examined how dogs 

perceive the size related information of playful dog growls, while in Study 3 we investigated 

how the motivational states of dogs might be reflected in the acoustical structures of growls. 

However, dogs’ vocal communication also shows remarkable differences compared to wild 

canine species. Compared to their closest relatives, dogs use barking more extensively, and in 

a wider range of circumstances. While wolves and coyotes mainly bark in defensive or 

warning contexts, dogs use this vocalization under many different circumstances, both in 

dog-dog and in dog-human interactions (Pongrácz et al., 2010). Some authors argued that 

barking is merely an exaggerated byproduct of domestication, lacking any functional value 

(Lord et al., 2009).  However, a number of experiments seem to contradict this hypothesis. 

Independent studies showed that contextually different barkings had corresponding specific 

acoustic features (Pongrácz et al., 2005; Yin, 2002). 

Experiments showed that humans are able to correctly categorize the barks according to their 

contexts (Pongrácz et al., 2005), and they also have a consistent opinion about the inner state 

of the barking dogs (Pongrácz et al., 2006). It has been shown that this decision is based 

partly on parameters predicted by Morton’s theory (Pongrácz et al., 2006), and also on the 

inter-bark interval (or ‘pulsing’) of the barks. In brief, Morton’s theory (1977) states that 
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while harsh and noisy vocal signals reflect an aggressive motivational state, higher pitched, 

tonal vocalizations mirror the submissive, appeasing inner state of the animal (see in more 

detail in Chapter 5.1). Human listeners were less successful in discriminating individuals 

based on short bark playbacks (Molnár et al., 2006). Further research confirmed that previous 

experience with dogs may only have a minimal effect on the accuracy of the human’s bark 

evaluations, as congenitally sightless adults (Molnár et al., 2010), as well as young children 

were also able to categorize basic forms of dog barks (Pongrácz et al., 2011). 

Other experiments, investigating dogs as subjects in the ‘habituation-dishabituation’ 

paradigm revealed that dogs are able to discriminate between different barking individuals, 

and also between contextually different barks of the same caller (Maros et al., 2008; Molnár 

et al., 2009). In Study 4, we performed a machine learning based classification of dog barks 

to further examine the potential information content of barks. 

1.4 The dog’s visual communication 

Visual communication can include different body postures, movements, expressions, 

morphological traits. Although these are all seemingly conspicuous communicative signals, 

they are not always easy to identify or interpret (Rosenthal and Ryan, 2000). 

In dogs and other canines, observational data have been gathered on different visual cues, 

postures, expressions used in communicative situations (e.g., Fox, 1971; Mech, 1970; Bekoff, 

1977). These range from minor facial expressions to complex, ritualized movements (Serpell, 

1995). However, the functional and theoretical aspects of dogs’ intraspecific visual 

communication –except for a few instances– are largely undiscovered (Miklósi, 2008). 

It has been observed in wolves that interest in a particular spatial direction can be signaled by 

the orientation of the whole body (Mech, 1970, p. 197). Under natural circumstances, when 

sensing the smell of the prey, wolves often freeze into a ‘pointing’ position for some time. It 

has been suggested that the pointing behavior in some breeds of gun dogs is related to the 

orientation behavior of the wolf ancestor (Miklósi and Soproni, 2006). 

Eyes also have a substantial role in communicative interactions between conspecifics in most 

canine species. The duration of eye contact might be especially crucial. In wolves, the 

dominant members of the pack use wide-open eyes during agonistic stares at low-ranking 

individuals (Fox, 1971). In the case of dogs, the staring of humans might also have 

significant effects: depending on the social ranking of the animal, it might elicit recumbency 
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or can provoke an attack (Fox, 1971). Much shorter eye contact could lead to initialization of 

play (Fox, 1971; Serpell, 1995). 

Some visual communicative cues are specific to certain situations, for example the ‘play 

bow’ (Bekoff, 1995; Bekoff and Allen, 1998). This is a highly ritualized movement, which 

serves as a marker, and social reinforcer of the playful interaction between the animals. 

Rooney et al. (2001) have shown that specific postural human actions, labeled as ‘bow’ and 

‘lunge’ communicated a playful context to dogs, especially when accompanied by play 

vocalizations. The authors concluded that these actions could be described as interspecific 

playful signals between humans and dogs. 

Dogs are also well-known to show a great sensitivity to human given communicative cues. 

For example they are responsive to the attentional states of humans (Call et al., 2003), and 

they tend to commit perseverative search errors in visible displacement tasks if they are 

provided with human ostensive-communicative cues (Topál et al., 2009b). Dogs perform 

exceptionally well in two-way choice tasks, if they are provided with human given cues of all 

kinds (pointing with hand, leg, looking, or bowing) (Hare and Tomasello, 1999; Miklósi et 

al., 1998; Soproni et al., 2001). In Study 2.1 as Study 2.2 we further investigate dogs’ 

response to visual communicative cues using the two-way choice experimental paradigm. 

1.5 Synopsis of the thesis 

In the first three studies, we examined the receiver side of communication, while in the 

second two we focused on the sender side. 

In Study 1, we analyzed how dogs perceive the size-related indexical cue in the playful 

growls of conspecifics. We compared the assessment of ‘play’ growls to that of a 

contextually different ‘food-guarding’ growl type, since previous acoustical analysis showed 

that while ‘play’ growls seem to advertise a larger body size, ‘food-guarding’ growls seem to 

depict the adequate size of the caller (Faragó et al., 2010a). We speculated that in the case of 

playful growls, dogs would connect these vocalizations with the picture of a larger dog, than 

the original signaler was. 

In Study 2, we investigated dogs’ response to different visual communicative cues in two 

studies, using two-way object choice tests. In Study 2.1, we examined how unintended 

signals of the owners (commonly known as the ‘Clever Hans effect’ in behavioral studies) 

influence the choices of dogs. We hypothesized that if owners can influence the choices their 
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dogs make, dogs will perform better when owners are allowed, or encouraged to use 

additional help during the test. 

In Study 2.2, we tested how dogs react to a gazing directional cue, given by a conspecific, 

phenotypically similar to one successfully used in dog-human visual communicative 

interactions. We hypothesized that dogs might also be responsive to the conspecific-given 

demonstrations in our study, since there is some experimental evidence that dogs, and even 

wolves tend to follow the gazing cues of conspecifics. Alternatively, it is also possible, that 

dogs’ responsiveness to human-given directional cues is rather restricted to human-dog 

interactions, and we cannot detect similar sensitivity in an intraspecific context. 

In Study 3, we analyzed the dogs’ vocal responses in an agonistic situation, where a human 

stranger approaches them in a ‘threatening’ manner. We examined whether certain traits of 

the approaching human (gender, body size) affects dogs’ reactions, hypothesizing that the 

different affective responses to different ‘threateners’ might be reflected in the elicited vocal 

responses. 

In Study 4 we explored the information potentially encoded in the acoustical signals of dogs. 

We used a machine learning method to categorize Mudi dog barks based on their acoustical 

parameters. Dog barks were categorized by the sex, age, and identity of the caller, as well as 

by the context of the barking. Additionally, the identity of the barking dog was categorized in 

each barking context, as well as the context of barking for each individual, resulting all 

together in six classification problems. We hypothesized that dog barks have the potential to 

carry context and individual specific acoustic cues, thus serving as a possible information 

source to receivers.  
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2 General methods and materials 

We conducted non-invasive experiments in each of the following four studies. We adhered to 

the ASAB/ABS Guidelines for the Use of Animals in Research, the legal requirements of 

Hungary about protecting animal welfare, and the ethical guidelines of the University. 

The dog owners took part voluntarily in our experiments. Participants of our studies were 

well-socialized family dogs, recruited from the database of the Family Dog Project at the 

Department of Ethology (http://kutyaetologia.elte.hu/). They were older than nine months, 

and were from various breeds. 

During the experimental work the owners of the dogs were present and they were informed 

about the aims and circumstances of the investigation. Before the tests, they were explained 

precisely how to behave and what to do during the experiment.  
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3 ‘Beware, I am big and non-dangerous!’ – Playfully growling dogs are 
perceived larger than their actual size by their canine audience 
(Study 1) 

3.1 Introduction 

The source-filter theory of vocal production (Fant, 1960) links acoustic features of mammal 

calls to the anatomy of the vocal apparatus that creates them. Thus, vocalizations have the 

potential to provide receivers with direct information on the callers’ phenotype and/or 

motivational state (Fitch and Hauser, 2003; Charlton et al., 2010). It has been shown, that the 

average spacing between succeeding formants (spectral peeks in the vocal signal), termed 

’formant dispersion’ is directly linked to the vocal tract length, which in turn is in close 

association with the overall body size and acts as an indexical cue in several mammalian 

species (e.g. dog (Canis familiaris): Riede and Fitch, 1999; American bison (Bison bison): 

Wyman et al., 2012; koala (Phascolarctos cinereus): Charlton et al., 2011). More closely 

spaced formants reflect a longer vocal tract, which is related to a larger body size (Taylor and 

Reby, 2010). 

Despite the association between an acoustical signal and the caller’s physical parameters, the 

strength of this relationship might depend on certain anatomical adaptations, and the caller 

may be able to modulate the vocal signal depending on the context. As a result, the vocal 

signal may not reflect the callers’ real body size in certain situations (Taylor and Reby, 

2010). For example, in male red (Cervus elaphus) and fallow deer (Dama dama), the larynx 

rests in an unusually low position in the neck, and it can be further retracted in the throat 

during the production of mating calls (Reby et al., 2005). Other mechanisms may also lead to 

this acoustical ’exaggeration’; e.g. male saiga antelopes (Saiga tatarica) use a specific vocal 

posture while producing mating calls (Volodin et al., 2009), while elephant seals (Mirounga 

leonina) have an elongated nasal region that is able to potentially influence the spacing of 

formants (Sanvito et al., 2007; Taylor and Reby, 2010). 

In a recent study it was found that dogs recognize the real size of another dog emitting ‘food-

guarding’ growls (Faragó et al., 2010b). In a cross-modal matching experiment, dogs 

preferred to look at the picture of the dog, which was of similar size to the one whose 

agonistic growls were played back to the subject. An acoustical analysis of contextually 

different growls showed that ’Play’ growls (PL) were shorter and had a narrower formant 
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dispersion than ‘Food guarding’ (FG) growls (Faragó et al., 2010a) (Figure 3-1). The 

difference in the acoustical parameters of the two growl types may indicate a larger body size 

when producing PL than in the case of FG growls. This result was interesting from two 

aspects: first, it indicated that dogs may modify the indexical (i.e. size-related) information 

content of their growls depending on the context; and second, the exaggerated size 

information appears not in an agonistic context (Enquist and Leimar, 1983; Clutton-Brock et 

al., 1979), but during play. To see whether such an acoustical size-manipulation is consistent 

with playful behavior, first we should take a closer look at the characteristics of animal play 

itself. 

 

 

Figure 3-1 Growl sonograms of the same dog in playful (above) and food guarding (below) contexts are 
shown. Formants (darker, denser horizontal stripes) are indicated with arrows. The formant dispersion is 
markedly different between the two growls: narrower formant dispersion (like in the ‘play’ growl) 
indicates larger body size 

Despite the fact that play is a behavior, which is prevalent in diverse forms within and across 

species (Burghardt, 2005), it is not easy to deliver an unambiguous and simple definition. 

During play, animals frequently use action patterns that are borrowed from other contexts, 

like courtship, fight or elements of the predatory behavioral sequence (Sutton-Smith, 2001). 

Often unusual, elaborate motor patterns and movements are performed, and observations 
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have shown that exaggerations and role reversals might also take place in this behavior 

(Bekoff, 2004). In order to maintain the playful ’mood’ of all joining members, it is 

important to utilize different signals all over the course of play (Bekoff and Allen, 1998). 

These play markers may appear in various different forms, such as postures, ritualized 

movements (e.g. play bow in dogs: Bekoff, 1977, olfactory cues: Wilson and Kleiman, 1974), 

or vocal signals. Acoustical play signals have been identified in several species (for a review 

see: Burghardt, 2005). For example, mongooses emit a whistle during social play (Rasa, 

1984), while squirrel monkeys also have a specific vocalization, only used during play (Biben 

and Symmes, 1986). It has been reported that most dog breeds develop bark-games (Zimen, 

1981), i.e. they use ‘play-sounds’ (harmonic barks, growling, vibrato-sounds), which might 

announce longer lasting play sequences (see in: Jensen, 2007). A main characteristic of play 

is that it is always ’non-serious’ (’non-literal’), both in actions and in consequences (Bekoff 

and Allen, 1998; Saracho and Spodek, 1998; Burghardt, 2005). Play signals have great 

importance in initiating and maintaining this special atmosphere (S. M. Pellis and V.C. Pellis, 

1996), often by means of exaggerated or modified movements, vocalizations (Bekoff and 

Allen, 1998; Saracho and Spodek, 1998; Burghardt, 2005). For example, in squirrel monkeys, 

play vocalizations are much louder than needed for the play partners to hear them (Biben and 

Symmes, 1986). 

Dogs show high levels of both intra-, and interspecific play, both in their young-, and 

adulthood (Bauer and Smuts, 2007; Horowitz, 2009). Object (directed toward different 

objects) and social (directed toward other living beings) play is also commonly seen, and the 

different types often mix in the play bouts. In most cases the playmates are conspecifics, but 

it may also occur between species, as for example between human caregivers and their pets. 

For instance dogs often grab, push, and pull sticks and other objects in tug-of-war and chase 

games (Bekoff and Allen, 1998), and this type of play is also commonly seen with humans. 

These games are often accompanied by growling (Yeon, 2007). 

As our earlier acoustical analysis showed that according to vocal parameters, these playful 

growls seem to depict a larger body size than an agonistic (‘food-guarding’) growl type 

(Faragó et al., 2010a), we hypothesized that this size-manipulation can be part of the complex 

play signaling system during canine play behavior. In this study, we investigated whether 

other dogs are sensitive to the indexical cues encoded in ‘play’ growls. By the means of a 

cross-modal matching experimental design (Faragó et al., 2010b), we tested dogs with 

simultaneously projected dog pictures and playbacks of growls. We had two experimental 
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groups, applying ‘play’ growl playbacks in one, and ‘food-guarding’ growl playbacks in the 

other group. We expected that dogs show a preference for the matching size picture when 

hearing FG growls, but they prefer to look at the larger picture when PL growls are played 

back. 

3.2 Methods and materials 

Subjects 

Twenty-four dogs were tested in both the ‘Play’ and ‘Food-guarding’ experimental groups. 

Each dog was tested once and participated in only one group. The detailed lists of subjects 

are shown in Table 3-a and Table 3-b. The size of the subjects did not differ from each other 

in the two groups. (FG group, mass: mean: 24.06, SD=11.43; height: mean: 53.31, SD=11.51. 

PL group, mass: mean: 22.79, SD=12.96; height: mean: 53.29, SD=13.93. Unpaired t-tests, 

mass t(46)=0.38; P=0.71; and the height t(46)=0.02; P=0.99).  
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‘Food-guarding’ growl group 

Name Dog breed Sex  Age (year) 

Borisz Whippet male 5 

Whiskey Whippet male 14 

Daeron Belgian Malinois male 4 

Rege Transylvanian Hound male 6 

Csitri Transylvanian Hound female 1 

Kósza Transylvanian Hound male 3 

Rege Mixed Breed male 5 

Betyár Mixed Breed male 7 

Szuzi Mixed Breed female 3 

Csipke Mixed Breed female 3 

Lexi Great Dane female 5 

Manna Pug female 2 

Monty4 Border Collie male 2 

Ribizli Mixed Breed female 1 

Málna Hungarian Vizsla female 1 

Brúnó Labrador Retriever male 6 

Daniel Labrador Retriever male 2 

Alma Labrador Retriever female 4 

Boni Foxterrier female 2 

Mabu Foxterrier female 5 

Joker Golden Retriever male 5 

Bordy Border Collie male 1 

Peszka Labrador Retriever male 1 

Hektor Mixed Breed male 3 

Table 3-a Basic subject information in the ‘food-guarding’ growl experimental group 
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‘Play’ growl group 

Name Dog breed Sex      Age (year) 

Doki Mixed Breed male 14 

Dézike Mixed Breed female 11 

Bosko Great Dane male 4 

Gomez French Bulldog male 10 

Ékes Hungarian Greyhound female 5 

Tódor Border Collie male 6 

Álom Hungarian Greyhound female 1 

Arwen Collie female 2 

Gazsi Hungarian Vizsla male 6 

Kópé Cairn Terrier male 4 

Artha German Shepard female 3 

Moji Beagle female 2 

Samu Mixed Breed male 11 

Misi Mixed Breed male 1 

Zadar Weimeraner male 4 

Odett Golden Retriever female 6 

Fecske Mudi female 10 

Plüsi Golden Retriever male 10 

Benji Mixed Breed male 12 

Rupert Border Collie male 1 

Teo German Shepard male 5 

Berry French Bulldog male 1 

Sherry Mixed Breed female 1 

Nati Dwarf Poodle female 2 

Table 3-b Basic subject information in the ‘play’ growl experimental group 

Experimental procedure 

We applied a modified version of the ‘Looking Preference’ method used by (Faragó et al., 

2010b). The experimental room was 6m*3m, equipped with a projector (Optima ES22), quad 

closed circuit camera system (Panasonic VJ420) and a speaker system powered with 

Technics amplifiers (SU-C909U and SE-A909S). A chair for the owner was placed in the 

midline of the room, at 4 metres distance from the canvas. The pair of speakers (Technics 
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SB-M300M2) was hidden behind the canvas, in the midline, emitting the sound playback 

approximately from the center point of the projection. One camera had zero lux capability 

(Panasonic NVDS29) and was placed in front of the canvas on the floor on a short tripod, 

pointing at the dog. The latter camera’s view was assisted with a custom made IR lamp, in 

order to gain a more precise view of the dogs’ eye movements. The experimenter controlled 

the playback from the adjacent room and observed the events in the room on a PC computer 

used for video recording (VirtualDub 1.8.8). 

The subjects were presented with Power Point slides (Microsoft Office 2010) consisting of 

two dog pictures (Figure 3-2) and a pre-recorded growl playback. The pictures were 

projected at floor level on the canvas. Each dog received a different picture-sound 

combination. The growls used during playback were collected in two different contexts. 

The growl playbacks 

In the playful situation dogs were playing a tug-of-war game with their owners (PL). In the 

other situation the growling dog defended a bone from a conspecific that was approaching it 

(FG growls, see Faragó et al., 2010a). Figure 3-1 shows sonograms of a typical exemplar of 

both contexts. The acoustical stimuli were collected in both cases from 12 adult family dogs, 

indoors, with a Zoom H4n handheld sound recorder (see the detailed list of dogs that served 

as sources of growls in Table 3-c). The size of the dogs in the two groups did not differ from 

each other significantly, even after we removed those dogs from the analysis, which provided 

both types of growls (unpaired t-tests, height: t(12)=0.43; P=0.68; mass: t(12)=0.15; P=0.89). 
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Name Dog breed 
 

Age (year) Sex Height (cm) Mass (kg) 

‘PL’ 

Bodza Pumi 2 female 48 18 

Fecske Mudi 7 female 50 17 

Gréti Schnauzer 3 female 43 17 

Totó West Highland Terrier 4 male 35 10 

Mopi Mixed Breed 1 female 30  6 

Stokes English Bulldog 5 male 41.5 24 

Bosko Hungarian Vizsla 10 male 63 27 

Jamile Mixed Breed 4 male 60 35 

Kevin Mixed Breed  5.5 male 61 32 

Mio Mixed Breed  2.5 male 60 30 

Odin Hungarian Vizsla 4 male 62.5 25.5 

Pedro Mixed Breed 1.5 male 61.5 25 

‘FG’ 

Angel Mudi 7 female 44 13 

Kira Mixed Breed  4.5 female 45 12 

Xena Jack Russel Terrier  6.5 female 32  6.5 

Fecske Mudi 7 female 50 17 

Bosko Hungarian Vizsla 10 male 63 27 

Linka Mixed Breed 5 female 64 34 

Guru Belgian Shepard  2.5 male 64 29 

Edgar Foxterrier 4 male 40  8 

Lucy Border Collie 4 female 52 18 

Mio Mixed Breed  2.5 male 60 30 

Kevin Mixed Breed  5.5 male 61 32 

Jamile Mixed Breed 4 male 60 35 

Table 3-c The list and basic size data of those dogs from which the growls were collected. PL = growls 
from a playful (tug-of-war) context; FG = growls from an agonistic food-guarding context 
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The projected dog pictures 

The pictures were of two differently sized (within a realistic range) versions of the same 

photograph, depicting 12 dogs of various breeds in a sitting or standing position. The size 

(height at the withers) of one of the two pictures matched the size of the dog whose growl 

was coupled to the particular projection (‘sound-matching’). The other picture was either 

30% larger or smaller. Thus, the size of the pictures and their ‘sound-matching’ were not 

mutually exclusive, in half of the cases the larger, in the other half the smaller picture was the 

‘sound-matching’. The side (left or right) of the matching picture was equally distributed 

among the presentations. 

All projections started with an attractor, which was a bouncing yellow circle, intended to 

focus the dogs’ attention to the canvas. After that, the dog pictures were projected for 10s 

(‘Only Projection’ phase, OP), before the growl playback started. The pictures were visible 

for another 20s after the growl playback (‘After Sound’ phase, AS), then the projection (and 

the test) ended. Each growl lasted approximately 2 seconds. 

 

 

Figure 3-2 An example of the projections of dog pictures used during the cross-modal matching 
experiments. Differently sized copies of the same pictures were presented to the subjects with a video 
projector. The size difference between the pictures was 30% measured at the withers of the dog. Both 
pictures remained in the natural size range  
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Data collection and statistical analysis 

Behavioral coding was performed by Solomon Coder 11.07.04 software, developed by 

András Péter (http://solomoncoder.com/). We coded the subjects’ looking directions 

throughout the OP and AS phases. Four different directions were distinguished: ‘Left’ (dog 

looks at the left picture), ’Right’ (dog looks at the right picture), ‘Middle’ (dog looks at the 

middle of the canvas), and ‘Other’, when the dog was not looking at the canvas, or its’ head 

or eyes were not apparent (16.93% of the total time recorded). The video footages had a 0.2 s 

scaling. The looking preference (or proportion of looking time) of the dogs was calculated by 

dividing the looking duration (s) at the picture of interest by the sum of the looking durations 

at the two pictures. This proportion of time was set against 50% of the total time spent 

looking at the two pictures (the expected proportion of time if the dogs did not show a 

preference for a particular picture). The deviation of the measured ratio from the estimated 

fraction of time (50% of total time) expressed the looking preference of the dogs. The two 

phases of the test were analyzed separately. The two-tailed, one sample Wilcoxon Signed 

Rank test was used to analyze the dogs’ looking preferences, due to the small sample size and 

non-normal distribution of data. 

We also analyzed whether dogs changed their gaze when the growl playback started, but only 

in those cases when the subject was looking at one of the pictures at the onset of the growl 

playback. The number of dogs that altered their gazing direction after they heard the growl 

playback, and those that did not change gazing direction were compared to the chance level 

(0.5) with Binomial test. All statistical analyses were performed by SPSS 17.0. 

3.3 Results 

First we measured whether dogs were looking at the pictures during most of the time in both 

parts of the test. In the PL group, during the OP phase: Mean=7.6417, SD=3.1818, during the 

AS phase: Mean= 15.8083, SD=4.4130. In the FG group, during the OP phase: Mean= 

7.4883, SD=2.9133, and during the AS phase: Mean=17.2283, SD=3.6250. 

In the PL playback group during the OP phase, dogs did not show preference for the ‘larger 

picture’ (One sample Wilcoxon signed rank test; Z = -0.234, N = 24, P = 0.823), but in the 

AS phase they looked significantly longer at the ‘larger picture’ (Z = -2.487, N = 24, P = 

0.011). Dogs did not show a preference for the ‘sound-matching picture’ in either of the 
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3.4 Discussion 

In a cross-modal matching experiment, we found that dogs prefer to look at the picture of a 

larger dog rather than of a smaller one if they heard dog growls in a playful context. In a 

similar experimental setup, dogs looked rather at the ‘sound-matching size’ dog picture when 

they heard a growl from an agonistic context. Before the sound playbacks, dogs did not show 

preference either for the larger, or the appropriately sized pictures. 

Our results confirmed that while the size information encoded in a ‘play’ growl seems to 

advert a larger animal, the size information conveyed by a ‘food-guarding’ growl suggests 

the adequate size of the caller. These results contribute to the current knowledge about the 

playful signals of dogs, and have interesting implications regarding the role and function of 

contextually different growl types. We suggest that the previously identified acoustical 

alteration in ‘play’ growls is a special feature of the playful vocalization. It is possible that 

just like certain movements and gestures can be exaggerated during play (Fagen, 1981), the 

size, as encoded by the vocal signal might also be augmented, and thus might serve as a 

playful signal. Since growls are most suitable in short-range communication (Taylor et al., 

2009), the sender of the vocalization is clearly visible to the other participants of the social 

interaction. The obvious dichotomy between the acoustical and visual information may be an 

important factor in maintaining the ’non-serious’ manner of play, even for a longer duration. 

Also, the higher fundamental frequency and more pulsating rhythm of the playful growls can 

help avoid misinterpretation (Faragó et al., 2010a). These play ’markers’ might be especially 

important during play sequences that strongly resemble agonistic interactions (like the tug-of-

war game), thus the playing parties benefit from repeatedly re-assuring each other about their 

on-going playful intentions. 

In contrast to the playful context, and in concurrence with the results of (Faragó et al., 

2010b), we found that growls emitted in the food-guarding situation convey the adequate size 

information of the caller. One might hypothesize that it would be beneficial for the emitter to 

send an ‘exaggerated’ signal in an agonistic situation such as this. However, other aspects 

also have to be taken into consideration. These are typically very short-range interactions; 

therefore there is direct visual information about the caller’s body size besides the acoustical 

signal, in contrast to the long-range calls of the deer, for example. In the latter species the 

calls conveying size information are used without visual contact, thus the size exaggeration 

can be effective (Reby et al., 2005). It is possible that in the case of dogs, during agonistic 

encounter the potential cost of ‘cheating’ (like advertising a larger body size) would be too 
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high to risk, since it could easily escalate into a serious fight. Several theoretical models 

suggest, that this effect might preclude ‘dishonest’ signaling in a number of different 

situations (for a review see: Számadó, 2011; 2000). A modification that might add to the 

playful and off-hand mood in one context (during play) might have severe consequences in 

another (guarding of food). 

There is a growing body of evidence on how animal species can be adapted to modify their 

formant dispersion with passive and active elongation of the vocal tract (Fitch and Reby, 

2001; Fitch and Hauser, 2003). For example we can find elongated trachea in several bird 

species (Fitch, 1999), and lowered larynx in mammals (e.g. Charlton et al., 2011). It was also 

shown in multiple species that animals can actively modify the position of their larynx (Fitch, 

2000), raising the possibility to virtual size alteration (Sanvito et al., 2007; Volodin et al., 

2009; Taylor and Reby, 2010). In the case of dogs, the exploration of the possible underlying 

mechanisms of such acoustical alterations is still in its infancy, therefore a number of 

potential explanations might be addressed about the exact mechanism how the modified 

formant dispersions are being produced during play. It is known that dogs are able to lower 

their larynx during vocalization, at least in certain vocalization types (e.g., barks, whines). 

This lowering is more typical and pronounced in loud calls (Fitch, 2000), thus it is possible 

that during the vigorous play growls, dogs lower their larynges to a notable extent. It is also 

feasible, that the special posture dogs display during the tug-of-war game, and/or the tense 

neck and body contribute to the formant disposition. The toy held in the dogs’ mouth could 

also cause deviations in the formant pattern, but since all cases were somewhat different 

(toy’s different position in mouth, dogs hold the toy with different strength, etc.), it is hard to 

conclude how this affects the spacing of the formants. 
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4 Dogs’ responses to various visual cues in two-way choice tests (Study 2) 

4.1 Preface to Study 2.1 and Study 2.2 

Over the last few decades, a series of thorough and circumspect studies were conducted on 

dogs’ cognitive ability in using human given cues to solve different tasks (like for example 

detouring around an obstacle, (Pongrácz et al., 2001); approach or not forbidden food (Call et 

al., 2003); or opting for a perseverative search strategy in a visible displacement task (Topál 

et al., 2009b). One of the most commonly used experimental paradigm when investigating 

dogs’ ability to follow human-given cues is the so-called two-way object choice test, 

employing various human pointing cues. 

According to several studies, dogs perform significantly over chance level in tasks where 

they have to base their choices on human signals such as pointing with hand, looking, and 

bowing toward one of the two containers that hides the reward (Hare and Tomasello, 1999; 

Miklósi et al., 1998; Soproni et al., 2001, for a review see Miklósi et al., 2004; 2007). Studies 

revealed, that the high performance of dogs cannot be explained simply by the use of 

olfactory cues (Szetei et al., 2003), or by learning during the experiment (they were skillful 

from the very first trials), or by past experiences (Hare et al., 1998). Successful performance 

in the task emerges relatively early during development and dogs as young as two to five 

months old can follow human pointing signals (Riedel et al., 2008; Gácsi et al., 2009b; Dorey 

et al., 2010). 

Gácsi et al. (2009b) tested almost two hundred companion dogs of various ages (between two 

months and adulthood), and found no effect of age, training history, housing conditions, or 

repeated testing on dogs’ performance although they did detect effects of head morphology 

and selective breeding (brachycephalic dogs performed better, as well as dogs from such 

breeds that were selected for cooperative working with humans). 

There are also indications that the social environment of dogs can influence the manifestation 

of their skills in following pointing gestures, as dogs living in shelters seemingly 

underperformed companion dogs in such experiments (Udell et al., 2008). On the other hand, 

dogs show considerable flexibility in comprehending human visual signals, as they can also 

follow unusual cues (e.g. using a leg as an indicator, see in Lakatos et al., 2009) which they 

seldom had opportunity to learn previously, compared to more conventional signals (Agnetta 

et al., 2000). 
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In our next two studies, we further examined dogs’ performance in two-way choice tests, 

from two different perspectives. First, we investigated how dogs’ response to human-given 

pointing signals is affected by unintended signals of other humans present during the test, 

namely their owners. Unintentional cueing is known in animal behavior studies as the ‘Clever 

Hans Effect’, but so far it was seldom investigated systematically in empirical experiments 

with dogs. 

In the next study, we explored dogs’ response in a two-way choice task, where the directional 

cue-giver was a conspecific. The cue was a projected video of a dog, performing a gaze 

alternation at a given location.  
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4.2 Owners fail to influence the choices of dogs in a two-choice, visual pointing 

task (Study 2.1) 

4.2.1 Introduction 

The seemingly simple and straightforward procedures and protocols of behavioral 

experiments might be processed differently by the investigated species, and this effect is 

prone to be overlooked by human observers. An already well-known event shed light on this 

issue, and since became known as the ‘Clever Hans Effect’ (CHE) (Pfungst, 1911) 

In the early 1900’s, a horse (Kluger Hans, ‘Clever’ Hans in English) became widely known 

for its spectacular performance at arithmetic and other intellectual tasks. He responded the 

questions by tapping his hoofs, and stopping it when reaching to the correct answer. The 

mystery about Hans’s extraordinary cognitive abilities was solved by a psychologist named 

Pfungst (1911). After thorough examination of the procedure, he concluded that the horse 

reacted to subtle and involuntary cues (e.g. tension, concentration, relaxation, some changes 

in posture, minute bodily cues) given by the questioner and the audience, who knew the 

correct answer. Since then, the unintended, subconscious cueing of experimental subjects is 

termed the ‘Clever Hans Effect’ in behavioral sciences. 

The CHE usually appears as a confusing factor in the interpretation of experimental results, 

hampering the objective evaluation of the given study. For this reason, it is normally 

controlled for in experiments, by minimizing the possibility of these involuntary ‘clues’ 

(Schmidjell et al., 2012). However, according to other opinions, ‘any human effect’ 

(including intentional cueing for example) should be considered as CHE on the subject’s 

behavior (for review see Rosenthal, 1964; Umiker-Sebeok and Sebeok, 1981). 

Dogs’ inclination to attend to and follow different human gestures and cues, even in 

perceivably contradicting situations has been shown in a number of interesting and witty 

experiments. 

For example, Prato-Previde et al. (2008) tested dogs in a series of two-way choice tests, 

where dogs had to choose between a smaller and a larger quantity of food. When they had to 

choose on their own, most dogs chose the larger amount of food, but when their owners 

expressed their preference (e.g. pretending to eat it and enjoying it) for the smaller amount, 

many dogs changed their preference, and went for the smaller meal in the next trial. 
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In another study, dogs were provided with direct olfactory (smelling the food) or visual cues 

(observing of the food being hidden) regarding the location of food in a two-way choice test. 

Based only on direct olfactory information, they found the hidden food above chance level. 

However, when receiving a contradicting pointing indication from a human experimenter 

(who pointed at the empty bowl instead of the one that contained the good smelling treat), 

they tended to choose the empty bowl over the baited one (Szetei et al., 2003). This result is 

especially interesting in light of dogs’ unquestionably superb sense of smell (Walker et al., 

2006). 

Lit et al. (2011) investigated the joint work of scent detection dogs and their handlers. In this 

task the dog signals briefly when it finds a hidden (scented) target, and the handler has to 

notice this signal. Neither of their experimental conditions contained real drug or explosive 

scent, thus any alerting response was rendered as incorrect. The authors systematically 

analyzed human and dog influence on the detection alerts, and they found that the handlers’ 

beliefs of a scent being present potentiated handlers’ identification of supposed detection 

alerts of dogs. Based on their data, the authors hypothesized that dogs might respond not only 

to scent, but to additional cues issued by handlers as well. 

Generally, in human pointing experiments, the owners are present during the tasks. The 

owner holds the dog while the experimenter displays the pointing cue, and after that, the dog 

is let to choose between the objects. The main focus is usually on the effect of the 

experimenter-given visual signal, and indeed, it does seem to be an effective cue (Miklósi et 

al., 1998, Miklósi and Soproni, 2006). However, the possible cueing effects of the owners 

have only rarely been addressed in detail so far. In this study we were specifically interested 

in how owner-given intended and unintended cues might influence the choice of dogs in a 

two-way choice test based a human pointing gesture.  In order to do this, we systematically 

modified the owners’ instructions –regarding their behavior during the test– across our 

experimental groups. 

We compared the performance of three experimental groups and a control group of dogs 

(they were tested in the usual way). In one group we prevented the owners from seeing the 

pointing signals, based on the assumption that the blindfolded owner would not be able to 

influence their dog’s choice. In two other groups we tried to enhance CHE by either 

motivating the owner to desire his/her dog’s excellent performance, or instructing them to 

actively direct the dog towards the indicated bowl. The fourth, ‘Customary’ group, served as 

a control. Here we followed the typical protocol of such studies where momentary distal 
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pointing was used, but they did not give the owners any of the above-mentioned specific 

instructions and the owners were not blindfolded (see for example, Soproni et al., 2002; 

Gácsi et al., 2009a; Lakatos et al., 2009; Pongrácz et al., 2013). 

We predicted that, if CHE is an important influence on two-way choice responses of dogs, 

then performance would decline for the blindfolded owner group (where the owner is not 

aware of the location of the ‘correct’ choice) and increase for those groups where the owners 

could help their dogs to follow the pointing cues. 

4.2.2 Methods and materials 

Subjects 

Subjects were recruited from dog training schools, where they were attending basic 

obedience courses. The basic data of the subjects are shown in Table 4-a-d (see description of 

the groups later, in the ‘Experimental Groups’ section). Additionally, dogs were not tested if 

they were not motivated enough to accept food in the experimental room (see pre-training 

phase below). Each subject was tested only once, and participated in only one group. 

Blindfolded Owner' Group 

Name Dog breed Age (year) Sex 

Bilbó Labrador Retriever 5 male 

Chandler Mixed Breed 2 male 

Csibész Mixed Breed 6 male 

Jenny Mixed Breed 3 female 

Lidi Hungarian Vizsla 5 female 

Lolka Wirehaired Vizsla 2 female 

Merlin Labrador Retriever 5 female 

Momo Golden Retriever 4 female 

Stokes English Bulldog 6 male 

Szami Whippet 6 female 

Tódor Border Collie 8 male 

Vackor1 Puli 6 male 

Winston Labrador Retriever 1 female 

Zselé Mixed Breed 3 female 

Zserbó Mixed Breed 2 female 

Table 4-a Basic subject information in the ‘Blindfolded Owner’ Group  
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Passive Clever Hans' Group 

Name Dog breed Age (year) Sex 

Akima Groenendael 4 female 

Bailey Bichon Havanese 4 male 

Bejgli Mixed Breed 4 male 

Fifi Mixed Breed 4 male 

Gina Mixed Breed 3 female 

Hektor Mixed Breed 6 male 

Hami Golden Retriever 5 male 

Janda Mixed Breed 7 female 

Kabala Hungarian Vizsla 5 male 

Kormi Mixed Breed 7 female 

Nia Labrador Retriever 8 female 

Peggi Beagle 7 male 

Rumli Mixed Breed 2 male 

Zigi French Bulldog 1 male 

Mogyi Dachshund 6 female 

Table 4-b Basic subject information in the ‘Passive Clever Hans’ Group 

Active Clever Hans' Group 

Name Dog breed Age (year) Sex 

Bibi Mixed Breed 9 female 

Ebony Schipperke 3 female 

Füli Mixed Breed 9 male 

Grissom Labrador Retriever 4 male 

Keldor Labrador Retriever 3 male 

Koda Mixed Breed 7 male 

Odin Hungarian Vizsla 5 male 

Pedro Hungarian Vizsla 3 male 

Rozi Mini. Schnauzer 3 female 

Sanyi Mixed Breed 5 male 

Süti Bichon Havanese 2 female 

Törpi Mixed Breed 2 male 

Trisztán Schipperke 5 male 

Vackor 2 Mixed Breed 6 male 

Zorro Mixed Breed 2 male 

Table 4-c Basic subject information in the ‘Active Clever Hans’ Group  
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Customary Group!

Name Dog breed Age (year) Sex 

Ananász Labrador Retriever 6 female 

Bibi Mixed Breed 6 male 

Bizsu Mixed Breed 1 female 

Bodor Mixed Breed 5 female 

Jani Labrador Retriever 3 male 

Lucky Mixed Breed 5 female 

Matisz Jack Russell Terr. 6 male 

Metosz Mixed Breed 5 male 

Muki Labrador Retriever 3 male 

Paca Jack Russell Terr. 6 female 

Ropi Border Collie 5 female 

Samu Golden Retriever 5 male 

Vitamin Mixed Breed 5 female 

Vito Australian Shep. 4 male 

Zokni Mixed Breed 3 male 

Table 4-d Basic subject information in the ‘Customary’ Group 

Experimental procedure 

Subjects were tested in an empty experimental room (4m*6 m). During the tests only the dog, 

the experimenter and the owner of the dog were present. Each test was recorded using digital 

video cameras (UI-2230-C (USB)) mounted on the ceiling and the footage was analyzed 

later. The experiment started with a pre-training phase. 

A. Pre-training phase 

The pre-training phase served a dual purpose: (a) to familiarize the dogs with the place and 

the experimental setup; and (b) to test whether the subjects were motivated to eat food at the 

test location. At first we asked the owner to unleash the dog and allow it to explore the 

experimental site for 1.5–2 min. Then the owner restrained the dog by its collar and 

positioned the dog on the start point 2.5 m from the experimenter. The experimenter placed 

two identical brown bowls (plastic, 20 cm tall and 20 cm wide) on the floor, 1.5–1.6 m away 

from each other. The experimenter stood in the middle between the two bowls, and dropped a 
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small piece of food into one of the bowls, conspicuously enough so that the dog observed this 

action. After the experimenter dropped the food into the bowl, the owner let the dog free and 

encouraged it to eat the food. If the dog ate the food from the bowl, the experimenter 

immediately put another piece of food into the other bowl, and the dog was again encouraged 

to eat it. Between two such trials the dog was not called back to the owner and the 

experimenter remained in the middle between the two bowls. This pre-training was repeated 

by dropping food into both bowls one more time. 

We used the same brand of commercially available sausage (i.e., deli meat) cut into small 

cubes (5*5 mm) as a reward for all trials. If a dog failed to take food from the bowls and/or 

did not eat more than one piece of food during the pre-training phase, we excluded that 

individual from the experiment as non-food motivated. Only one dog failed to pass this 

criterion. 

B. Experimental trials 

Experimental trials began immediately after the pre-trial phase for each dog. At the beginning 

of each trial the dog’s owner held it by the collar on the start point with the experimenter 2.5 

m away. The type and arrangement of the two plastic bowls was the same as during the pre-

training phase. To reduce the possible influence of odor cues, the inside of both bowls was 

smeared with a piece of food prior to each test. The experimenter stood 20–30 cm behind an 

imaginary line between the two bowls, an equal distance from both bowls. 

In all experiments we used the so-called momentary distal pointing (Soproni et al., 2002; 

Gácsi et al., 2009a; Lakatos et al., 2009; Pongrácz et al., 2013). At first the experimenter held 

both bowls in her hands in front of her body, then she put a piece of food conspicuously into 

one of them, then she exchanged the two bowls between her hands a few times in order to 

confuse the dog about the exact location of the food. After this the experimenter crouched 

down and with stretched arms put the two bowls simultaneously on the floor on her left and 

right side. The experimenter stood up and while holding her two hands bent in front of her 

chest, attracted the dog’s attention by calling its name. Once the experimenter established 

eye-contact with the dog, she pointed with her index finger in the correct direction toward the 

baited bowl. The distance between the end of the pointing finger and the bowl was 1 m. The 

cue was displayed for approximately 1 s, and then the experimenter took back her hand in 

front of her chest. During the pointing gesture, the experimenter kept looking at the dog. If 
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the dog did not leave the start position within 3 s after the pointing gesture was finished, the 

experimenter repeated the pointing gesture one more time. 

During the pointing gesture, the owner restrained the dog by the collar and released it only 

after the experimenter’s hand was again in front of her chest. If the dog approached the baited 

bowl first it was allowed to consume the food. Regardless of which bowl the dog visited first, 

as soon as it did visit one bowl, the experimenter quickly picked up both, preventing the dog 

from examining the other. Once the experimenter picked up both bowls, the owner called the 

dog back to the start point and the next trial began. If the dog did not choose one of the 

bowls, but for example sat down in front of the experimenter, or went back to the owner, no 

score was given, but the trial was repeated once more. If the dog did not choose again, the 

trial was recorded as a failure and the next trial started. 

The testing for each dog in each experiment consisted of ten consecutive pointing trials. An 

equal number of pointing trials were performed to the right and the left side and the order of 

left and right pointing was semi-random. No more than two consecutive pointing trials were 

performed to the same side (to avoid the development of a side bias) and the experimenter 

did not start the session with two pointing trials to the same side (to avoid the tendency to 

commit perseverative errors). Five dogs were excluded from further analysis because they 

stopped choosing after a few trials during the tests. 

Experimental groups 

Four experimental groups were formed. In three groups the owners were either blindfolded, 

or highly motivated in the excellent performance of their dogs, or requested to help their dogs 

choosing the correct location. The fourth group served as a control group, where all the 

conditions and instructions were befitting usual customs of pointig experiments. In each case 

the dogs received ten momentary distal pointing trials. 

1) Blindfolded Owner (BO) group (N = 15) Owners had to wear non-transparent 

glasses that we provided to them before the test (for a similar method, see Pattison et 

al., 2010). The glasses prevented the owners from seeing the gestures of the 

experimenter. According to the general procedure, dogs had to be released after the 

experimenter pulled back her arm from the pointing posture. Because the owner did 

not see the pointing gesture, the experimenter gave a simple ‘Now’ verbal command 

to the owner when she/he was supposed to release the dog. 
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2) Passive Clever Hans (PCH) group (N = 15) Owners wore the same kind of non-

transparent glasses as in the BO group, but in this case a small (1 mm diameter) hole 

was made on both ‘lenses’ of the glasses. These holes were large enough for the 

owner to see the experimenter’s actions, but they were technically invisible from any 

distance further than a meter (this means that the manipulated non-transparent glasses 

did not differ from those glasses used in the BO group if a dog looked back to the 

owner during the test). Before the test the experimenter explained to the owner that 

we were looking for the ‘smartest’ dogs with this experiment. The experimenter 

assured the owner that if his/her dog makes 10/10 correct choices, their dog will be 

recorded on the list of the ‘smartest’ subjects for later corresponding tests. 

Additionally, the owner was shown a collection of gifts (dog toys, books, dog collars, 

etc.), and the experimenter noted that if the dog succeeds in making 10/10 correct 

choices the owner could pick a gift from the inventory. One weakness of this kind of 

motivation is that if the dog misses one trial, the owner’s motivation may diminish 

quickly because the dog definitely failed to perform 10/10 trials correctly but this 

approach provided initially strong motivation to owners. 

3) Active Clever Hans (ACH) group (N = 15) Owners again wore the manipulated 

non-transparent glasses, as in the PCH group. Before the test the experimenter 

explained to the owner that he/she would need to help the dog to go to the pointed 

bowl. The owner had to remain on the start location, but at the moment of releasing 

the dog, she/he was allowed to push gently his/her dog to the direction of the bowl the 

experimenter pointed at. No additional verbal commands were allowed to be given to 

correct the dog’s behavior. 

4) Customary (C) group (N = 15) The procedure was the same as in the BO group, 

with the exception that here the owner did not wear any kind of glasses. Before the 

test the owners were informed when to release the dog and the experimenter did not 

give the ‘Now’ command after she finished the pointing. This procedure is the same 

as the pointing experiments that were performed in many of the previous studies (e.g., 

Gácsi et al., 2009a, b; Lakatos et al., 2009; Pongrácz et al., 2013). 

Data collection and analysis 

We tabulated the following parameters from the video recordings: number of successful 

choices (i.e., when the dog went to the bowl indicated by the experimenter); the number of 
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dogs that performed above the chance level; and the pattern of approach to the chosen bowl. 

Pattern of approach was categorized as follows: straight (i.e., during its approach, the dog 

always remained on the side where the chosen bowl was); ambiguous (i.e., the dog first 

approached an imaginary mid-line connecting the start point with the experimenter, then 

turned towards the chosen bowl); curved (i.e., the dog first approached one bowl, but then 

crossed an imaginary mid-line between the start point and experimenter, and went to the 

other bowl). 

As the data conformed to a Gaussian distribution and error variances were equal across 

groups based on Levene’s test for homogeneity of variance, we used ANOVA with 

Bonferroni post-hoc tests (in the case of comparing the number of successful choices among 

multiple groups, and in the case of comparing approach patterns to the bowl among multiple 

groups), or one- sample t-tests (in the case of comparing the number of successful choices to 

the chance level within a particular group). The ratio of dogs that performed individually over 

chance level was compared among the experimental groups with Chi-square tests. An 

individual was considered as having performed at a better than chance level if it was correct 8 

times out of 10 trials (binomial test p < 0.055). Statistical analyses were performed using 

SPSS 16.0 and InStat. 

4.2.3 Results 

The mean number of correct choices was above the chance level in each group (one-sample t-

test, C group t14 = 3.85; p < 0.01; BO: t14 = 2.62; p < 0.05; PCH: t14 = 5.15; p < 0.001; ACH: 

t14 = 5.39; p < 0.001: see also Figure 4-1). However, there was no difference among groups 

(one-way ANOVA: F3,56 = 0.56; p = 0.64). The ratio of individually successful dogs (those 

that chose correctly eight or more times: BO = 4 dogs; PCH = 6 dogs; ACH = 6 dogs; C = 7 

dogs) did not differ among groups (χ23= 4.13; p = 0.25) (see Figure 4-1). 
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Figure 4-1 The mean number (+SE) of correct choices (N=15 in each group). ‘C’: Customary group, 
‘BO’: Blindfolded Owner group, ‘PCH’: Passive Clever Hans group, ‘ACH’: Active Clever Hans group. 
The horizontal line shows the chance level. There was no significant difference among the groups (one-
way ANOVA). Markings within the bars show the results of one-sample t-tests: *= p<0.05; **= p<0.01; 
***= p<0.001 

There was also no difference among experimental groups in the number of ‘straight’ (F3,56 = 

1.24; p = 0.30) and ‘ambiguous’ (F3,56 = 2.20; p = 0.10) approaches to the bowls. However, in 

the case of the ‘curved’ pattern, there was a significant difference among the groups (F3,56 = 

5.55; p < 0.001). Dogs in the ACH group followed a curved route much more often than in 

the other groups where this pattern of approach was only sporadic (Figure 4-2). Interestingly, 

for the ACH group, whenever a dog approached the chosen bowl via a curved path the final 

choice was always incorrect. That is, the dog started to approach the bowl, which was 

indicated by the experimenter, but then changed its selection to the other bowl. 
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means that he or she not only provides a signal to the dog, but also conveys the intent of 

communication, by e.g. establishing eye contact, or using attention-seeking signals. There are 

arguments that the attentiveness and sensitivity to this kind of communication makes dogs 

exceptionally successful in the human socio-cognitive environment (Topál et al., 2009a), 

supporting the idea of a functionally infant-analogue social competence in dogs (Téglás et al., 

2012). Although there are many examples in the literature that dogs tend to rely on intended 

or unintended cueing of humans (Becker et al., 1957; Szetei et al., 2003; Lit et al., 2011), our 

results suggest that in the two-way object choice tests, the presence of the owners did not 

influence the dogs’ performance which indicates that they do not contribute to the CHE. 

It might be argued that ten trials were not enough for dogs to learn how to respond to the 

active ‘helping nudge’ of owners in the ACH group. This seems unlikely, since inspecting the 

experimental videos, the physical effect of the ‘helping cue’ is apparent on the curved 

trajectory of dogs. 

It might also be argued that dogs were not prone to the CHE of the owner, because they did 

not face an ‘unsolvable’ task. It has been shown that dogs refer back to their owners/handlers, 

if they encounter a difficult, strenuous (Topál et al., 1997; Pongrácz et al., 2001; Pongrácz et 

al., 2004, Miklósi et al., 2003), or a novel task (Merola et al., 2012), as human care-givers 

serve as a ‘secure base’ to dogs when they face new, potentially stressful situations. Since 

dogs engage readily in ostensive communicative interactions with humans, we can assume 

that the pointing instruction served as an easily interpretable signal, which they could deal 

with. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that dogs rarely looked back to the owners 

while making their choices. These results suggest, that CHE might depend more on the ‘need 

for help’ of the dog, than on the actual helpful interventions of the owner. 

In another study investigating the CHE exerted by owners on their dog in two-way choice 

tasks, the authors came to similar results (Schmidjell et al., 2012). In their first experiment, 

they systematically manipulated the owners’ knowledge of whether or not their dog should 

follow the pointing gesture. At the same time they were instructed not to influence the choice 

of their dog. They found that dogs followed the pointing regardless of their owner’s belief. In 

their second experiment they asked the owners to actively influence the choice of their dogs. 

In this case, their influence was significantly weaker, if the experimenter had previously 

pointed to the other location. 
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Taken together, pointing gestures appear to have a strong effect on the choice of dogs in 

object-choice tasks, and the so-called ‘Clever Hans Effect’, theoretically caused by the 

owners does not seem to influence this. Of course there is still a lot to discover about the 

nature and occurrence of subtle cueing between humans and dogs, but our results further 

strengthen the idea that the domestic dog is predisposed to be responsive to social-

communicative interactions with humans, improving their flexible adaptation to our human 

environment.  
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4.3 ‘Do not choose as I do!’ – dogs do not base their choice on another dog’s 

gaze in a two-object choice task (Study 2.2) 

4.3.1 Introduction 

There is a lively theoretical debate about the role of domestication and ontogeny on dogs’ 

ability to follow human pointing signals. Comparing the performance of dogs and 

(socialized) wolves (Canis lupus) offers a promising opportunity to investigate the changes 

that domestication may have caused in dogs from this aspect. Some of the experiments 

showed that even hand-raised young wolves are not as skillful as juvenile dogs in this task, 

although their performance can be significantly improved with early and intensive 

socialization (Gácsi et al, 2009b; Virányi et al., 2008). In other investigations socialized adult 

wolves performed just as well as companion dogs (Udell et al., 2008), leading to speculations 

that dogs perform generally well in pointing tasks only because they usually live in the 

human environment where they can learn the utilization of particular visual signals. 

Miklósi and Topál (2013) summarized the often controversial empirical data with a new 

theory that suggests that dogs acquired a new skill during domestication to pay attention to 

humans from the earliest age during ontogeny, and this enables them to utilize human signals 

earlier and easier than it happens in juvenile socialized wolves. Wolves on the other hand, 

even if they are extensively socialized to humans, reach the effectiveness of dogs in utilizing 

human signals slower, as at first they have to learn to pay attention to humans (Miklósi and 

Topál, 2013). 

Another recent theory is the so-called Two Stage Hypothesis (Udell et al., 2010), which 

stresses the importance of ontogeny in the development of the human-canine bond. It 

suggests that domestication and other genetic differences contribute to differences in the 

development and experience of dogs. According to the theory, dogs’ sensitivity to human 

cues relies on two conditions, a social sensitization to humans during an early sensitive 

period, and ongoing learning through operant conditioning in later life. 

Given dogs’ excellence in responding to human given visual cues, it seems plausible to 

suppose that this capability could somehow be captured in their intraspecific communication, 

meaning that they are sensitive/responsive to certain directional cues given by conspecifics. 

Regarding canine visual communication, the lack of ability to send signals with their limbs 
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(with the exception of their tails), suggests that canines might use their gazing, head or body 

orientation to send and receive directional cues to and from their conspecifics (Serpell, 1995). 

A series of experiments showed that domestic dogs may use simple visual cues (like vicinity 

to a target and body orientation) coming from a conspecific. In one experiment Hare and 

Tomasello (1999) tested two types of cues given by a conspecific. There were two barriers in 

front of the subject, and behind one of them there was food. In one case the ‘informant’ dog 

was standing closer to the baited location, orienting towards it. In the other case the 

‘informant’ was equidistant to the two barriers, but it was still orienting towards the baited 

barrier. Thus, the pointing/directing cue was ‘static’ in both cases. Because of the small 

sample size it is hard to draw any conclusion from the results of this experiment, according to 

the authors there was a tendency for higher performance in finding the food in the group 

where the 'informant' dog was standing near to the target (Hare and Tomasello, 1999). 

Eyes play an important role in the communicative interactions of most canine species (Fox, 

1971; Serpell, 1995, see Chapter 1.4). For example, it has been demonstrated that wolves are 

able to follow the gaze of others’ not only into distant space but also around barriers. 

Socialized wolves were excellent at using conspecific, as well as human gaze cues (Range 

and Virányi, 2011). The authors hypothesized, that relying on gaze cues to understand other 

individuals as intentional beings or, alternatively, to learn to use others’ gaze cues as 

predictors for their future behavior may be a crucial prerequisite for the highly cooperative 

social system in which wolves live (Range and Virányi, 2011). In another study investigating 

dogs’ gaze following abilities, it was found that dogs follow human gaze only in foraging or 

other goal-directed situations, but they do not look at the direction of the human gaze if it 

does not have an easily recognizable target (Agnetta et al., 2000). Recently, they found that 

the facial color pattern of gray wolves may be particularly well suited to gaze 

communication, since the markings allow the direction of the gaze to be easily recognized 

(Ueda et al., 2014). 

Despite the extensive research on dogs’ ability to comprehend human pointing gestures, their 

ability to use other dogs’ gazing as a directional cue remained largely uninvestigated. 

In this study, we addressed specifically the question of gazing/gaze orientation as a possible 

visual communicative signal among dogs, since we know that this cue is effective in human-

dog interactions (Hare and Tomasello, 1999; Miklósi et al., 1998; Soproni et al., 2001; Met et 

al., 2014). Since there is some evidence that wolves seem to be able to use the gaze cues of 
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other wolves (Range and Virányi, 2011), we can hypothesize that dogs might be responsive 

to conspecific-given directional cues. This could suggest that the special attentiveness and 

sensitivity that dogs show toward human-given visual cues might have an evolutionary 

‘prerequisite’, which can be detected in the intraspecific visual communication of dogs and 

related canids. Alternatively, it is also possible that the domestication process of dogs 

resulted in a specific sensitivity towards humans and human-given communicative cues, 

improving dogs’ adaptation to the human society.  From an ontogenetic point of view, dogs 

might also have the chance to learn to use directional cues, both from humans and 

conspecifics. However, humans use pointing gestures extensively and in various forms, not 

only in human-human but in human-dog interactions as well. Moreover, meanwhile each 

family dog lives together with at least one human (the owner), it does not mean necessarily 

that they will have another dog in the household. Thus, dogs’ most probably have more 

opportunities to learn about human directional cues, than from their conspecifics. 

In our experimental design, dogs were given a two-way choice task. After watching a 

projected, life-sized video-projected directional cue of a conspecific, they could choose 

between two, food-baited plates. The use of projected video images ensured that our 

demonstrations are standardized regarding the required parameters, thus the variability 

between tests (due to ‘experimental errors’) can be effectively reduced. The validity of the 

method has been shown in an experiment conducted by Pongrácz et al. (2003). Here, in a 

two-way choice setup, dogs were shown a life-sized video projection of a human, indicating 

the bowl containing the reward by pointing. They found that dogs performed above chance 

level after watching the video projection, just as after watching the live (3D) pointing. In our 

experiment the projected dog was looking briefly at one of the two plates, and after this 

demonstration, our subjects were allowed to choose between the two plates. 

Our aim was to find out whether dogs’ choices are influenced, and if so, how, by seeing a 

conspecific looking at one of the two plates. Besides the hypothesis that dogs interpret a 

conspecific’s gaze as a directional cue, there is the possibility that it would be translated in a 

competitive context, for food. It has been found in chimpanzees for example, that they are 

aware of what their conspecifics can and cannot see, and this can be important in a 

competitive situation. Subordinate members adjust their food-choice to the visual information 

of a dominant member, and prefer the food that the dominant member cannot see (Hare et al., 

2000). Assuming that our experimental design resembles a sort of competitive situation for 

the dogs raises some interesting additional questions. In a competitive situation for food, we 
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might expect that the size ratio of the two involved parties is an important parameter, since 

body size/weight are considered as an indicator of competitive ability in many species 

(Cafazzo et al., 2010). Thus, we tested our subjects in three different groups, according to the 

size difference of the subject and the projected, ‘demonstrator’ dog. This way, we had a ‘D-

larger’ group (the ‘demonstrator’ dog is larger than the subject), a ‘D-equal’ group (the 

‘demonstrator’ and subject are about the same size), and a ‘D-smaller’ group (the 

‘demonstrator’ dog is smaller than the subject). 

Additionally, we also examined whether the dominance status of our subjects (reported by 

the owner) had an effect on dogs' choices, since empirical evidence in a number of species 

suggest that dominance rank affected the access to food sources (Cafazzo et al., 2010; Hare et 

al., 2000). We assessed the ‘dominance’ status of those subjects that lived in a household 

with other dogs by means of a questionnaire developed by Pongrácz et al. (2008). 

4.3.2 Methods and materials 

Subjects 

Twenty dogs were tested in each experimental group. Each dog participated only once. The 

size, age and breed of the subjects are shown in Table 4-b, 4-c and 4-d. 

Experimental procedure 

The experiment took place in a 6m*3m testing room, equipped with a projector (Optima 

ES22), and a quad closed circuit camera system (Panasonic VJ420). All tests were video 

recorded and later analyzed. A projecting canvas was installed to one of the shorter walls. In 

our experimental set-up, dogs faced a two-way choice task, where they had to choose 

between two, food-baited plates after a directional cue given by a conspecific. The food-

reward was the same brand of commercially available sausage, cut into small pieces (5*5 

mm), placed on customary plastic plates (d=20 cm). On the canvas behind the two plates, a 

life-sized video of a dog was projected that served as the conspecific ‘demonstrator’. The 

tests were conducted by two experimenters. Experimenter 1 (E1) was present in the testing 

room over the entire course of the test, doing the baiting and re-baiting of the plates, while 

Experimenter 2 (E2) stayed in the adjacent room, and conducted the video projections. E2 

followed the events in the testing room through a video connection. E1 always put a barrier in 
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front of the dog while baiting the plates, so the dog did not see directly how the food was 

placed on the plates. The experiments started with a pre-training phase. 

A. Pre-training phase 

The pre-training phase served (a) to familiarize the dogs with the place and the experimental 

setup; and (b) to test whether the subjects were motivated to eat food at the test location in 

this experiment as well. At first, we asked the owner to unleash the dog and allow it to 

explore the experimental site for 1.5–2 min. Then, the owner called back the dog to their 

initial position, and E1 covered the dog’s sight with the barrier. E1 placed a plate with a piece 

of food in front of the canvas, to the central position. After returning, she removed the 

barrier, and the owner let the dog free and encouraged it to eat the food. The pre-training 

trials were repeated twice, but if the subject was hesitating to take the food, we conducted 

four warm-up trials. (This happened in three cases, twice in the ‘D-larger’, and once in the 

‘D-smaller’ group). All dogs passed this criterion. 

B. Experimental trials 

The experimental trials started right after the pre-training phase. The owner sat on a chair in 

front of the canvas, holding the dog between his/her legs during the projections. The subject’s 

distance from the canvas was 3 m. E1 put the barrier in front of the dog again, baited the 

plates, and put them to their adequate positions (at the viewing point of the projected dog). 

Returning from the baiting, E1 removed the barrier out of the subject’s sight, and the dog was 

let to watch the projection. During this time, E1 stood behind the owner, keeping 1 m 

distance from him/her. 

The projected ‘demonstrator’ video footages: each subject saw a series of ten 

‘demonstrations’ from the same ‘demonstrator’ dog. The footages lasted for about six 

seconds (N=28, Min= 4.8 s, Max= 6.6 s, Mean: 5.764, SD= 0.478). Each video-footage 

consisted of the following phases. First, before the ‘demonstrator' dog would appear, an 

attractor was projected to the middle of the canvas. This was a solid yellow circle (10 cm of 

diameter), performing a vertical bouncing movement from 1m high to the floor and back. The 

purpose of the attractor was to direct the dogs' attention to the center where the 'demonstrator' 

dog was projected afterwards. Following the attractor, the 'demonstrator' appeared in a 

sitting, forward looking position. After sitting still for about 1.5 s (N=28, Min=1.4 s, Max=2 

s, Mean: 1,586 s, SD=0,153), it performed a head turn, either to the left or the right side, 
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gazing at a spot on the floor about 0.5 m away from its own position. The gazing lasted for 

about 2.5 s (N=28, Min=2.2 s, Max= 3.6 s Mean: 2.843 s, SD=0.379), then the dog returned 

to a forward looking position for another short duration (N=28, Min=1 s, Max=1.6 s, Mean: 

1.35 s, SD=0.14). The right and left head turns followed each other in a semi-random order, 

meaning, that no more than two consecutive pointing trials were performed to the same side, 

and the experimenter did not start the session with two pointing trials to the same side. The 

plates were placed on the floor, right in front of the canvas, exactly in the right and left 

gazing directions of the projected 'demonstrator'. 

After the subject saw the ‘demonstration’, it was allowed to choose between the two plates. 

The owners had to call or bring their dog back to the starting place after the dog ate the food 

from the firstly chosen plate. Since we considered the avoidance of the ‘cued’ plate also as a 

possible effect after watching a conspecific-given directional cue, we baited both plates with 

food in all trials. This way, we intended to bypass the possibility of learning to choose the 

indicated plates, despite having a tendency to avoid it (e.g.: after failing to find food in the 

‘non-demonstrated’ plate, changing to the other one). The test was terminated, if the subject 

showed disinterest in the projections. A dog was considered having lost its interest if it did 

not choose any of the plates, or have not even approached the plates after the projected 

‘demonstration’. Taking all groups together, this happened in six cases (two in the ‘D-larger’, 

three in the ‘D-equal’ and one in the ‘D-smaller’ group). 

 Recording and processing of the ‘demonstrator’ videos 

In the course of the test, a series (N=10) of short video footages were projected to the 

subjects. The projected videos were recorded prior to the experiment. Twenty-eight different 

dogs were recorded as ‘demonstrators’ (see Table 4-e). Our aim was to collect the 

‘demonstrator’ dogs from a wide size range (both in mass and height), and from different 

breeds, to avoid the possibility of ‘pseudoreplication’. Their mass ranged from 2 kg to 50 kg, 

and their height ranged from 24 cm to 78 cm (measured at the withers). Eighteen of them 

were purebred animals, from thirteen different breeds and ten dogs were of mixed breeds. 
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‘Demonstrator' dogs!

Name Dog breed Sex Height (cm)  Mass (kg) 

Bob Border Collie male 60 30 

Tappancs English Cocker Spaniel male 40 12 

Noé Labrador Retriever male 60 35 

Artúr Foxterrier male 43 10 

Rege_1 Transylvanian Hound male 78 38 

Kósza Transylvanian Hound male 70 35 

Rege_2 Mixed Breed male 48 20 

Betyár Mixed Breed male 60 23 

Lexi Great Dane female 72 50 

Szuzi Mixed Breed female 50 28 

Csipke Mixed Breed female 50 18 

Fibi Mixed Breed female 64 30 

Tigris Mixed Breed male 55 22 

Earl Mixed Breed male 62 34 

Tücsök Mixed Breed male 52 20 

Panni Beagle female 38 10 

Füles Mixed Breed female 32 13 

Fergie Airedale Terrier female 56 18 

Vackor Puli male 44 12.5 

Suvi Border Collie female 50 13 

Lucky Mixed Breed male 61 23 

Ananász Labrador Retriever male 59 25 

Zsófi Staffordshire Bullterrier female 38.5 13 

Tücsök Papillon female 24 2 

Missouri Miniature Schnauzer male 34 7 

Noked-Lee English Cocker Spaniel male 40 14 

Csobán Mudi male 45 15 

Mabu Foxterrier female 40    8.2 

Table 4-e List of „demonstrator” dogs and their size parameters 

'Demonstrator’ dogs were recorded in front of a white background. In order to do so, we used 

a white blanket, folded in two, so it covered both the wall behind the recorded dog and the 

floor it was sitting on. The owners made the dogs sit on the middle of the white blanket laid 
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on the floor. The camera was put right in front of the dog. We asked the owner (who stood in 

front of the dog, 2 m away) to ensure that his/her dog was looking straight ahead, for example 

by calling the dog on its name. Meanwhile, an assistant was crouching beside the dog, 1.2 m 

away from it, holding a tweeting toy in her hand, close to the floor. When the dog sat still, the 

helper made a short tweeting sound with the toy, so the dog would look in that direction. This 

was the way to elicit a head turn from the ‘demonstrator’ dog, directed at a spot on the floor, 

that later served as a head turn and gazing at a food-containing plate (Figure 4-3). The 

footages were edited with Virtual Dub software. Dogs were only recorded as looking to the 

left, and the corresponding head turns to the right were created by flipping the image 

horizontally. Also with the help of Virtual Dub, the head turns were reversed, thus creating 

an identical return to the forward facing position in each case. 

 

 

Figure 4-3 Two frames from the video projected head turn sequence of a 'demonstrator' dog. Phase A 
shows the initial and final stage of the demonstration (the dog looks forward); phase B shows the head 
turn (to the right in this case). The plates that contained the food for the subject were placed in front of 
the canvas, positioned exactly where the projected dog 'looked' in phase B. With the help of Virtual Dub, 
an identical head turn movement was created also to the opposite side in case of each 'demonstrator' dog 

Experimental groups 

According to the size difference between the demonstrator and the subject dogs, three 

experimental groups were formed. The size of both the ‘demonstrator’ and subject dogs were 

measured by two parameters, height and mass. 
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 In the ‘D-larger’ group (N=20), the projected dog was at least 30% taller (measured by 

height at the withers), and also heavier than the subject dog. On average the ‘demonstrator’ 

dogs were 67% taller (SD= 0.34), and on average 15.42 kg heavier (SD= 6.02), than the 

subject dogs (see Table 4-f). 

In the ‘D-equal’ group (N=20), the projected and the subject dog were about the same size 

(maximum 2 cm difference in their heights, with one exception (diff=4 cm)), and with only 

moderate difference in their mass. The mean difference between the projected and subject 

dogs heights was 0.8 cm (SD=0.99), and the mean value of their mass difference was 5 kg 

(SD= 4.4) (see Table 4-g). 

In the ‘D-smaller’ group (N=20), the projected dog was 30% shorter (measured by height at 

the withers), and lighter than the subject dog. On average, the ‘demonstrator’ dogs were 37% 

shorter (SD=0.08), and on average 19.1 kg lighter (SD= 8.83) than our subjects (see Table 4-

h). 

Subjects were sorted randomly to the three groups. A projected 'demonstrator' was assigned 

to each subject based on the height of the subject. When the exact height of the subject was 

measured, the suitable 'demonstrator' was chosen from 28 different dogs' pre-recorded 

footages. A particular footage was not used more than twice as 'demonstrator' in the same 

experimental group. 

By means of a questionnaire, developed by Pongrácz et al. (2008), we assessed the subject 

dogs ‘dominance’ rank, according to the owners' experience. It is only applicable for dogs 

that live together with at least one other dog, since the questionnaire assessed the social 

relationship between cohabiting dogs. The questionnaire consisted of four questions (see in 

details in Pongrácz et al., 2008). The dog was considered as ‘dominant’ if (a) it usually won 

the fights/play fights, (b) barked more/approached the door earlier if a stranger arrived, (c) 

took away/was able to take away the food of the other(s) and (d) it’s mouth was licked (or 

licked more often) by the other(s) than the other way around. Not all questions were 

necessarily responded, and in some cases, we found contradicting answers. We excluded 

those cases from this analysis where there were equal numbers of contradicting answers, 

making it impossible to assess the dominance status unambiguously. 
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‘D-larger' group!

Name Dog breed Sex   Height (cm)   Mass (kg) 

Glenna Rottweiler female 51 30 

Lili Wire Haired Dachshund female 24 7 

Marcipán English Cocker Spaniel male 44 17 

Masni Jack Russell Terrier female 26 6 

Maya Mixed Breed female 54 30 

Rozi Wire Haired Dachshund female 25 7.5 

Chili_1 Bichon Havanese female 28 6 

Becky Foxterrier female 39 10 

Doki Mixed Breed male 46 16 

Süti_1 Beagle female 38 14 

Brúnó Wire Haired Dachshund male 38 12 

Indiana Border Collie male 54 25 

Gorka Foxterrier female 39 11 

Lujzi Chihuahua female 20 1.8 

Zsakett Beagle male 40 10 

Matyi Mixed Breed male 30 9 

Negro Mixed Breed female 35 12 

Örni Mixed Breed male 31 8 

Chili_2 Border Collie male 51 26 

Olivér French Bulldog male 37 14 

Table 4-f List of subjects in the ‘D-larger’ group. In this group the projected 'demonstrator' dog was at 
least 30% taller (measured at the withers) than the subject 
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‘D-equal' group!

Name Dog breed Sex Height (cm) Mass (kg) 

Akira Mixed Breed female 54 22 

Baltazar Wire Haired Dachshund male 26 8 

Noked-lee English Cocker Spaniel male 41 15 

Rumli Mixed Breed male 63 30 

Rupert Border Collie male 60 22 

Süti_2 Staffordshire Bullterrier male 50 30 

Vackor Puli male 44 12.5 

Zeusz Rottweiler male 53 25 

Zserbó Mixed Breed male 38 18 

Barnabás Hungarian Vizsla male 63 22 

Bundás Labrador Retriever male 55 29 

Borisz Whippet male 48 12 

Fanta Mixed Breed female 43 20 

Lutra Border Terrier male 36 9 

Foltos Beagle female 39 13 

Morzsi Puli male 48 8 

Skippi Mixed Breed female 57 30 

Smafu Mixed Breed female 51 20 

Szeder Mixed Breed female 32 9 

Grisszon Labrador Retriever male 52.5 35 

Table 4-g List of subjects in the ‘D-equal’ group. In this group the projected 'demonstrator' dog was 
about the same size (± 2cm) as the subject 
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‘D-smaller' group!

Name Dog breed Sex Height (cm) Mass (kg) 

Alma Howawart female 62 26 

Angus Great Dane male 87 60 

Arwen Rough Collie female 51 25 

Benji Mixed Breed male 67 30 

Berci Wire Haired Dachshund male 67 30 

Chili_3 Mixed Breed female 55 23 

Dézike Mixed Breed female 60 21 

Faust Groenandael male 66 38 

Nikita Akita Inu female 58 22 

Selma Mixed Breed female 57 30 

Zora Mixed Breed female 59 28 

Borka Mixed Breed female 48 22 

Lea Boxer female 55 24 

Leon Dogue De Bordeux male 62 50 

Szandra Siberian Husky female 56 20 

Momo Golden Retriever female 55 28 

Lolka Wire Haired Dachshund female 57 20 

Koda Mixed Breed male 62 30 

Bilbo Labrador Retriever male 59 35 

Hami Golden Retriever male 59 38 

Table 4-h List of subjects in the ‘D-smaller’ group. In this group the projected 'demonstrator' dog was at 
least 30% shorter (measured at the withers) than the subject 

Data collection and statistical analysis  

We analyzed dogs’ choices (i) in all ten trials, (ii) in the first trials, (iii) in the last nine trials, 

examining how their first choices affected the remaining ones. We tabulated choices as being 

the ‘demonstrated’ or the ‘non-demonstrated’ plate, and also according to their side (left or 

right). Besides the analysis of the size-related experimental groups, we also examined the 

performance of dogs according to their assessed dominance status. 

We applied nonparametric tests for each comparison. We first performed a between-groups 

analysis, comparing the three size-related experimental groups. In case of comparing first 
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choices between groups, we used Chi2-tests, while to compare the overall performance of 

dogs we applied Kruskal-Wallis tests. 

In our further analysis, the performance and the possible side preference of dogs were tested 

with exact binomial test in the first choices, while to assess their overall choice behavior, 

one-sample Wilcoxon signed rank tests were used. The same test was applied for testing the 

effect of the first choice. For this, we measured the ratio of choosing the same side as the first 

choice in the following 9 trials. All statistical analyses were performed by the IBM SPSS 

Statistics 20 software. 

4.3.3 Results 

Group differences  

The comparison of the first choice of the three groups showed a non-significant trend (Chi2 

test: χ2=5.74; p=0.057), suggesting that in the ‘D-smaller’ group slightly more dogs chose the 

non-demonstrated side. There was no difference in side preference (Chi2 test: χ2=2.194; 

p=0.334). 

We found no differences between the three groups neither in the overall choice behavior 

(Kruskal-Wallis test: N=60; H=3.048; p=0.218) (Figure 4-4), nor in side preference (N=60; 

H=1.566; p=0.457) nor in the assumed effect of the first choice (N=60; H=0.283; p=0.868), 

therefore we pooled together the groups in the further analysis. 
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not. This result is important from the aspect that it shows how side preference can be formed 

very quickly in dogs when performing consecutively repeated, similar trials. 

In light of dogs’ special abilities in dog-human interactions (e.g. sensitivity to human 

attentional states (Call et al., 2003; Soproni et al., 2001; Virányi et al., 2004), performing 

well in pointing tasks (Hare and Tomasello, 1999; Lakatos et al., 2009; Miklósi and Soproni, 

2006; Miklósi et al., 1998, etc.) and the extensive and various usage of the visual 

communicative modality in their intraspecific communication, our results, showing that dogs 

do not follow the head turn/gaze demonstration of a conspecific might be somewhat 

surprising. 

It is not likely that our results were driven by the experimental design (i.e. using projected 

videos), since this method was successfully applied by Pongrácz et al. (2003). There, dogs 

participated in a two-way choice pointing task, where the pointing agent was a life-sized, 

projected human on the wall. Péter and colleagues (2013) successfully used life-sized 

projected human demonstrations in a three-choice object choice task for dogs. However, it 

should be noted that in the latter two experiments, the demonstrator human performed a live 

action, directly projected to the subject dogs, unlike the pre-recorded video footages used in 

the present study. Another study showed that dogs seemingly recognize the dog-

characteristics on very simple representations, like life-sized paintings of conspecifics (Fox, 

1971). In that study the subjects showed explorative sniffing at the ‘adequate’ body parts of 

the image, similarly to a real-life encounter. Faragó and colleagues (2010b) found in a 

modality matching experiment that dogs can match life-sized dog pictures to agonistic dog 

growls, while the subjects did not discriminate between cat pictures regarding their sizes 

when they were paired with dog growls. This result also suggests that dogs can recognize 

other dogs on static projections as well. We can therefore conclude that dogs are able to see 

and utilize both static and moving 2D visual information if it is presented to them in the form 

of life-size projected images/ footages. 

Besides the suspected preparedness for paying attention to humans (Miklósi et al. 2003), 

family dogs also have ample opportunity to learn about human visual signals during their 

ontogeny and later on, while the access to interactive dog companions is less sure in the case 

of the average dog. Therefore, as some authors suggest (Udell et al., 2008; 2010) selective 

learning of following human pointing can provide an advantage for dogs in experiments with 

human cues but not in tasks when a dog provides similar cues. 
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We did not find a difference between the performance of the groups where the dogs had 

cohabitant canine companions ('dominant' and 'subordinate' groups) compared to the 'single' 

dogs that definitely had less opportunity to interact with dogs. The lack of difference between 

these groups suggests that if learning is important for acquiring the skill of following the 

visual cues of humans and dogs, dogs probably do not show such signals frequently during 

their usual interactions. 

We might also look at our results from an evolutionary perspective. It has been suggested that 

during domestication, dogs developed a specific sensibility towards humans, learning about 

human behavior and communicative cues (Miklósi and Topál, 2013). It is possible that there 

is no exact analogue of the ability of following human gaze alternations in the intraspecific 

communication of dogs. While in dog-human communication these visual cues have their 

function (locating food, in dog-human cooperative work: Hare et al., 2002; Naderi et al., 

2001, human assistance: Pfaffenberger et al., 1976; Pauline et al., 2000), they may not have 

the same role in dog-dog communicative interactions (but rather serve agonistic or playful 

purposes, see above). 

On the other hand, recent results suggest that the facial color pattern of grey wolves is 

exceptionally suitable for gaze communication among conspecifics, unlike in other canine 

species, such as e.g. fennec foxes or bush dogs (Ueda et al., 2014). The authors concluded 

that this morphological trait might contribute to the prominence of visual communication in 

wolves, while it is less extensive in species lacking such specific markings (Ueda et al., 

2014). Since the dogs’ facial color pattern is highly diverse due to artificial selection, this 

might reduce the effectiveness of gazing communication between conspecifics, since gazing 

direction is less apparent. 

We found that dogs (mainly in the 'single' group) showed left side-preference in their choices. 

Recently, increasing data emerged on different lateral biases affecting everyday behavior of 

dogs. Some studies showed that females preferably use their right paw, while males showed a 

preference for the left in simple food-obtaining tests (Quaranta et al, 2004; Wells, 2003). 

Moreover, dogs have been reported to show lateralized responses to acoustic (Siniscalchi et 

al., 2008), visual (Faragó et al., 2010b) and olfactory stimuli as well (Siniscalchi et al., 2011). 

Interestingly, left side biases (the increased activity of the right hemisphere) are usually 

linked to novel, attention grabbing, or unexpected stimuli (Andrew and Watkins, 2002). This 

might suggest, that the left-side preference seen in the present study might be related to the 
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surprising, startling effect of the projected gaze-demonstrations on dogs. However, it must be 

noted that the results of our experiments are insufficient to draw any comprehensive 

conclusions regarding lateralized behavior. Detailed further research would be needed to 

clarify the subtleties of the seen results. 

We analyzed the effect of dogs’ first choices on the remaining trials to see whether a choice 

pattern could be found. We found that whether or not the plate was demonstrated had no 

effect on the latter choices. On the other hand, the side of the dogs’ first choices had a strong 

positive effect on the latter choices (they chose the same side more likely), leading to a side-

biased choice pattern. It should be noted that in most two-way choice tasks, where dogs have 

to follow human given cues, they do not usually show side-preference on the group-level 

(e.g. Lakatos et al., 2009; Soproni et al., 2002). This suggests, that while dogs have the 

tendency for side-biased behavior, this can be over-written by an adequate external cue. 

Human-derived signals seem to be effective in this respect, and dogs perform effectively in 

different human pointing experiments (Hare et al., 1998; Miklósi et al., 1998; Soproni et al., 

2002). In contrast, the demonstration provided by a conspecific in our experiment did not 

seem to be a suitable indication, further strengthening the idea that probably this type of cue 

is not relevant for dogs in a food-locating task. 

This result can also be viewed from an ecological perspective. Dogs’ first choices always led 

them to find food, thus their latter decisions might be considered as a behavioral strategy 

following an initial, successful ‘food-detection’. There are two main strategies described by 

ethologists for finding food successfully in repeated bouts. If the ‘win-shift’ strategy is 

employed, animals tend to choose locations different from ones they just visited; while in the 

case of the ‘win-stay’ strategy, animals return to the locations just chosen. A number of 

studies were aimed to test food gathering and foraging behavior in many different taxa, with 

various results. For example rats were found having a natural win-shift predisposition, since 

they learned easily to choose locations following a win-shift rule, but slowly or never learned 

to choose locations following a win-stay rule in a radial maze environment (Olton and 

Schlosberg, 1978). In a similar experimental design MacPherson & Roberts (2010) found that 

dogs also perform better with the ‘win-shift’, than with the ‘win-stay’ rule. In contrast, our 

results suggest, that dogs follow a ‘win-stay’ behavioral strategy after finding the first ‘food-

location’ (Burke et al., 2002; Switzer, 1993). This might seem contradicting, but it should be 

noted, that in the radial maze, dogs could choose out of eight locations (the maze’s eight 

arms), without being given any external cues, while in our experiment, there were only two 
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food-locations, and the dogs always made their choices after being given a social cue, from a 

(projected) conspecific. The difference between the experimental designs in the two studies 

might be accounted for the found strategic variation, although the two studies cannot be 

directly compared to each other. 
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5 Dogs’ acoustic response to ‘threatening strangers’, according to the 
humans’ gender and body size (Study 3) 

5.1 Introduction 

The concept that emotions and affective states are mirrored in non-human and human vocal 

communication is a topic that is receiving increasing attention lately (Gogoleva et al., 2010), 

and is also supported by plenty of experimental data from recent years (Rendall, 2003). 

Nevertheless, the field also faces some controversies. To date, there is no scientific consensus 

on the definition of ’emotions’, either in humans or non-human animals, and this is also 

reflected in the literature of vocal expressions of emotions. For example, some researchers 

argue that specific human emotions (e.g. fear, joy, sadness) have unique vocal signatures, 

while others say that it is mainly the intensity of non-specific affective arousal which is 

reflected in the voice (Soltis et al., 2011). 

Regarding the attribution of particular emotions to vocalizations, current research has shown 

that humans rate the emotional valence of human and dog vocalizations following similar 

basic acoustic rules, which suggests that the mental mechanisms might be similar in the 

perception of human and heterospecific vocal emotions (Faragó et al., 2014). 

Obviously, the similarity between the emotional meanings of different species’ vocalizations 

should be investigated not only from the side of the receivers, but it is also important to know 

whether the encoding of particular inner states could have some analogous/homologous 

mechanisms in the signalers as well. Consequently, there are a few theories, which connect 

the emotional vocal outputs with certain physiological properties or changes thereof. 

Probably the most well-known theory describing a connection between affective states and 

vocalizations is the set of ’motivational-structural (MS) rules’ outlined by Morton (1977). 

According to this idea, harsh (broadband), lower-frequency vocalizations are used in hostile 

and aggressive contexts, while tonal, higher-frequency calls in appeasing or friendly 

situations. Morton noted that the ability to produce harsh sounds of lower frequency is linked 

to body size. Since in many species, body size determines the outcome of aggressive 

encounters, such vocalizations may reflect size and can reliably replace overt fighting. 

Morton (1994) has termed this ‘expressive size symbolism’. Owings & Morton (1998) argued 

that vocalizations came to reflect differences in motivation. More precisely, lower and 
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harsher, or higher and more tonal vocalizations show motivational tendencies towards the 

opposite ends of expressive sound symbolism (Rendall, 2003; Gogoleva et al., 2010). 

The physiological activity associated with affective states can influence voice characteristics 

by producing changes along the vocal production pathway in numerous ways. For example, 

basic changes in respiration might affect the amplitude, tempo, and absolute fundamental 

frequency (f0) of calling, while changes in vocal fold tension and coordination (resulting 

from changes in overall muscle tonus and control) might also affect f0 (Rendall, 2003). 

Zahavi also argued, that the posture and movement of the animal, which indicates its 

motivation, strongly influences the vocal signal, thus that also reflects the subject’s 

motivational state (Zahavi, 1982). 

Methodologically, it has been argued by some authors, that vocal correlates of the sign of the 

emotional state can be revealed from differences in vocal responses to comfort and to 

discomfort. Vocal correlates of gradations in emotional arousal can be revealed from shifts in 

values of acoustic parameters with an increase or decrease of positive or negative stimulation 

(Gogoleva et al., 2010). 

There are a number of empirical observations gathered so far on the appearance of affects in 

vocalization, both in humans and non-human animals. 

For example, in humans, there are a number of reports concerning the vocal correlates of 

positive and negative emotional arousal respectively. In newborns, the augmentation of 

positive or negative emotional arousal acoustically results in the increase of the fundamental 

frequency (Papousek, 1992; Scheiner et al., 2002), duration and amplitude (Papousek, 1992). 

In adults, the same augmentation (e.g. responding vocally to verbal approval or censures, 

shows similar shifts in acoustic characteristics towards a higher fundamental frequency of 

vowels (Bachorowski and Owren, 1995). Under fear, anger and joy, the amplitude, 

fundamental frequency, maximum amplitude frequency and rate of pronouncing of speech 

sounds increase uniformly compared to the neutral emotional state of a speaker (Johnstone 

and Scherer, 2000; Scherer, 2003). 

In vervet monkeys (Chlorocebus pygerythrus) the amplitude, amount, and rate of calling 

appear to vary with the level of arousal associated with the degree of predator threat (Seyfarth 

et al., 1980). The same acoustic parameters along with f0 and relative tonality (or harshness) 

show variability in rhesus monkey (Macaca mulatta) food calls, in connection to the intensity 

of hunger-related arousal (Hauser and Marler, 1993; Rendall, 2003) In a bat species 
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(Megaderma lyra), systematic changes of vocal parameters were found in an agonistic 

approach situation with a conspecific. At the high intensity level, the total call duration, 

number of syllables within a call, and the number of calls within a sequence were increased, 

while intervals between call syllables were decreased (Bastian and Schmidt, 2008). 

In canines, our knowledge on the vocal imprints of different affective states is rather scarce, 

with a limited number of experimental studies. 

There have been investigations of affect-related vocalizations and their acoustical 

representations in African wild dogs (Robbins and McCreery, 2003), and in silver foxes as 

well (Gogoleva et al., 2010). 

The barks of domestic dogs also showed acoustical differences across different social 

contexts (Feddersen-Petersen, 2000; Yin and McCowan, 2004), and it has also been found 

that humans are able to correctly categorize the assumed inner state of the barking dog by 

listening to pre-recorded bark samples (Pongrácz et al., 2006). In regard to dogs’ intraspecific 

communication, some recent results suggest that dogs are able to utilize context-specific 

information of dog growls, which might be partly based on the perception of the inner state of 

the caller (Faragó et al., 2010a). 

Other studies, investigating the size-related indexical cues conveyed by dog growls showed 

that these parameters are different in agonistic and playful situations (Faragó et al., 2010a). 

Since it is known in other species, that size-related vocal parameters might be altered to some 

extent in agonistic situations (Fitch and Reby, 2001; Taylor and Reby, 2010), it would be 

interesting to investigate such effects in dogs. 

In this experiment our aim was to investigate the vocal reaction of dogs in an agonistic 

situation where they are approached by a ‘threatening’, unknown human. The main goal was 

to investigate whether the acoustic parameters of dogs’ elicited vocal response are affected by 

particular aspects of the threatening human, more specifically its sex and/or body size. 

According to anecdotical reports and a few published studies, dogs may react differently to 

men and women. Dog owners often claim, that their dog is more afraid of men they meet 

during their daily walk, that they avoid physical contact with men, or that they are more 

reluctant to show friendly gestures upon the first meeting. It is possible that dogs fear men 

more than women because men are generally larger in body size, usually more strongly built, 

representing a potentially more dangerous individual. Additionally, the difference between 

specific masculine or feminine features, such as their attitude, behavior or odor (Cornwell et 
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al., 2004; Mather and Murdoch, 1994) might also affect dogs’ distinctive reactions. However, 

apart from a very few papers, the possible differences in dogs’ agonistic responses to men 

and women has not yet been thoroughly investigated. 

Wells and Hepper (1999) investigated the reactions of male and female dogs kept in an 

animal rescue shelter towards the presence of men and women. They found that there was a 

stronger decrease in dogs’ barking and their tendency to look at the human, if it was a 

woman. They suggested that this might show that dogs are more defensively-aggressive 

towards men than women. Regarding the role of the dog’s gender, they found that female 

dogs showed a greater decrease in the amount of time they spent looking at the humans over 

the course of the testing than male dogs (Wells and Hepper, 1999).  In another study by Lore 

and Eisenberg (1986), they tested the common assumption of most animal-care professionals 

(e.g. kennel owners, veterinarians), that women elicit less avoidance from domestic animals 

than men. In a commercial kennel setting, dogs were given two human-reaction tests with an 

unfamiliar man or woman. Female dogs showed little reluctance to approach and make 

contact with the unfamiliar human, regardless of the person's gender. In contrast, male dogs 

were much less likely to approach and make body contact with the unfamiliar man (Lore and 

Eisenberg, 1986).  

We hypothesized that dogs’ affective responses to ‘threatening’ approachers of different 

gender and body size might be reflected in their vocalizations. For example, if dogs show 

stronger fear/agonistic reaction in the case of men, or a larger person, it might be detected by 

analyzing their vocalizations. In our experimental set-up, we used the ‘Threatening Stranger’ 

method developed by Vas et al., (2005), and also used in a number of other studies since then 

(Klausz et al., 2014; Faragó et al., 2010a).  

We used a within-subject design, to compare dogs’ vocal response in two trials. We formed 

three experimental groups. In the first, dogs were tested with two, differently sized (see 

Methods and Materials) men. In the second, two women approached the dogs, again differing 

in their body sizes, while in the third group, we used a man and a woman as threatening 

strangers. 

5.2 Methods and materials 

We used a within-subject experimental design, that is, all subjects were tested twice, with 

different experimenters in the role of the threateningly approaching stranger. At least three 

days passed between the two tests (d=10.10, SD=8.95). The core of the so-called 
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‘Threatening Stranger’ (TS) context is a dog-human interaction when the dog and its owner 

are being approached by an unfamiliar person in a slow, stalking manner, slightly leaning 

ahead, steadily staring in the dog’s eyes. This process was finished, when on average 20-30 

seconds of vocalizations could be recorded, similarly to the procedure of Faragó et al. 

(2010a). The whole test was on average 60-90 s long. The duration of the interaction had a 

rather large variability due to dogs’ varying response manners and dynamics (first test: d= 

67.54 s, SD=28.52, second test: d=72.63 s, SD=29.76). At the end of the test the 

experimenter changed its approach from threatening to friendly behavior, gently petted the 

dog, and initiated a friendly contact with it (Vas et al., 2005). 

Subjects 

Our subjects belonged to various different breeds (>28), including mixed breeds as well.  As 

a sum, 64 dogs participated in the experiment, 19-19 dogs in the first and second groups, 25 

dogs in the third experimental group. Half of them (32 dogs) were males, and half of them 

were females. The age of the dogs ranged from nine months to 11 years (d=3.77, SD=2.44). 

Regarding their body size, their height at the withers ranged from 15 cm to 64 cm (d=45.53, 

SD=11.07), while their mass from 4.7 kg to 47 kg (d= 18.13, SD=8.70). 

Threatening strangers (TSs) 

All TSs were adult Caucasian men and women, with age ranging from 24 to 53 (men), and 

from 24 to 32 (women). Since we intended to measure the effects of the gender and the size 

of the ‘threatening’ human on the acoustical response of dogs, we categorized them along 

these two features. To reduce the probability of ‘pseudoreplication’, we used a rather high 

number of TSs (eight women and eight men). The body size of the TSs (‘large’ or ‘small’) 

was categorized based on a value labeled as ‘Front body surface’. This means the apparent 

surface of the body, seen from the front, and is calculated as follows: 

height!of!person!(cm)  * (mass!of!person!(kg))
! . This value helps to combine different 

measures of the body size (height, mass), and indicates a relevant value, the ‘extension’ of 

the approaching human. We calculated the medians of these values for all the men and 

women separately, and regarding both genders, we defined ‘large’ as above the median, 

while ‘small’ as below it. For men, Median=776.77, thus four men were categorized as 
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‘large’ and four of them as ‘small’. For females, Median=638.69, so there were also four 

‘large’ and four ‘small’ participants. See Table 5-a for the details. 

 

TS Gender Size Height (cm)    Mass (kg) ’Front body surface’ 

PÁ male large 186 75 784.3924 

PP male large 185 120 912.4985 

FT male large 183 85 804.6198 

CSA male large 200 96 915.7714 

DA male small 169 70 696.4972 

TJ male small 165 55 627.4872 

GCS male small 162 57 623.4572 

MA male small 171 91 769.1480 

GB female large 177 70 729.4675 

TB female large 168 71 695.6574 

BA female large 171 63 680.4188 

HK female large 180 66 727.4232 

KV female small 165 58 638.6946 

GL female small 158 50 582.0770 

GA female small 170 50 626.2854 

LG female small 159 51 589.6403 

Table 5-a Size information of the TSs eight men and eight women, who participated as ‘Threatening 
Strangers’ in the tests. ‘Front body surface’ is a calculated value derived from the mass and height data 
of a person. By using the medians of the front body surface index, we sorted the half of TSs to large, and 
half of them to small size category in both gender groups. The ‘TS’ column contains the monograms of 
the TSs 

Experimental set-up 

The experiment was conducted in a 4m*6m room. The dog was standing with its owner in 

one of the corners of the room. The owner was standing behind the dog during the test, next 

to the wall. The dog was on leash, and the leash was fixed on a ‘Fixer’ on the floor, 40 cm 

away from the corner. The leash was 110 cm long. The ’Stranger’ approached the dog from 

the diagonally opposite corner of the room (from about 4.5 m away) (see Figure 5-1). There 

was also a door there, so the ’Stranger’ could hide outside of the room, behind the door until 

the test started. 
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Small and large men were assigned to various pairs, creating the possible highest number of 

different pairings. Each particular pair was used for only one dog, with the exception of one 

pair (DA-PÁ), which was used twice (see Table 5-b). 

 

LM-SM group 

Name Dog breed Sex   Age (year) TS1 TS2 

Akela German Shepard Dog male 2 PP TJ 

Tódor Border Collie male 7.5 PÁ DA 

Becky Foxterrier female 2 FT TJ 

Lüszi Samoyed female 3 PÁ TJ 

Fecske Mudi female 11 CSA DA 

Izzy Mudi female 2 CSA GCS 

Chili Border Collie male 3 PP MA 

Menyus Dwarf Schnauzer male 4 PP DA 

Trisztán Schipperke male 4 FT MA 

Molly Beagle female 5 PÁ GCS 

Alma Hovawart female 4 DA PP 

Pedro Mixed male 2 TJ PÁ 

Angel Mudi female 10 DA PÁ 

Remy Mudi female 4 DA PÁ 

Valentin German Pointer male 2 GCS FT 

Pajkos Mixed male 1 MA CSA 

Vacak Mudi male 10 MA FT 

Marcipán Border Collie female 1 TJ FT 

Bütyi Puli male 3 GCS PÁ 

Table 5-b Subjects in the LM-SM experimental group. Dogs were tested with two male TSs (one ‘small’ 
and one ‘large’), whose initials are shown in the last two columns 

We tested 19 dogs in the LW-SW group. The order of the approaching TSs was balanced 

between the subjects, ten dogs encountered a ‘large’, nine dogs a ‘small’ TS in their first test. 

There were four ‘large’ and four ‘small’ TSs. Only three pairs (GL-BA, BA-GL, KV-TB) 

were used twice, the other combinations were all used only once (see Table 5-c). 
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LW-SW group 

Name Dog breed Sex Age (year)  TS1 TS2 

Mogyi Jack Russel Terrier male 1.5 GB GL 

Cseles Wire Haired Hung. Vizsla male 2 BA GL 

Barnabás Hungarian Vizsla male 2.5 BA GL 

Natasa Jack Russel Terrier female 1.5 BA KV 

Frida Basset Hound female 5 GB LG 

Rozi Dwarf Schnauzer female 2.5 HK KV 

Bátor Puli male 5 HK GL 

Sobri Mudi male 2 HK GA 

Missy Mixed Breed female 1 GB GA 

Heki Mixed Breed male   0.75 TB GA 

Törpi Mixed Breed male 1.5 KV TB 

Jenny (3) Mixed Breed female 2.5 KV TB 

Early Mixed Breed male 5 LG GB 

Nózi Bichon Havanese male 4 LG TB 

Chili Mudi female 6 GL BA 

Csicsi Mudi female 2 GL BA 

Csobán Mudi male 5 KV BA 

Varázs Mudi male 7 GA TB 

Nugát Mudi female 1.5 KV HK 

Table 5-c Subjects of the LW-SW group. Dogs were tested with two female TSs (one ‘small’ and one 
‘large’), whose initials are shown in the last two columns 

In the M-W group we tested 25 dogs. In this group the size categories of the TSs were 

determined by the absolute size difference of the given male and female TS. The 

corresponding sizes, ‘large’ (‘l’) and ‘small’ (‘s’) are shown in Table 5-d. The order of the 

gender of the approaching TS was balanced between the subjects: 12 dogs encountered a 

man, and 13 dogs encountered a woman during the first test. Six men and six women served 

as TSs (see Table 5-d). 
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M-W group!

Name Dog breed Sex Age (year) TS1 TS2 

Skippi Mixed Breed female 2 PP (’l’) GB (’s’) 

Bátor Mixed Breed male 5 PP (’l’) BA (’s’) 

Erik Mixed Breed male 0.83 FT (’l’) BA (’s’) 

Marcipán Jack Russel Terrier male 3 FT (’l’) HK (’s’) 

Olivér French Bulldog male 1.5 TJ (’s’) KV (’l’) 

Nelson Groenandel male 8 DA (’s’) GB (’l’) 

Agima Groenandel female 5 DA (’l’) KV (’s’) 

Peggy Beagle female 4 DA (’l’) LG (’s’) 

Rézi Hungarian Vizsla female 10 PÁ (’l’) GL (’s’) 

Panka Hungarian Vizsla female 5 GCS (’l) GL (’s’) 

Appia Transylvanian Hound female 2 GCS (’l) LG (’s’) 

Mandula Mixed Breed female 3.5 TJ (’s’) HK (’l’) 

Szami Whippet female 6 BA (’s’) PP (’l’) 

Smafu Mixed Breed female 3 LG (’s’) DA (’l’) 

Indiana Border Collie male 3 BA (’s’) FT (’l’) 

Brúnó (4) Beagle male 8 BA (’s’) FT (’l’) 

Gimli Mixed Breed male 4 KV (’s’) PÁ (’l’) 

Jack Aussie male 2 LG (’s’) FT (’l’) 

Szamóca Wire Haired Dachshund female 2 KV (’s’) DA (’l’) 

Bejgli Mixed Breed male 5 GB (’l’) GCS (’s’) 

Chandler Mixed Breed male 4 LG (’s’) GCS (’l’) 

Negro Mixed Breed female 3.5 GL (’s’) PÁ (’l’) 

Triko Mixed Breed female 4 GL (’s’) GCS (’l’) 

Dexi Mixed Breed female 5 BA (’l’) TJ (’s’) 

Csele Mudi female 1.5 GB (’s’) PP (’l’) 

Table 5-d Subjects of the M-W group. Dogs were tested with a male and a female TSs (both of them were 
either ‘small’, or ‘large’), whose initials are shown in the last two columns 

Acoustical analysis 

We used a similar, but extended set of acoustical measures (N=50 variables) as in Molnár et 

al. (2008), extracted from the bark samples with automated ‘Praat’ scripts. ‘Praat’ is a free 

access scientific software used in acoustics for various purposes, including sound analysis 
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(http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/), while scripts are computer programs used for the 

interpretation and automated execution of a list of tasks, that could alternatively be done one-

by-one (Ousterhout, 1998) (see the scripts used here in the Appendix, section 9.1). 

Statistical analysis 

Since the size arrangement of the TSs in the LM-SM and LW-SW groups was not equivalent 

to that in the M-W group, we analyzed the first two groups and the third group separately as 

‘Same Gender Groups analysis’ and ‘Mixed Gender Group analysis’. In the ‘Same Gender 

Groups analysis’ the size-labels described in ‘5.2 Methods and Materials’ was applied, while 

in the ‘Mixed Gender Group analysis’ we determined the size category of the TSs separately 

for each TS pair, based on their absolute size differences. This was necessary, because the 

previously formed size categories (‘large’, ‘small’) of the men and women TSs were suitable 

for within-gender comparisons, and were not directly applicable to the size differences of 

men and women in the mixed gender group. The corresponding size labels are shown in 

Table 5-d.  

Since we had a large set of variables (50 initial acoustical variables), we first performed a 

principal component analysis (PCA) to assess whether there are significant associations 

among the acoustical variables. PCA factors are linear combinations of the original acoustical 

variables, which are uncorrelated with each other and provide the most efficient 

representation of the data in the sense that the first k PCA factors capture the most variance in 

the data that may be captured by k factors. A well-known drawback of PCA is that the 

extracted factors are not necessarily easy to interpret and moreover, the PCA factors are 

ambiguous up to arbitrary orthogonal rotations of the factors. We exploited this rotational 

ambiguity by employing a Varimax rotation to the PCA factors, which has the effect that the 

individual rotated PCA factors will each load on relatively few acoustical variables, making it 

easier to interpret the given factor. The number of PCA components was chosen using the 

eigenvalue-rule. Cronbach’s alpha was calculated to assess the internal consistency of 

extracted factors and for testing the repeatability of the measurement (DeVellis, 1991). See 

the formula for calculating the Cronbach’s alpha value in the Appendix, section 9.2.   

First, PCA was performed on the first dataset, consisting of the first trials of each dog. The 

obtained factors were then tested on the second dataset, which came from the second tests of 

the subjects. The acoustical variables selected for the components during the first PCA 
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matched very well to the second dataset, resulting in very similar item distribution and loads 

for the same number of components. 

Using the components generated by the PCA as independent variables, we performed a linear 

mixed model analysis on all of our obtained components. Linear mixed models are statistical 

models, which incorporate both fixed effects and random effects, and are particularly useful 

in the analysis of repeated measurements (Bates, 2005). The fixed effects take constant 

values and contribute to the mean of the response variable, whereas the variable effects are 

assumed to be random variables with mean zero and contribute to the covariance structure of 

the response variable (Bolker et al., 2009; Crawley, 2012). A Linear Mixed Model is 

specified as follows:  

 

yij = β1x1ij + β2x2ij … βnxnij + bi1z1ij + bi2z2ij … binznij + εij 

 

where yij is the value of observation j in case i (cases meaning each dog in our experiment), 

β1 through βn are the fixed effect coefficients, x1ij through xnij are the fixed effect variables 

(predictors) for observation j in case i (usually the first is reserved for the intercept/constant; 

x1ij = 1), bi1 through bin are the random effect coefficients, z1ij through znij are the random 

effect variables (predictors) which are assumed to be multivariate normally distributed and  

εij is the error for case j in group i where each group’s error is assumed to be multivariate 

normally distributed (Pinheiro and Bates, 2000).   

Using the components generated by the PCA as independent variables, we performed a 

Linear Mixed Models analysis on all of our obtained components. We used the gender of the 

TS, the size of the TS and the order of the experiments as fixed effects. Since the body size of 

the dogs could have an impact on particular acoustic parameters of their vocalizations (Fitch 

and Reby, 2001; Riede and Fitch, 1999), we included the mass of the dogs (kg) as a 

covariant. We measured the main effects of the gender, the size of the TS, and the order of 

the experiment, as well as the two-way and three-way interaction effects of the same three 

variables. Interaction effects in statistics refer to conditions when two or more independent 

variables have simultaneous, non-additive effects on the dependent variable (Dodge et al., 

2003). Post-hoc test were performed by the Sequential Sidak method.  
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To further evaluate interaction effects, we performed a Linear Model analysis on the 

components of the interaction effect. All of the statistical analyses were performed by the 

IBM SPSS Statistics 22.0 software.  
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5.3 Results 

Principal component analysis (PCA) on the acoustical variables 

The PCA, performed on the initial 50 acoustical variables was first employed on the first data 

set (first experimental trials). It resulted in four components, labeled as ‘Intensity_1’, 

‘Pitch_1’, ‘Dynamics_1’ and ’Tonality_1’ (Table 5-e). Table 5-e shows the acoustic variables 

with their loadings at the particular components, the individual and cumulative percentage of 

variance of each component, and the Reliability (Cronbach’s alfa) of the components, 

respectively. The descriptions of the acoustic parameters are shown in Table 5-g. 

 

Components_1 Variables    Loading % of variance Cumulative % Reliability (%) 

’Intensity’_1 

ltasd 0.935 

46.91 46.91 0.98 

intmax 0.935 

latsm 0.929 

intmean 0.928 

loudness 0.854 

energy 0.846 

power 0.820 

intmin 0.806 

’Pitch’_1 

pitchhiq 0.936 

20.34 67.25 0.96 

f01 0.933 

pitchmed 0.930 

pitchlq 0.900 

pitchmax 0.890 

df1 0.694 

’Dynamics’_1 

l1 0.944 

11.24 78.49 0.93 

intmint 0.936 

pitchmint 0.871 

pitchmaxt 0.834 

intmaxt 0.703 

’Tonality’_1 
ppj 0.913 

8.68 87.16 0.85 
harmmean -0,911 

Table 5-e Results of the PCA on the acoustic variables of dogs’ vocalizations in the first test series. 
Internal consistency of components was tested by Cronbach’s alpha calculation (last column) 
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Applying the variables associated with the components obtained in the PCA performed on the 

data of the first test, we ran a PCA on the second data set as well. The acoustic variables with 

their loadings at the particular components, the individual and cumulative percentage of 

variance of each component, and the Reliability (Cronbach’s alfa) of the components are 

shown in Table 5-f. 

 

Components_2 Variables   Loading % of variance Cumulative % Reliability 

’Intensity’_2 

ltasm_2 0.960 

44.73 44.73 0.98 

latsd_2 0.960 

intmax_2 0.954 

intmean_2 0.953 

loudness_2 0.920 

power_2 0.831 

intmin_2 0.830 

energy_2 0.813 

’Pitch’_2 

pitchmed_2 0.930 

19.32 64.05 0.95 

f0_2 0.928 

pitchhiq_2 0.926 

pitchlq_2 0.912 

pitchmax_2 0.882 

df_2 0.584 

’Dynamics’_2 

l_2 0.938 

12.92 76.97 0.89 

pitchmint_2 0.880 

intmint_2 0.848 

pitchmaxt_2 0.715 

intmaxt_2 0.624 

’Tonality’_2 
ppj_2 -0.911 

7.87 84.84 0.81 
harmmean_2 0,861 

Table 5-f Results of the PCA on the acoustic variables of dogs’ vocalizations in the second test series. 
Internal consistency of components was tested by Cronbach’s alpha calculation (last column) 
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The descriptions of the variables are given in Table 5-g below. 

 

ltasd standard deviation of the mean long-term average spectrum 

intmax maximum value of intensity 

latsm mean long-term average spectrum (ltas) 

intmean mean value of intensity 

loudness loudness 

energy amount of energy in the sound (pa2
·s) 

power change in energy per time 

intmin minimum value of intensity 

pitchhiq higher quartile of pitch 

f01 first fundamental frequency 

pitchmed median of pitch  

pitchlq lower quartile of pitch 

pitchmax maximum f0 

df1 formant dispersion 

l1 length of vocalization 

intmint time point of the minimum intensity 

pitchmint time point of the minimum f0 (s) 

pitchmaxt time point of the maximum f0 (s) 

intmaxt time point of the maximum intensity 

ppj  jitter 

harmmean mean tonality 

Table 5-g Description of those acoustic variables, which were included to the components by PCA 

The components 

‘Intensity’ (ltasd, intmax, latsm, intmean, loudness, energy, power, intmin): this component 

consists of variables describing the energy content (amplitude) of the sound, intensity 

measures, and the change of sound energy in time.  

‘Pitch’ (pitchhiq, f01, pitchmed, pitchlq, pitchmax, df1): the most heavily loaded variables 

are related to the fundamental frequency parameters of the sound, and the average spacing of 

formants, ‘formant dispersion’ also contributes to this component.  
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‘Dynamics’ (l1, intmint, pitchmint, pitchmaxt, intmaxt): the variables describe the length of 

the sound (call duration), as well as the latency (time point of appearance) of the 

minimum/maximum intensity and frequency values in the sound.  

‘Tonality’ (ppj, harmmean): both variables are related to the tonality of the sound, ‘ppj’ 

describes the frequency alteration of consecutive voice cycles, while ‘harmmean’ is the mean 

tonality of the sound. 

LMM performed on the components obtained by PCA  

The residuals (the differences between the observed values and the estimated function values, 

routinely used to check e.g. normality (see more in: Cook and Weisberg, 1982; 

Schützenmeister and Piepho, 2012)) were not normally distributed in the case of component 

‘Pitch’ and ‘Dynamics’. The scores of the ‘Pitch’ and ‘Dynamics’ components were log-

transformed before including them in the analysis, under the names ’log-Pitch’ and ’log-

Dynamics’, respectively. 

We performed an LMM analysis on all four components separately, both in the ‘Same 

Gender Groups’ (LM-SM group, LW-SW group) and ‘Mixed Gender Group’ (M-W group) 

analysis.  

The tables contain the estimates (‘Estimates’) and standard error (‘SE’) of the model, and the 

results of the statistical analysis (F values, the numerator (dfn) and denominator (dfd) degrees 

of freedom, and the significance value (Sig). 

‘Same Gender Groups analysis’ 

A) ‘Intensity’ component 

We found no significant effect on the ‘Intensity’ component, neither in the main effects, nor 

in the two-way or three-way interaction effects (Table 5-h).  
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   Estimates   dfn;dfd       F   Sig 

Intercept -0.2144±0.41 1;34 2.008 0.166 

Order of exp. -0.4410±0.45 1;35 1.298 0.262 

Gender of TS -0.3452±0.43 1;34 0.082 0.776 

Size of TS -0.5085±0.45 1;35 1.045 0.314 

Mass of dog 0.0267±0.02 1;34 2.374 0.133 

Order∗GenderTS 0.8390±0.64 1;35 0.179 0.674 

Order∗SizeTS 1.0685±0.82 1;34 0.350 0.558 

GenderTS∗SizeTS 0.4110±0.64 1;35 1.488 0.231 

Order∗GenderTS∗SizeTS -1.4573±1.16 1;34 1.582 0.217 

Table 5-h Results of the LMM performed on the ‘Intensity’ component in the ‘Same Gender Groups 
analysis’ 

B) ‘log-Pitch’ component 

We found that the gender of the TS and the dogs’ mass had a significant effect on the ‘log-

Pitch’ component (Table 5-i).  

 

 
   Estimates   dfn;dfd       F   Sig 

Intercept 0.5342±0.08 1;34 6.614 0.000 

Order of exp. 0.0401±0.08 1;35 0.014 0.905 

Gender of TS -0.0700±0.08 1;34 7.138 0.011 

Size of TS 0.0431±0.08 1;35 0.009 0.923 

Mass of dog -0.0114±0.00 1;34 12.855 0.001 

Order∗GenderTS -0.0704±0.16 1;35 2.747 0.107 

Order∗SizeTS -0.1656±0.11 1;34 0.076 0.784 

GenderTS∗SizeTS -0.0971±0.15 1;35 0.571 0.455 

Order∗GenderTS∗SizeTS -0.1623±0.11 1;34 0.124 0.726 

Table 5-i Results of the LMM performed on the ‘log-Pitch’ component in the ‘Same Gender Groups 
analysis’ 

After model-reduction, we obtained the results shown in Table 5-j. The ‘log-Pitch’ 

component had significantly lower values in the case of men TSs (p=0.020) (shown in bold), 

and also in the case of larger dogs (p= 0.000) (shown in bold). The results can be seen in 

Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3. 
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Estimates  dfn;dfd  F   Sig 

Intercept -0.1254±0.42 1;69 0.145 0.704 

Order of exp. 0.0690±0.50 1;69 0.003 0.957 

Gender of TS 0.4996±0.48 1;69 0.334 0.565 

Size of TS 0.1858±0.50 1;69 0.202 0.655 

Mass of dog -0.0089±0.02 1;69 0.343 0.560 

Order∗GenderTS 0.0286±0.72 1;69 0.349 0.557 

Order∗SizeTS 0.1317±0.72 1;69 0.148 0.702 

GenderTS∗SizeTS -0.4034±0.72 1;69 2.104 0.151 

Order∗GenderTS∗SizeTS -0.6509±1.02 1;69 0.409 0.524 

Table 5-m Results of the LMM performed on the ‘Tonality’ component in the ‘Same Gender Groups 
analysis’ 

‘Mixed Gender Group analysis’ 

A) ‘Intensity’ component 

We found no significant effect on the ‘Intensity’ component, neither in the main effects, nor 

in the two-way or three-way interaction effects (Table 5-n). 

 

 
  Estimates   dfn;dfd  F   Sig 

Intercept -0.1314±0.65 1;20 0.297 0.592 

Order of exp. -0.1150±0.50 1;21 0.602 0.446 

Gender of TS -0.4586±0.87 1;21 0.155 0.698 

Size of TS 0.0092±0.74 1;21 0.136 0.716 

Mass of dog 0.2025±0.03 1;20 0.273 0.607 

Order∗GenderTS -0.4472±1.16 1;20 0.014 0.907 

Order∗SizeTS -0.2103±1.13 1;20 0.091 0.766 

GenderTS∗SizeTS 0.9643±1.12 1;20 0.744 0.399 

Order∗GenderTS∗SizeTS -0.1523±0.88 1;21 0.030 0.865 

Table 5-n Results of the LMM performed on the ‘Intensity’ component in the ‘Mixed Gender Group 
analysis’  
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B) ‘log-Pitch’ component 

We found that dogs’ mass had a significant effect on the ‘log-Pitch’ component (Table 5-o). 

 

 
       Estimates      dfn;dfd     F     Sig 

Intercept 0.3994±0.09 1;20 35.832 0.000 

Order of exp. 0.0536±0.08 1;21 0.001 0.975 

Gender of TS 0.1394±0.13 1;21 0.635 0.435 

Size of TS -0.0129±0.11 1;21 13.138 0.513 

Mass of dog 0.1600±0.00 1;20 0.442 0.002 

Order∗GenderTS 0.0207±0.18 1;20 0.123 0.730 

Order∗SizeTS -0.1576±0.17 1;20 0.717 0.407 

GenderTS∗SizeTS -0.2575±0.17 1;20 2.349 0.141 

Order∗GenderTS∗SizeTS 0.0653±0.19 1;21 0.121 0.732 

Table 5-o Results of the LMM performed on the ‘log-Pitch’ component in the ‘Mixed Gender Group 
analysis’ 

After model-reduction, we obtained the following results (Table 5-p). Larger dogs’ growls 

had significantly lower ‘log-Pitch’ values (p= 0.002) (shown in bold). The result can be seen 

in Figure 5-5. 

 

 
 Estimates dfn;dfd F Sig 

Intercept 0.4339±0.08 1;23 34.712 0.000 

Order of exp. 0.0114±0.04 1;22 0.099 0.756 

Gender of TS 0.0344±0.05 1;22 0.580 0.454 

Size of TS -0.0289±0.05 1;22 12.731 0.532 

Mass of dog -0.0123±0.00 1;23 0.403 0.002 

Table 5-p Results of the LMM performed on the ‘log-Pitch’ component after model-reduction 
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After reducing the model, we obtained the results shown in Table 5-r. The growls of larger 

dogs’ had significantly higher ‘log-Dynamics’ values (p= 0.038), and the two-way interaction 

of the gender of the TS and the order of the experiment also had a significant effect on this 

component (p= 0.017) (significant effects shown in bold). 

 

 
 Estimates dfn;dfd   F    Sig 

Intercept 0.2069±0.11 1;22 1.224 0.281 

Order of exp. -0.1925±0.08 1;22 0.136 0.715 

Gender of TS -0.2709±0.09 1;22 2.442 0.132 

Size of TS 0.0664±0.06 1;22 1.134 0.298 

Mass of dog 0.0088±0.00 1;22 4.890 0.038 

Order∗GenderTS 0.3481±0.13 1;22 6.737 0.017 

Table 5-r Results of the LMM performed on the ‘log-Dynamics’ component after model-reduction 

To further examine the two-way interaction effect, we performed a Linear Model analysis 

(‘Univariate analysis of variance’ in the IBM SPSS Statistics 22.0 software). We examined 

the effects according to the order of the experiment. We found that dog growls had 

significantly lower ‘log-Dynamics’ values in the second trial, if the second TS was a man (F= 

10.213, p= 0.004), while there was no difference according to the gender of the TS in the first 

trial (F= 0.936, p= 0.344). The results are shown in Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7. 
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D) ‘Tonality’ component 

We found no significant effect on the ‘Tonality’ component, neither in the main effects, nor 

in the two-way or three-way interaction effects (Table 5-s). 

 

 
 Estimates dfn;dfd F Sig 

Intercept 0.0856±0.46 1;41 0.215 0.646 

Order of exp. 0.0767±0.41 1;41 0.000 0.994 

Gender of TS -0.2339±0.71 1;41 0.456 0.503 

Size of TS -0.0099±0.60 1;41 0.394 0.534 

Mass of dog 0.2106±0.02 1;41 0.338 0.564 

Order*GenderTS 0.2601±0.94 1;41 0.642 0.428 

Order∗SizeTS -0.6899±0.92 1;41 0.391 0.535 

GenderTS∗SizeTS 0.3653±0.92 1;41 0.988 0.326 

Order∗GenderTS∗SizeTS 0.5617±1.30 1;41 0.187 0.658 

Table 5-s Results of the LMM performed on the ‘Tonality’ component in the ‘Mixed Gender Group 
analysis’ 

5.4 Discussion 

In this study we investigated the vocal correlates of dogs’ affective response in an agonistic 

context. In a situation where dogs were approached by a stranger (TS) in a threatening 

manner, we measured if their acoustical response was influenced by the gender and/or the 

body size of the TS. We hypothesized that the possible differences in the fearful/aggressive 

motivations of dogs’ reaction might be reflected in the acoustical parameters of their growls. 

Since vocal size expression might hold special importance in agonistic interactions (Taylor 

and Reby 2010; Fitch 2002), we were specifically interested whether size-related vocal cues 

might also be altered by different levels of the affective states of the dog. 

In the ‘Same Gender Groups analysis’, the results showed that the ‘Pitch’ component was 

significantly lower if the TS was a male, than if it was a female. Recall, that the variables 

contributing to the ‘Pitch’ component describe the fundamental frequency and its properties 

as well as the formant dispersion of the growl. This suggests that dogs growled at lower 

frequencies and the growls had narrower formant dispersion if the encountered TS was a 

man, than if it was a woman. 
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Additionally, the ‘Dynamics’ component was significantly lower in the case of male TSs. 

The ‘Dynamics’ component includes the length of the growl as well as the latencies of the 

minimum and maximum pitch and intensity values. This result suggests that dogs growled in 

shorter bouts at male TSs, and (consequently) the extreme values in pitch and intensity were 

reached faster in time when the TSs were men. 

In the ‘Mixed Gender Group analysis’, according to the two-way interaction effect of the 

order of the experiment and the gender of the TS, we found that if the second TS was male 

(obviously, in these cases the first TS was a female), the growls had smaller ‘Dynamics’ 

values than if the second TS was female (in this case the first TS was male). Also, the ‘Pitch’ 

component had lower values, while the ‘Dynamics’ component had higher values in the case 

of larger dogs. We have not found any significant effects in the case of the other two 

components, ‘Intensity’ and ‘Tonality’. 

Morton’s (1977) motivational-structural (MS) rules state that mammals producing lower 

frequency, harsh sounds are likely to be in a more aggressive or hostile motivational state. 

Since larger animals generally utter lower frequency vocalizations, this concept expresses a 

relationship between physical size and vocal characteristics, termed ‘expressive size 

symbolism’ (Morton, 1994; Owings and Morton, 1998). Considering the MS-rules, our 

results for the ‘Pitch’ component suggest that regarding their affective states, dogs facing 

male TS’s are more likely to be on the highly aroused, aggressive end of this motivational 

continuum. The ‘Pitch’ component also contains the parameter ‘formant dispersion’ (‘df’) 

(see also Chapter 3.1). We found that the ‘formant dispersion’ of growls was lower if the TS 

was a man, than if it was a woman. Formant dispersion has been previously described to be 

related to overall body size in many species (Riede and Fitch, 1999; Fitch, 1997; Fitch 2000; 

Taylor and Reby, 2010), and thus has the potential to serve as a vocal indexical cue. 

Specifically, more closely spaced formants (lower formant dispersion) are related to larger 

body size. The physical attributes of animals, as e.g. their body size, might be crucial in many 

interactions, including sexual competition, territorial maintenance and defensive behaviors 

(Owings and Morton, 1998; Taylor and Reby, 2010). It is important to note that as it has been 

described in many instances, this size-related cue might be modified to some extent due to 

anatomical and/or behavioral adaptations (red deer: Fitch and Reby, 2001; fallow deer: 

McElligott et al., 2006; Mongolian gazelles: Frey et al., 2008, saiga antelopes: Volodin et al., 

2009, see also: Taylor and Reby, 2010). In dogs, it has been shown that contextually different 

growl types of the same dog differ in their ‘df’ (Faragó et al., 2010a), and that the conveyed 
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size-related cue can be perceived by conspecifics (Faragó et al., 2010b; Bálint et al., 2013). 

While ‘food-guarding’ growls seemed to depict the adequate body size of the caller (Faragó 

et al., 2010b; Bálint et al., 2013), playful growls appeared to express a larger stature (Bálint et 

al., 2013). In the present experiment, we found that dogs seem to communicate a larger body 

size in an agonistic situation if the threatening person is a man, than if it is a woman. Our 

results suggest that this indexical cue may show alteration in dog vocalizations related to 

differential affective responses elicited by different approaching strangers. 

It was also found that dog growls had smaller ‘Dynamics’ values if the TS was a man in the 

‘Same Gender Groups analysis’, and that it is also smaller if the second TS was a man in the 

‘Mixed Gender Group analysis’. The latter result shows that dogs, after first facing a woman 

TS, produced growls with lower ‘Dynamics’ values than those that first met a male TS and 

after that a female. According to the variables included in the ‘Dynamics’ component, this 

indicates that dogs uttered shorter growl bouts at male TSs, and also that the latency of the 

extreme values of the pitch and intensity of the sound appeared earlier in time, which was 

most probably the consequence of the shorter call length. Call duration, and other temporal 

changes in animal vocalizations have been shown to be associated with different arousal and 

affective states in a number of species. In the spotted hyena, for example, shorter call 

duration and shorter inter call intervals were found in their ‘whoop’ calls in moments of 

heightened arousal (Theis et al., 2007), and the same trend was found in meerkats as well 

(Manser, 2001). In orangutans, ‘long calls’ uttered in an aroused state were faster, and 

contained shorter pulses than ‘spontaneous calls’ (Spillman et al., 2010, see more in: 

Altenmüller et al., 2013). Thus, the shorter growl bouts of dogs in response to male TSs 

might reflect a more motivated, higher arousal state when encountering men TSs. 

Interestingly, recent results have shown that human listeners rate longer and more tonal dog 

vocalizations as less intense (Faragó et al., 2014). This suggests that the shorter growling 

durations in response to male TSs might also be considered as more aroused or aggressive by 

humans who were the intended receivers of the vocal signal during the experimental 

episodes. 

We also found in both the ‘Same Gender Groups’ and ‘Mixed Gender Group’ analysis, that 

the ‘Pitch’ component was lower in the case of the growls of larger dogs. This is in line with 

observations about the relationship between the anatomical structure and vocalization of 

animals, which suggest that the vocalizations of larger animals usually have lower 
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fundamental frequencies (Fitch and Reby, 2001; Taylor and Reby 2010), and also narrower 

formant dispersions (Fitch, 1997; 2006). 

An interesting additional finding was that the growls of larger dogs had higher ‘Dynamics’ 

values, indicating that the call bouts were longer in these cases. Supposing that shorter call 

bouts indicate more aroused motivational states (e.g. Manser, 2001), this suggests that larger 

dogs’ reaction was less ‘alerted’, or e.g. less fearful to the approaching human. This might 

indicate that the inner/motivational state of dogs in an agonistic situation might be related to 

their body size, suggesting a connection between fighting potential and affective states in 

agonistic/defensive reactions. 

Little empirical data exists on the vocal imprints of different affective states in other canine 

species. The vocalizations of free-living wild dog pups (Lycaon pictus) were investigated in 

an experiment. Wild dogs are highly cooperative and live in strong social cohesion. They 

found that pups invested heavily in high frequency, harmonic care/social soliciting sounds. 

This proved to be in accordance with Morton’s ’motivational-structural rules’, since pups 

depend strongly on older pack members for sustenance and protection from potential 

predators (Robbins and McCreery, 2003). 

A comparative study was conducted in two, separately bred strains of silver foxes. One 

population was selected for tameness (Tame strain), the other for enhanced aggressiveness 

(Aggressive strain) toward humans. Their vocal responses were analyzed in a test where a 

human approached the cages where the foxes were kept. The successive steps of the 

approaching human served as a measure of emotional arousal, while the two strains modeled 

the sign of emotion toward the human. Calling rate and time spent vocalizing showed similar 

trends in both Tame and Aggressive foxes according to changes in human-fox distance at 

successive steps.  At the same time, trends for the maximum amplitude frequency of joint 

calls (edited sounds, where the silent parts are cut out, and the acoustic characteristics of all 

calls are taken into account, independently of their tonal or noisy structure) and the 

proportions of different call types differed strongly between the strains. The results suggested 

that the parameters changing in accordance with the approaching human are indicative of the 

level of emotional arousal, while the latter two characteristics have a specific relationship to 

the sign of emotion (Gogoleva et al., 2010). 

Taken together, our results indicate that dogs are in a higher arousal-motivational state when 

encountering male TSs, which is mirrored in the variation of a number of different acoustical 
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variables, such as lower fundamental frequency, narrower formant dispersion or the shorter 

growl lengths uttered in response to the threatening approach. Aggression induced by fear is a 

known behavioral phenomenon (Blackshaw, 1991; Beaver, 1999), and many experimental 

evidence suggest that fear triggers and potentiates aggressive responses in such agonistic 

situations as the threatening approach (Klausz et al., 2014; Pageat, 2004; Guy et al., 2001; 

Landsberget al., 2003; O’Sullivan et al., 2008). We suggest that dogs’ increased fear of men 

might evoke in contrast an aggressive response that can be detected in their vocal signals, by 

e.g. emitting vocalizations with lower frequencies, or narrower formant dispersion (thereby 

expressing a larger body size). 

It is possible, that the generally larger body size, or more powerful physique of men elicits a 

more fearful response from dogs in an agonistic situation, since they represent a potentially 

more dangerous opponent. However, the true nature of dogs’ distinguished reaction towards 

men and women requires further investigation. A recent study offers an interesting hypothesis 

about possible differences in the perception of movements and motional activity of men and 

women, suggesting that ‘masculine’ and ‘feminine’ features of individuals might in fact have 

an effect on dogs’ reactions. In the experiment, moving human figures only highlighted by 

their critical joints were estimated by volunteer human observers. Interestingly, males were 

usually seen as approaching, while females as ‘moving away’ (Brooks et al., 2008). 
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6 Comparing supervised learning methods for classifying sex, age, 
context and individual Mudi dogs from barking (Study 4) 

6.1 Introduction 

The age of computer-based methods opened up the possibility of analyzing and testing 

massive sound samples with the help of artificial intelligence. Machine learning techniques 

have been used in behavioral research on acoustic signals for a wide range of different 

species, avoiding many technical obstacles of classical, e.g. playback methods. We only list a 

few of the many technical methods used in artificial intelligence approaches. For example 

artificial neural networks have been applied to model dolphin sonar (Au et al., 1995), in the 

mother-calf vocal communication of the Atlantic walrus (Charrier et al., 2010), in bat species 

identification (Parsons, 2001) and in the differentiation between certain insect species 

(Chesmore, 2001). Discriminant function analysis has been used in the detailed analysis of 

marmoset (Blumstein and Munos, 2005) and suricate (Manser et al., 2002) calls, as well as in 

the communication of fish (Yovel and Au, 2010), bat species (Parsons and Jones, 2000), and 

walruses, respectively (Charrier et al., 2010). To identify calls in many different species, 

including frogs (Hunag et al., 2009), bears, eagles, elephants, gorillas, lions and wolves, 

researchers employed k-Nearest Neighbors classifiers, along with artificial neural networks 

(Gunasekaran and Revathy, 2011). 

In the case of dogs, animal research analyzing the acoustic measures of barks with machine 

learning methods is limited. Discriminant functions have been used for individual recognition 

on a wild population of Arctic foxes (Frommolt et al., 2003). Domestic dog barks have been 

analyzed again using discriminant analysis in the work of Yin and McCowan (2004) for 

classification into context-based subtypes (three different contexts) and in order to identify 

individual dogs. These two tasks were further refined in the same work to categorize each 

individual’s barks into separate contexts and identifying the individual barking within each 

context. A total of 4,672 barks were recorded from ten dogs of six different breeds and 120 

variables were extracted from the spectrograms. More recently, 6,006 barks of 14 individuals 

of the Mudi breed were recorded in six different communicative situations (Molnár et al., 

2008). After processing the signal of their spectrograms a genetic programming-based 

heuristic guided the construction of new descriptors. The aims were the same as in Yin and 

McCowan (2004), although the machine learning technique was a Gaussian naive Bayes 

classifier. 
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In this study (accepted: Larrañaga et al., 2014), we extended the work of Molnár et al. (2008) 

in different ways. Similarly to the aforementioned paper, we classified barks into contexts 

and identified the barking individuals, but additionally, we also investigated whether barks 

encode information about the gender and age of the signaler. In a highly social species such 

as dogs, the both contextually and individually ‘informative’ nature of vocal signals might be 

especially crucial in e.g. the precise recognition of others, conflict resolution or the 

organization of joint actions. The assumption that dog barks might carry specific cues to the 

caller’s individual features (e.g. sex, age) is further strengthened by the vast literature on 

vocalization-based sex and individual recognition in other species (like the African wild dog 

(Lycaon pictus): Hartwig, 2005; white-faced whistling duck (Dendrocygna viduata): Volodin 

et al., 2005; or Wied’s black-tufted-ear marmosets (Callithrix kuhlii): Smith et al., 2009).  

Also, we performed context classification per individual dog and the individual recognition 

task per each context. Therefore we had six different classification problems concerning sex, 

age, context, context per individual, individual, and individual per context. We used the so-

called k-Nearest Neighbors machine learning model, learning from an extended database of 

800 barks corresponding to eight Mudi dogs in seven behavioral contexts. Its performance is 

estimated with a K-fold cross-validation scheme. Rather than using all the extracted acoustic 

measures, we also select relevant features with two methods, filter and wrapper, for our 

machine learning model. 

6.2 Methods and materials 

Subjects 

Barks recorded from Mudi dogs were used for this study. The Mudi is a medium-sized 

Hungarian herding dog breed. Its standard is listed as #238 at the FCI (Federation 

Cynologique Internationale). Initially, 7,310 barks were collected from 27 individuals 

(Molnár et al., 2008). The number of barks per dog ranged from eight to 1,696. These barks 

were recorded in different number of bouts for each dog. Trying to minimize the effect of 

‘pseudoreplication’, we only considered those dogs, whose initial number of barks was 

greater than 300. From each of these eight dogs, 100 barks were randomly selected using a 

systematic sampling procedure, thereby balancing the number of samples coming from each 

individual. Table 6-a contains the characteristics of these selected 800 barks according to sex 

ratio (male/female: 3/5), age (ranging from one year to ten years old), number of bouts for 
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each dog (with a minimum of five and a maximum of 14) and number of barks per dog in 

each of the seven contexts. Age values are grouped into intervals to form a three-valued class 

variable: young dogs (1-3 years old), adult dogs (4-8 years old) and old dogs (more than 8 

years old). 

 

No. Dog Sex Age (yrs) Bouts Alone Ball Fight Food Play Stranger Walk Total 

1 Bogyó male  1   5 
    

50 50 
 

100 

2 Derüs female   2 15 
   

50 
 

50 
 

100 

3 Fecske female   2 10 25 25 25 
  

25 
 

100 

4 Guba female   5 14 50 50 
     

100 

5 Harmat female   4   7 
  

50 
  

50 
 

100 

6 Sába female   6   7 
 

25 25 25 25 
   

7 Ügye male 10   6 17 17 17 
  

17 17 102 

8 Merse male   7   6 14 14 14 14 14 14 14   98 

             

Total 
    

 106 131 131 106 89     206 31 800 

Table 6-a Characteristics of the bark data set with seven context categories: Alone, Ball, Fight, Food, 
Play, Stranger and Walk 

Recording and processing of the sound material 

A. Recording contexts 

Recordings were made using a Sony TCD-100 DAT tape recorder and Sony ECM-MS907 

microphone on Sony PDP-65C DAT tapes. During recording of the barks, the experimenter 

held the microphone at a distance of 3 to 4 m from the dog. We collected bark recordings in 

seven different behavioral contexts. With the exception of two contexts (alone and fight), all 

recordings were done at the dog owners’ homes. Barks of the fight context were recorded in 

dog training schools, and dogs were taken out to a park or other suitable outdoor area to 

record the alone barks. 

The seven situations are as follows (Molnár et al., 2008): 
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1) alone (N = 106 recordings): The owner and the experimenter (male, 23 years old) 

took the dog to a park or other outdoor area, where the dog was tied to a tree or fence 

by its leash. The owner left and walked out of the dog’s sight, while the experimenter 

remained with the dog and recorded its barks. 

2) ball (N = 131): The owner held a ball (or another of the dog’s favorite toys) at a 

height of approximately 1.5 m in front of the dog. 

3) fight (N = 131): For dogs to perform in this situation, the trainer acts as if he intends 

to attack the dog-owner dyad. Dogs are expected to bark aggressively and even bite 

the trainer’s glove. The owner keeps the dog on a leash during this exercise. 

4) food (N = 131): The owner held the dog’s food bowl with food at a height of 

approximately 1.5 m in front of the dog. 

5) play (N = 89): The owner was asked to play with the dog at tug-of-war, chasing or 

wrestling. The experimenter recorded the barks emitted during this interaction. 

6) stranger (N = 206): The experimenter acted as the ’stranger’ for all the dogs, and 

appeared in the dog owners’ garden or front door. The experimenter recorded the 

barking dog for 2-3 minutes. The owner was not in the vicinity (in the garden, or near 

to the entrance) during the recording. 

7) walk (N = 31): We asked the owner to behave as if he/she was preparing to go for a 

walk with the dog. For example, the owner took the dog’s leash in her/his hand and 

told the dog “We are leaving now”. 

B. Initial processing of the sound material 

The recorded material was transferred to a computer, where it was digitalized with a 16-bit 

quantization and 44.10 kHz sampling rate using a TerraTec DMX 6Wre 24/96 sound card. As 

each recording possibly contained at least three or four barks, individual barks were manually 

segmented and extracted. This process resulted in a final collection of 7,310 sound files 

containing only a single bark sound. Obviously these sounds are not independent from a 

statistical point of view. Thus, we have randomly selected non-consecutive barks, alleviating 

the effect of ‘pseudoreplication’. The final data set contains 800 barks from the initial 7310 

barks samples.  
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C. Sound analysis 

Based on the initial parameter set used in Molnár et al. (2008), 29 acoustic parameters were 

extracted from the bark samples with an automated Praat script, see Table 6-b and Figure 6-1. 

The oscillogram shows the actual complex waveform of a single bark. The amplitude of the 

waveform shows the intensity change over time, which is represented here as the intensity 

profile. The energy parameter is the overall energy transferred by the sound over time. Fast 

Fourier Transformation is used to create a sonogram, which shows the frequency spectrum 

of the bark over time. Autocorrelation method was applied to extract the fundamental 

frequency and its profile showed as the pitch object. The fundamental frequency is the 

frequency of opening and closing cycles of the vocal fold, which is represented by the point 

process object where every vertical line represents one vocal cycle. This can be used to 

measure the periodicity of the sound and irregularities in sound production (jitter). The 

spectrum shows the overall power of each frequency component. The harmonic-to-noise ratio 

gives the ratio of harmonic spectral components (the upper harmonics of the fundamental 

frequency) over the irregular, noisy components. Finally, the long-term average apectrum 

(LTAS) represents the average energy distribution over the frequency spectrum. 

 

Figure 6-1 Main parameters measured for the acoustic analysis using Praat functions 
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According to the source-filter framework (Fant, 1976), the fundamental frequency is the 

lowest harmonic component of the source signal that is produced in the larynx by the 

movements of the vocal fold. The measurements of the fundamental show the modulation of 

this source signal over time. One voice cycle is the unit of the movements of the vocal folds. 

During sound production the repeated opening and closing of the vocal folds generates the 

cyclic pressure changes in the exhaled air, which will be the sound wave itself. The 

measurements of the vocal cycles show the regularities in voice production. 

Finally, tonality or harmonics-to-noise ratio gives the proportion of regular, tonal frequency 

components over the noise caused by the irregular movements of the vocal folds, or the 

turbulences in the airflow in the vocal tract. These measurements are capable of describing 

the quality of the sound and its change over time. 
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Name Description Variable 

 
Measurements of sound energy 

 
Energy amount of energy in the sound (Pa2s) X

1
 

Loudness loudness X
10

 

Ltasm mean long-term average spectrum X
23

 

Ltass slope of the ltas X
24

 

Ltasp local peak height between 1700-3200 in the ltas X
25

 

Ltasd standard deviation of the ltas X
26

 

 
Measurements of spectral energy 

 
Banddensity density of the spectrum between 2000 and 4000 Hz X

2
 

Centerofgravity 

freq 

average frequency in the spectrum X
3
 

Deviationfreq standard deviation of the frequency in the spectrum X
4
 

Skewness skewness of the spectrum X
5
 

Kurtosis kurtosis of the spectrum X
6
 

Cmoment non-normalized skewness of the spectrum X
7
 

Energydiff energy difference between 0-2000 and 2000-6000 Hz bands X
8
 

Densitydiff density difference between 0-2000 and 2000-6000 Hz bands X
9
 

 Measurements of the source signal  

Pitchm mean fundamental frequency (f0) in Hertz X
11

 

Pitchmin minimum f0 X
12

 

Pitchmax maximum f0 X
13

 

Pitchmint time point of the minimum f0 (s) X
14 

Pitchmaxt time point of the maximum f0 (s) X
15

 

Pitchd standard deviation of the f0 X
16

 

Pitchq lower interquantile of the f0 X
17

 

Pitchslope mean absolute slope of the f0 X
18

 

Pitchslopenojump mean slope of the F0 without octave jump X
19

 

 
Measurements of the voice cycles 

 
Ppp number of voice cycles X

20
 

Ppm mean number of voice cycles X
21

 

Ppj jitter X
22

 

 
Measures of the tonality 

 
Harmmax maximum tonality X

27
 

Harmmean mean tonality X
28

 

Harmdev standard deviation of the tonality X
29

 

Table 6-b The 29 acoustic measures extracted from barking recordings (Molnár et al., 2008) 
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Supervised classification 

Classification is a common machine learning task (Duda et al., 2001), commonly understood 

as two different subproblems, depending on the available information. In both cases, we are 

given a dataset, wherein each case or instance (a single bark sound in this study) is 

characterized by some variables or ‘features’ (29 acoustical measures in our case). In the 

supervised classification problem, an additional variable, called the class variable is given, 

which serves as a label (sex, age, context or individual in this paper) and the task is to find a 

model, which is able to predict the label of a new case with known features. Alternatively, in 

the unsupervised classification problem or clustering (Jain et al., 1999), labels are missing 

altogether, and the aim is to form groups or clusters with cases (dog barks) that are similar 

with respect to the features at hand. 

Here, we applied a supervised classification method to automatically learn models from the 

data. This model was used to separately predict dog sex, dog age, context, and the individual 

dog, from a set of predictor variables capturing the acoustical measures of the dog barks. 

In a binary supervised classification problem, there is a feature vector X  Rn whose 

components, x1,…,xn, are called predictor variables and the label or class variable c takes 

values in {0;1}. The task is to induce a classifier model from training data, which consists of 

a set of N observations DN = X
(!); c(!) ;… ; X!; c! , drawn from the joint probability 

distribution p(x;c) (see Table 6-c). 

In our dog data set, there are n = 29 acoustical measures and N = 800 bark sounds. The 

classifier model will be used to assign labels to new instances, !(!!!),!only characterized 

with the values of the predictor variables.  
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!

(!!!) ... !
!

(!!!) ? 

Table 6-c Raw data in a supervised classification problem: N denotes the number of labeled observations, 
each of them characterized by n predictor variables, x1,..,xn and the class variable C. X(N+1) denotes the 
new observation to be classified by the supervised classification model 

To quantify the goodness of the binary classification model, the true positives (TP), true 

negatives (TN), false positives (FP) and false negatives (FN) are counted over the test data 

and placed in the confusion matrix. This confusion matrix contains in its diagonal the TP and 

TN observations. We can define the error rate as ER, or equivalently, the accuracy rate as AR, 

as follows: 

!" = !" +
!"

!
 

!" = !" +
!"

!
 

!! = ! !" + !" + !" + !"  

where N is the total number of instances. 

Dog sex classification is binary, Ω! = female,male , where there are two possible errors: 

predict a male as a female dog, and alternatively predict a female as a male. 

The other classifications are multiclass, where C takes r > 2 possible class values. Let 

Ω! = 1, 2,… , r  denote this set. Thus, Ω! = young, adult, old  for age,  

!Ω! = alone, ball, fight, food,play, stranger,walk  for contexts, and Ω! = dog1,… dog8  

for individuals in our case. The r × r-dimensional confusion matrix contains all pairwise 

counts, !!", the number of cases out of N from the real class !! classified by the model as !!. 

The accuracy is given by !!!
!

!!! /N.  
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Accuracy estimation of supervised classification models 

An important issue is how to estimate the (expected) accuracy of a classification model when 

using this model for classifying unseen (new) instances. A simple method is to partition the 

whole data set into two subsets: the training subset and the test subset. According to this 

training and testing scheme, the classification model is learned from the training subset, and 

then it is used in the test subset for the purpose of estimating its accuracy. However, the 

information in the data set is under-used, as the classification model is learnt from a subset of 

the original data set. 

Here we used an estimation method called K-fold cross-validation (Stone, 1974). This uses 

the whole data set to learn the model. The data set is partitioned into K folds of 

approximately the same size. Each fold is left out of the learning process, which is carried out 

with the remaining K −1 folds, and used later as a test set. This process is repeated K times. 

Thus, every instance is in a test set exactly once and in a training set K − 1 times. The model 

accuracy is estimated as the mean of the accuracies for each of the K test sets. In this 

experiment we fixed the value of K to 10. 

Feature subset selection 

The feature subset selection (FSS) problem (Liu and Motoda, 1998) refers to the question of 

whether all the n predictor features are really useful for classifying the instances with a given 

model. FSS can be formulated as follows: given a set of candidate features, select the best 

subset under some classification learning method. 

This dimensionality reduction by means of a FSS process has several potential advantages for 

a supervised classification model such as the reduction in the cost of data acquisition, an 

improved understanding of the final classification model, a faster induction of the 

classification model, and an improvement in classifier accuracy. 

FSS can be viewed as a search problem, where each state in the search space specifies a 

subset of selectable features. An exhaustive search of all possible feature subsets, given by 2n, 

is usually unfeasible in practice because of the large computational burden, therefore a 

heuristic search is usually used. 

For a categorization of FSS see Saeys et al. (2007). There are, broadly speaking, two main 

types of FSS depending on the function used to measure the goodness of each selected 
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subset. In the wrapper approach to the FSS, the accuracy reported by the classifier itself 

guides the search for a good subset of features. We have used a greedy stepwise search in our 

experiments, which progresses forward from the empty set selecting at each step the best 

option between adding a variable not yet included within the model and deleting a variable 

from the current model. The search is halted when none of these options improves model 

accuracy. In the filter approach to FSS, the learning algorithm is not used in the evaluation 

function, thus the goodness of a feature subset can only be assessed using intrinsic data 

properties, like an information theory based evaluation function (Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003). 

We applied both wrapper and filter approaches to the FSS problem. For the second type, a 

multivariate filter based on mutual information, called correlation feature selection, is used 

(Hall, 1999). This measure tries to both minimize redundancy between selected features and 

maximize correlation with the class variable. 

The supervised classification method used in our experiment 

Here we used the k-Nearest Neighbors classifier (Fix and Hodges, 1951) method. This is a 

non-parametric method that assigns to a given instance x the class label most frequently 

found amongst its k nearest instances, that is, the predicted class is decided by examining the 

labels of the k nearest neighbors and voting. A common distance used for obtaining the k 

nearest neighbors for a continuous variable x is the Euclidean distance. In our experiments 

we will fix k = 1. All the results were calculated using WEKA software (Hall et al., 2009). 

6.3 Results 

Sex 

The k-Nearest Neighbors classifier produced an accuracy rate of 82.00% when using all 

features, 64.25% by applying a filter feature selection approach, while the best results were 

gained by the wrapper feature selection, resulting in a 85.13% accuracy rate. This model 

contains 12 predictor variables. The groups that record spectral energy and source signal 

variables are under-represented, according to the categorization of acoustic measures 

provided in Table 6-b. 

For the female barks, the misclassification rate is 9.40% (47 false males out of 500 real 

females), and it is higher for males, 24.00% (72 false females from a total of 300 real males). 
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Table 6-d shows the accuracies per dog of the k-Nearest Neighbor model with 12 predictors. 

The model accuracy when predicting the five female dogs is around 90%, with the worst 

predictions for dog3 and dog4 (87.00%), and the best for dog5 (97.00%). The three male 

dogs are predicted with accuracies ranging from 73.00% for dog1 to 79.41% for dog7. 

 

 
Male (76.00%) Female (90.60%) 

dog1 73.00% – 

dog2 – 90.00% 

dog3 – 87.00% 

dog4 – 87.00% 

dog5 – 97.00% 

dog6 – 92.00% 

dog7 79.41% – 

dog8 75.51% – 

Table 6-d Sex prediction per dog. Accuracies of the best models for each of the eight dogs. The overall 
accuracy of this model over the eight dogs is 85.13% 

Age 

Using all the features in the categorization, the k-Nearest Neighbors model produced an 

accuracy of 78.63%, the filter feature selection resulted in 79.13% accuracy, and again the 

wrapper selection method delivered the best accuracy with 80.25%. The 15 selected variables 

in this model mainly contained measurements of spectral energy, sound energy, and voice 

cycles. 

The confusion matrix in Table 6-e for the best model shows that a young dog is classified as 

old in only 2.67% of cases (eight out of 300), while old dogs are misclassified as young in 

6.86% of cases (seven out of 102). The error rates classifying young, adult and old dogs are 

21.00%, 17.59% and 24.51% respectively. These figures suggest that it is easier to get it 

wrong when classifying young and old dogs. 
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! !

Predicted class Accuracy 

! !

young adult old 
 

Real class!

young 237 55 8 0.95 

adult 61 328 9 0.82 

old 7 18 77 0.75 

Table 6-e Confusion matrix of the best model: k-nearest neighbors wrapper 

Table 6-f contains the accuracies per dog of the best model. This model provides a 79.00% of 

accuracy when predicting young dogs. This percentage is very similar for each of the three 

young dogs (dog1, dog2 and dog3). However for the four adult dogs the model shows a wide 

range of accuracies, varying from 66.00% (dog6) to 90.00% (dog5). Dog7, that is the only 

old dog, is classified with an accuracy of 75.49%. 

 

 

Young 
(79.00%) 

Adult 
(82.41%) 

Old 
(75.49%) 

dog1 84.00% 
  

dog2 74.00% 
  

dog3 79.00% 
  

dog4 
 

85.00% 
 

dog5 
 

90.00% 
 

dog6 
 

66.00% 
 

dog7 
  

75.49% 

dog8 
 

88.77% 
 

Table 6-f Age prediction per dog. Accuracies of the best models for each of the eight dogs. The overall 
accuracy of this model over the eight dogs is 80.25% 

Context 

Model trained on all individuals: If the model has learnt from all of the 800 barks to 

discriminate among the seven contexts: alone, ball, fight, food, play, stranger and walk, the 

wrapper selection method of the k-Nearest Neighbors classifier is once more the best-

performing model, with 55.50 % accuracy. Selecting all features produced an accuracy rate 

of 50.88%, while filter selection produced a 50.75% accuracy rate. The variables selected by 
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the wrapper model correspond mainly to spectral energy and voice cycle measurements. Note 

that we now have a more difficult problem with more class values to be predicted (seven 

contexts) and consequently the estimated accuracy is expected to be lower. 

From Table 6-g we can see the contexts with the highest and lowest true positive rates, that 

correspond to fight (0.76) and walk (0.35), respectively. The ball context is often 

misclassified as food and vice versa. The same holds for the walk and play pair. This is quite 

reasonable since both pairs define quite similar underlying concepts. Many barks under fight 

or alone situations are misclassified as stranger. However the stranger context is usually 

confused with the ball and food context. 

 

!

Predicted class Accuracy 

! !
!

! ! ! ! ! ! !

! !

alone ball   fight   food   play stranger   walk 

!

Real class 

alone  46 15 7 17 6 14 1 0.43 

ball  11 64 5 22 5 23 1 0.49 

fight  8 4 100 3 4 11 1 0.76 

food  7 20 2 55 3 15 4 0.52 

play  8 8 2 10 44 11 6 0.49 

stranger  12 24 5 26 13 124 2 0.60 

walk  0 3 4 5 6 2 11 0.35 

Table 6-g Confusion matrix of the best model: k-nearest neighbors wrapper 

Table 6-h contains the accuracies per dog of the best model. This model provides 43.40% 

accuracy when predicting the alone context, with extreme prediction accuracies for dog7 

(52.94%) and dog8 (14.29%). The ball context achieves 48.85% accuracy, having dog7 and 

dog8 the worst (29.41%) and best (64.29%) predictions, respectively. These two dogs also 

present the worst and best predictions for the food context. The model shows better 

accuracies for the fight and stranger contexts. In the fight context the 98.00% of success for 

dog5 is noteworthy, whereas the worst behavior in the stranger context is for dog7 (35.29%). 

The play and walk contexts show highly variable accuracies for the different dogs. 
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Alone 
(43.40%) 

Ball 
(48.85%) 

Fight 
(76.34%) 

Food 
(51.89%) 

Play 
(49.44%) 

Stranger 
(60.19%) 

Walk 
(35.48%) 

dog1 – – – – 76.00% 68.00% – 

dog2 – – – 64.00% – 54.00% – 

dog3 52.00% 44.00% 56.00% – – 60.00% – 

dog4 44.00% 60.00% – – – – – 

dog5 – – 98.00% – – 70.00% – 

dog6 – 36.00% 76.00% 44.00% 12.00% – – 

dog7 52.94% 29.41% 52.94% 17.65% – 35.29% 41.18% 

dog8 14.29% 64.29% 57.14% 64.29% 21.43% 50.00% 14.29% 

Table 6-h Context prediction per dog. Accuracies of the best models for each of the eight dogs. The 
overall accuracy of this model over the eight dogs is 55.50% 

Model trained for each dog separately: Here, we build more refined dog-specific models, by 

only selecting instances from the same dog. The corresponding model will identify the 

context for that dog only.  

The results per each dog are shown in Table 6-i below. The kNN-A, kNN-F, kNN-W columns 

show the corresponding accuracies (%) of the models. Letters denote the feature subset 

selection method in use. (‘A’-all , ‘F’-filter, ‘W’-wrapper). 

 

Dog kNN-A (%) kNN-F (%) kNN-W (%) Contexts 

dog5 93 97 100 fight, stranger 

dog1 94 96 96 play, stranger 

dog2 58 57 74 food, stranger 

dog4 75 65 72 alone, ball 

dog3 58 57 74 alone, ball, fight, stranger 

dog6 46.94 47.96 62.20 ball, fight, food, play 

dog7 38.24 53.92 50 alone, ball, fight, food, stranger, walk 

dog8 46 59 66.98 alone, ball, fight, food, play, stranger,walk 

Table 6-i Context discrimination: One model per dog. Summary of the models, accuracies and 
corresponding contexts for each dog 
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Regarding the feature subset selection methods, wrapper reports the best results in six cases 

out of eight, while the filter and all feature selection methods only perform best in one case, 

respectively. 

Table 6-i shows that accuracies decrease with the increasing number of contexts. With two 

contexts, the accuracies fall in the interval [57%, 100%]. The accuracies for the two dogs 

with four contexts are in the range of [46.94%, 74%]. Increasing the number of contexts to 

six and seven, the best achieved accuracies are 53.92% and 66.98%. 

As far as the groups of acoustic measures are concerned, spectral energy and voice cycle 

measurements were the two groups with more often selected (in relative terms) variables 

regardless of the number of barks. 

Figure 6-2 shows the 100 barks recorded for dog1, represented as a point in the 3-D space of 

the variables selected by the best model, a k-Nearest Neighbors wrapper. Barks in the play 

context are colored blue whereas stranger is shaded red. A new bark (an asterisk in the figure) 

would be classified as the context of its nearest neighbor bark, i.e. play in this 3-D space, 

although its nearest neighbor bark should be computed in the 5-D space, also including 

variables Deviationfreq and Harmmean. 

 

Figure 6-2 Example of a k-nearest neighbors wrapper model. It corresponds to the best model for context 
classification in dog1 (Cmoment scale is divided by 109). Classification of a hypothetical bark (asterisk) 
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Individual 

Model trained on all the contexts: In this case, a single model is learnt from the 800 barks for 

discriminating among the eight dogs. 

k-Nearest Neighbors wrapper is the best model, as in the three previous classification 

problems, with an extremely high accuracy, 67.63%, in an eight-class problem. Selecting all 

features produced an accuracy of 63.87%, while filter feature selection produced an accuracy 

of 58.62%. Thus, the inclusion of strategies for selecting variables leads to improvements in 

model performance. 

The true positive rate for each of the classes can be computed from Table 6-j. Dogs numbers 

8, 5 and 7 have high true positive rates: 0.79, 0.75 and 0.73 respectively. In contrast, dogs 

number 6 and 3 have the lowest true positive rates: 0.51 and 0.58, respectively. 

 

! ! ! !

Predicted class 
! ! !

Accuracy 

! ! ! !  ! ! !  

!

Dog 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
 

!

1 68 10 8 5 0 5 3 1 0.68 

!

2 6 71 5 1 5 8 2 2 0.71 

!

3 9 8 58 6 2 14 1 2 0.58 

Real class 4 7 3 4 67 2 9 2 6 0.67 

!

5 1 6 3 2 75 7 6 0 0.75 

!

6 5 12 11 6 6 51 9 0 0.51 

!

7 2 3 2 5 5 10 74 1 0.73 

!

8 1 4 1 8 1 4 2 77 0.79 

Table 6-j Confusion matrix for the best model, k-nearest neighbors wrapper, identifying individual dogs 

 

Model trained on each context separately: Here, we build more refined context-specific 

models. By selecting bark sounds from the same context, the corresponding model will 

classify individual dogs within that context only. Thus, a total number of seven contexts have 

been considered, shown in Table 6-k. The kNN-A, kNN-F, kNN-W columns show the 

corresponding accuracies (%) of the models. Letters denote the feature subset selection 

method in use. (‘A’-all , ‘F’-filter, ‘W’-wrapper). 
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Context No. Barks No. Dogs kNN-A (%) kNN-F (%) kNN-W (%) 

alone  106 4 78.30 82.08 94.34 

ball 131 5 66.41 64.89 80.91 

fight 131 5 74.80 76.34 83.97 

food 106 4 70.75 72.64 86.79 

play 89 3 85.39 93.26 97.75 

stranger 206 5 70.87 72.33 76.21 

walk 31 2 93.55 100 100 

Table 6-k Summary of the results of classifying individuals in each context 

Note that the model accuracies for identifying dogs have generally increased with respect to 

the 67.63% achieved by the global model learnt from a database with all the contexts. We 

now have fewer dogs to be identified, from two dogs for the walk context to five dogs for the 

ball and fight contexts, whereas the global model had the harder problem of identifying eight 

dogs. Although the problem is easier because there are fewer class variable values, barking is 

expected to be homogeneous within a fixed context, which complicates the correct 

identification of dogs. 

Predictor variables of sex, age, context and individual 

The number of selected variables in the best models (see Table 6-l) represents about 50% of 

the 29 initial variables. 

These numbers were: 12 for Sex, 15 for Age, 16 for Context and 18 for Individual. It is 

remarkable that some variables, like Ltasm, Ltass, Pitchmint, Pitchslopenojump and 

Harmmax were never chosen. On the other hand, the following six variables occur in all four 

models: Energy, Ltasp, Deviationfreq, Skewness, Pitchq and Harmmean. 

Harmdev appears to be specific for determining dog sex, since it was not selected in the rest 

of the problems. This also applies to Pitchd, only selected for discriminating dog age, as well 

as to Pitchmaxt, only used for individual determination.  

Considering the blockwise organization of predictor variables in Table 6-b, sound energy 

(first block), source signal (third block) and tonality (fifth block) measurements are sparsely 

selected compared to a more dense selection in the remaining blocks.  
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Variable Name Sex Age Context Individual 

Measurements of sound energy     

X
1
 Energy x x x x 

X
10

 Loudness 
  

x x 

X
23

 Ltasm 
    

X
24

 Ltass 
    

X
25

 Ltasp x x x x 

X
26

 Ltasd x x 
  

 Measurements of spectral energy     

X
2
 Banddensity 

 
x x x 

X
3
 Centerofgravityfreq x 

 
x x 

X
4
 Deviationfreq x x x x 

X
5
 Skewness x x x x 

X
6
 Kurtosis 

 
x x x 

X
7
 Cmoment 

 
x x x 

X
8
 Energydiff 

 
x x x 

X
9
 Densitydiff 

 
x 

  
 Measurements of the source signal     

X
11

 Pitchm x 
  

x 

X
12

 Pitchmin 
   

x 

X
13

 Pitchmax 
  

x x 

X
14

 Pitchmint 
    

X
15

 Pitchmaxt 
   

x 

X
16

 Pitchd 
 

x 
  

X
17

 Pitchq x x x x 

X
18

 Pitchslope 
   

x 

X
19

 Pitchslopenojump 
    

 Measurements of the voice cycles     

X
20

 Ppp x x x 
 

X
21 Ppm 

 
x x x 

X
22

 Ppj x 
 

x 
 

 Measures of the tonality     

X
27

 Harmmax 
    

X
28

 Harmmean x x x x 

X
29

 Harmdev x 
   

Table 6-l Predictor variables of sex, age, context and individual classification problems from the 
bestmodel, k-Nearest Neighbors wrapper 
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6.4 Discussion 

This work has empirically demonstrated the usefulness of supervised classification methods 

for inferring some characteristics of dogs from acoustic measurements of their barks.  

We presented a solution for two prediction problems, the inference of sex and age, which was 

never previously approached by a machine learning method in dogs. The best of the models 

in this study was able to predict dog sex in 85.13% of the cases. The age of the dog 

categorized as young, adult and old, was inferred correctly in 80.25% of the cases. An issue 

to be considered in future work is the prediction of age as a continuous variable, using a 

regression method, allowing for a more precise and accurate age determination. 

Determining the context of the dog bark, with seven possible situations, is a more difficult 

problem than classification by sex and age. However, it has been successfully solved for 

55.50% of the bark cases. This is an improvement on the results presented in Molnár et al. 

(2008), where for six possible contexts the best model yielded a 43% success rate. In 

addition, a model for each of the eight dogs with two or more different contexts has been 

induced from the barks associated with specific dogs. 

The identification of individuals, a hard classification problem with eight possible categories, 

has produced up to 67.63% accuracy in the best model. This result is extremely good when 

compared to 52% reported in Molnár et al. (2008) for 14 dogs, and 40% achieved by Yin and 

McCowan (2004) for a ten-dog problem. When the dog identification is performed within 

each context, the accuracies of the best models are in the interval [76.21%, 100.00%]. 

Regarding the feature subset selection methods, the wrapper feature subset selection strategy 

has provided significant improvements over a filter selection or no-selection (all variables 

kept) method. 

If dogs are sensitive to sex-, age-, or individual specific information of calls, this might 

contribute to their observed discriminative capability of different conspecific vocalizations. 

Attributes such as sex or age might be relevant features in a highly social species, such as 

dogs, since they may be relevant in determining mate-choice, reproductive status, fighting 

potential, etc.  (e.g. Mech, 1999). Although, for example sex-related information is known to 

be primarily sensed by olfaction in dogs (Goodwin et al., 1979), hypothetically, it might be 

adaptive to assess these characteristics even from longer distances, via vocal signals. 
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To obtain a more complete picture of the possible communicative role sex-, and age-related 

acoustic features might have, it would be worthwhile to investigate the receiver side of the 

communication process as well. For example, by applying the habituation-dishabituation 

experimental paradigm, we could assess whether dogs are able to distinguish between barks 

from different sexes, or ages. 

Regarding the acosutical parameters used in the classification tasks, there were parameters 

only used in one categorization problem. These were the standard deviation of the tonality in 

sex classification, the standard deviation of f0 in age categorization, and the time point of the 

maximum f0 in the individual recognition problem. Although these derived acoustical 

parameters are not easily interpretable, some comparisons can be made with existing data in 

the literature. For example, fundamental frequency (due to its dynamic variations) has been 

reported to show age and individual-specific variation in a number of species (humans: Fitch 

and Giedd, 1999; baboons: Rendall et al., 2005; fallow deer: Vannoni and McElligott, 2008). 

Interestingly, tonality-related vocal variations have usually been linked to the arousal state of 

individuals (Scheumann et al., 2012; Briefer, 2012). However, it has also been revealed that 

the harmonic-to-noise ratio of the vocalizations of Guinea baboons differ, according to the 

caller’s sex (Maciej et al., 20013). Moreover, in human females, the tonality of women’s 

voice changes over the course of the menstruation cycle (Fischer et al., 2011). Tonality is an 

acoustic parameter linked to the vibration patterns of vocal folds, and it is known that the 

‘glottal source’ of vocal production can be affected by the physiological changes associated 

with the arousal state or the sex-hormone levels of an individual (Taylor and Reby, 2010; 

Fischer et al., 2011). Thus, it is possible that the motivational state or the sex of the caller 

might be reflected in vocalizations through the anatomical-functional changes of the larynx. 

The least successful task for our supervised learning methods was the recognition of the 

context of barks. Although present methods exceeded the accuracy of both the previously 

employed machine learning approach (Molnár et al., 2008) and the adult human listeners’ 

assessment (Pongrácz et al., 2005), this accuracy still lags behind the other variables analyzed 

in this study. Furthermore, human listeners perform almost as successfully when recognizing 

the context as the computerized models (Pongrácz et al., 2005). One possible reason is that 

the individual variability of dog barks can be significant, especially in some contexts (e.g. 

before the walk, or asking for a toy or for food). An alternative explanation might be that 

while the classifier algorithm worked with individual bark sounds, human listeners received 

10-20 seconds long bark sequences, and this served as an additional source of information for 
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humans (Pongrácz et al., 2005; 2006). The interbark interval seemed to be an important cue 

for humans even when they had to discriminate between individual dogs (Molnár et al., 

2006). 

The limitations of the supervised classification model presented in this experiment concern 

the standard problems with the sample representativeness and the assumptions upon which 

the models rely. On the other hand the generality of the method makes it directly applicable 

to other species. The successful application of computerized methods in behavioral sciences 

also emphasizes the importance of new, interdisciplinary approaches. 
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7 General discussion 

The present thesis investigated the communicative behavior of the domestic dog in a series of 

five multi-perspective studies, drawing on the rich intra-, and interspecific communicative 

repertoire of this species. We focused on two communication channels, the acoustic and 

visual modalities. The studies were organized such that in the first three we took the 

perspective of the receiver, while in the latter two we took the perspective of the sender. The 

use of alternate perspectives allows a more precise and circumspect assessment of our topic. 

In the remainder of this chapter, we summarize our main findings, and propose some possible 

directions for future research. 

Taking the receiver’s perspective 

In Study 1 we investigated how dogs perceive the size-related acoustical information 

encoded in the ’play’ growls and ’food-guarding’ growls of conspecifics. By using a cross 

modal matching experimental design, we assessed dogs’ looking preferences for two 

differently sized, but otherwise identical dog pictures, while listening to growl play-backs. 

Only one of the pictures matched the ‘vocal-size’ advertised by the growl-playback. We 

found that dogs looked longer at the picture of the larger dog after hearing the ‘play’ growl 

playback, while they were reluctant to change their gaze from the ‘sound-matching’ dog 

picture (the dog picture matching the indexical cue of the growl playback) after hearing the 

‘food-guarding’ growl playback (Bálint et al., 2013). Our results are in accordance with the 

previous acoustical analysis that showed that while ‘play’ growls seem to depict a larger 

body size, ‘food-guarding’ growls seem to represent the adequate size of the caller. Also, the 

findings concerning ‘food-guarding’ growls are in line with previous findings of Faragó et al. 

(2010b), where it was also found that dogs recognize the real size of another dog emitting ‘’’ 

growls, in a very similar experimental set-up. 

Our present results demonstrate that certain vocal markers, like the size-related indexical cue 

in dog growls are readily accessible by conspecifics, which is indispensable in properly 

evaluating possible communicative functions of the signal. We suggested that the ‘altered’ 

indexical cue embedded in the playful growl might serve as a ‘playful marker’ by displaying 

an obvious dichotomy between the acoustical and visual information available. On the other 

hand, it is possible that during agonistic encounters the potential cost of advertising a larger 
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body size would be too high to risk, thus it is more likely that signallers communicate their 

adequate body size (Számadó, 2011). 

Our findings can also be interpreted in the context of Ryan and Rand’s theory of sensory 

exploitation. Since we know that dogs are sensitive to the formant parameters of vocal signals 

(Fitch, 2000; Baru, 1975), it is possible that this pre-existing sensitivity paved the way for 

certain acoustical parameters to become characteristic of different vocal signals, e.g. the 

formant dispersion of playful growls. 

Recent results of Faragó et al. (2010a) show that dog growls recorded in a food-guarding 

context carry context-specific information to conspecifics. This vocal signal was effective in 

repelling approaching dogs from a seemingly unattended bone, without any additional (e.g. 

visual) cues. A further avenue of research could be the investigation of whether playful 

growls are also able to elicit context-specific responses in conspecifics. Since play often 

appears to be an ambivalent behavior (Burghardt, 2005), often accompanied by elaborate or 

exaggerated motor patterns (Bekoff, 2004) it requires the continuous ‘agreement’ of all 

parties (Bekoff and Allen, 2004). Thus, it might be expected that in contrast to ‘food-

guarding’ growls, ‘play’ growls show more individual and situation-related features. This, in 

turn might prevent its proper evaluation without additional (e.g. visual, olfactory) cues. 

Furthermore, since it has been shown previously that humans are able to categorize dog barks 

according to their context (Pongrácz et al., 2005; 2006), it would be worthwhile to investigate 

how humans perform when listening to dog growls. It would be highly interesting to compare 

humans’ assessment of a vocalization strongly affected by domestication (barks) to a 

relatively intact one (growl), showing more consistency across canine species. If humans 

performed better in categorizing barks –a vocalization type known to be particularly common 

and rich in dogs– this might even suggest a co-evolution of sender and receiver in the 

communication process over the course of domestication (Dawkins and Krebs, 1984; Owings 

and Morton, 1998). Of course, careful evaluation is needed in such speculations, since more 

plausible explanations also exist. For example, due to the excessive usage of barks by dogs, 

humans could have much more opportunities to learn about these vocalizations, then about 

others (e.g. growls). 

In Study 2.1, we analyzed how intended and unintended cues given by the owner might 

influence the choice of dogs in a two-way choice test, based on a human pointing gesture. We 

systematically modified the owners’ motivation for their dogs’ success and their instructions 
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for handling their dogs in our experimental groups. Owners were either (i) unaware of the 

pointing process; (ii) highly motivated in the excellent performance of their dogs; (iii) 

actively helping their pets, or (iv) were instructed in a ’customary’ way. We found no 

evidence of the Clever Hans Effect (CHE) in any of our experimental groups, which is a 

somewhat surprising result, since many experiments have shown that dogs are prone to 

follow different kinds of intended or unintended human given cues (Becker et al., 1957; 

Szetei et al., 2003; Lit et al., 2011). We hypothesized that the pointing experimenter and the 

dog are engaged in a visual communicative interaction, strengthened by ‘ostensive-

referential’ gestures (eye-contact, attention-seeking gestures, etc.), and it is this 

communicative interaction which affects the dog’s behavior most effectively under the given 

circumstances. This idea is further supported by the fact that although dogs are known to 

display ‘help-seeking’ behavior (Topál et al., 1997; Pongrácz et al., 2001; Pongrácz et al., 

2004, Miklósi et al., 2003) when encountering 'unsolvable' situations, we only rarely detected 

dogs’ referring back to their owners in this experiment. 

Another conclusion of our study is methodological. Generally, the presence of the owner is 

important for the dog in ethological experiments, as the owner often serves as a ‘secure base’ 

for them (Topál et al., 1998).  Some individuals even exhibit signs of distress if they are 

isolated from their owner (Konok et al., 2011; Topál et al., 1998; Gácsi et al., 2001). 

Since it seems that some tasks (olfactory, problem solving) (Szetei et al., 2003; Pongrácz et 

al., 2004) are more affected by CHE than others, and because most family dogs show their 

natural behavior in the presence of their owners, researchers should take into consideration 

the type and difficulty of the planned experiment before excluding owners from experiments 

in attempt to avoid CHE. 

For future research, it would be interesting to investigate the CHE in tasks that are 

cognitively more complex and challenging for dogs, supposing that a more demanding task 

might call for different strategies, including the usage of various (e.g. unintended) available 

signals or cues. 

In Study 2.2, we tested dogs’ response to a directional cue, given by a conspecific, using 

again a two-way object choice experimental set-up. The cue was a head-, and gaze turn, 

phenotypically similar to the ones effectively used in human-dog visual communicative 

interactions. 
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We examined whether dogs’ choice is influenced by the size ratio of the signaler and the 

receiver dog, as well as the ‘dominance status’ of the subject (Pongrácz et al., 2008). 

Our results show that dogs did not follow the directional cue given by the projected dog, in 

either of our size-related experimental groups. The assessed dominance status of the subjects 

did not affect their choices either, ‘dominant’, ‘subordinate’ and ‘single’ dogs chose between 

the plates independently of the demonstration. 

On the other hand, the first choice had a strong effect on their further choices in all subjects. 

Dogs chose significantly more often the side of their first choices in the latter trials, 

regardless of the first choice being the demonstrated one or not. This indicates that side 

preference can develop very quickly in dogs after a successful choice when performing 

consecutive, repeated trials. It is noteworthy that this tendency has not been shown in human-

given pointing experiments, where dogs perform reliably well (Hare et al., 1998; Miklósi et 

al., 1998; Soproni et al., 2002; Miklósi et al, 2007). We hypothesized that an adequate cue 

(human-given pointing gesture) can overwrite this bias, while the cue provided by the gazing 

of a conspecific in our experiment was incompetent in this regard. Our results suggest that 

although they are phenotypically similar, the directional cue given by the conspecific is not 

sufficient in leading dogs to the indicated object. We could further speculate that while a 

visual directional gesture might be relevant in dog-human interactions (e.g. cooperative work 

(Hare, 2001), human assistance (Pfaffenberger et al., 1976; Pauline et al., 2000), it might not 

fulfill the same role in the intraspecific communication processes. 

It is also possible that the context and subtleties of the utilized directional cue (sitting dog, 

dog picture without any odor cues) were not suitable for dogs to rely on them, pointing to the 

fact that dogs most probably process communicative interactions differently than humans. 

The details of the mechanism can only be revealed by systematic analysis of the interaction. 

For instance, in human pointing experiments, usually only the indicated bowl is baited with 

food. Since it seems that dogs neither follow, nor avoid the demonstration in our 

experimental design, it would be worthwhile to investigate how their performance is affected 

if the usual baiting ‘scheme’ (only the indicated bowl being bated) is used. Furthermore, 

since some experimental results suggest that dogs might perform better when following 

sustained (static) human pointing gestures (Miklósi et al., 2005; Pongrácz et al., 2013; Udell 

et al., 2008), it would be interesting to test further how structural changes of a conspecific-

given cue might affect dogs’ response. Although empirical data suggest that dogs respond 
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adequately to the projected pictures and videos of humans (Pongrácz et al., 2003; Péter et al., 

2013) and conspecifics (Fox, 1971; Faragó et al, 2010b), as a future direction, it would be 

useful to investigate dogs in a similar protocol, only with human demonstrators. 

It has been suggested (Miklósi and Soproni, 2006) that the ‘pointing’ behavior of certain gun 

dog breeds might originate from the similar ‘freezing’ pointing behavior of the wolf ancestor. 

In the present experiment we chose our subjects without regard to their breed. The 

examination of breed-related differences in the performance of dogs could be the subject of a 

future study, hypothesizing that certain dog breeds would perform better in this task than 

others. 

Taking the caller’s perspective 

In Study 3 and Study 4 we investigated the communication process from a different point of 

view, by taking the caller’s perspective. Analyzing the acoustical communication of dogs, we 

investigated how the affective states, contextual differences, individual or physiological 

attributes of the dogs are mirrored in their vocalizations. 

In Study 3 we analyzed how dogs’ vocal response is affected by the gender and/or body size 

of a human stranger, who is approaching them in a threatening manner. The analysis started 

with a Principal Component Analysis to reduce the large dimensionality of acoustical 

variables, which resulted in four components. We labelled them as ‘Intensity’, ‘Pitch’, 

‘Dynamics’ and ‘Tonality’. 

Our analysis showed that the gender of the ‘threatening stranger’ (TS) had a significant effect 

on the acoustical variables contained by the ‘Pitch’ and ‘Dynamics’ component, regardless of 

the size of the approaching TS. These variables include for example the fundamental 

frequency, ‘formant dispersion’ and duration of the growl. According to the variables 

associated with the ‘Pitch’ component, dogs growled at lower frequencies and the signals had 

narrower ’formant dispersions’ if the TS was a male. Considering Morton’s ‘motivational-

structural’ rules, this suggests that regarding their affective states, dogs facing male TS’s are 

more likely to be on the high arousal, aggressive end of the ‘expressive size symbolism’ 

spectrum (Morton, 1994; Owings and Morton, 1998). Moreover, the more closely spaced 

formants (lower ‘formant dispersion’) seem to depict a larger body size, compared to the case 

when the dog encountered a female TSs. 
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The variables included in the ‘Dynamics’ component describe temporal characteristics of the 

growl, the duration of the call, and the latencies of the extreme values in the sound. 

Experimental data in other species show that shorter call lengths are related to higher 

motivational and arousal states (Theis et al., 2007; Manser, 2001). Based on these results, our 

findings on the ‘Dynamics’ acoustical variables also suggest that dogs show a more aroused, 

more motivated affective response to a threatening man, compared to a woman. 

Additionally, we also showed that larger dogs usually utter longer growl bouts. According to 

the literature (Theis et al., 2007; Manser, 2001) on the effect of different motivational states 

on call duration, this might suggest that larger dogs react in a less aroused (e.g. less fearful) 

manner to a threatening approach. 

In sum, we found that differential affective responses of dogs to human genders might be 

reflected in their vocal signals. Furthermore, while there is some data in the literature 

indicating that a size-related indexical cue can be altered in different communicative contexts 

(Taylor and Reby, 2010; Volodin et al., 2009; Sanvito et al., 2007), to our knowledge, we 

have shown for the first time that dogs' vocalizations contain different ‘formant dispersions’ 

according to their differential reactivity to human genders. 

To further examine the distinctive reaction of dogs to different genders, vocal responses 

could be examined in response to other species, for example conspecifics. Since dogs are 

known to emit growls in defense of their territory (Cohen and Fox, 1976) or food (Faragó et 

al., 2010a), vocal responses given to conspecific ‘intruders’ of different sexes could be 

analyzed and compared in a future experiment. 

Interestingly, both in this experiment and in Study 1, we found that the ‘formant dispersion’ 

of vocalizations changed in the same manner (more closely spaced formants, depicting a 

larger body size), in affectively different (playful and agonistic) situations. This suggests that 

the alteration of this size-related parameter is related more to quantitative differences (e.g. 

intensity of motivational state) in vocal signals rather than to qualitative discrepancies. 

Consequently, it is likely that the simultaneous appearance of not one but multiple acoustical 

cues (and probably cues from other modalities) determine the context and affectivity of a 

vocal signal. The exact parameters associated with certain contexts and motivational states 

might be revealed by systematic computational analysis, perhaps based on machine learning 

methods, as in Study 4. 
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Since in this agonistic situation the receiver of dogs’ defensive vocalizations were humans, it 

would be interesting to examine how humans perceive these growls. In an earlier study 

(Taylor et al., 2008), it has been shown that humans are able to decipher the size-related 

parameters of dog growls, where the position of formants was artificially modified. It would 

be worthwhile to investigate whether humans are also able to perceive the same cue in its 

natural occurrence. 

In Study 4 we used a supervised machine learning method to classify dog barks. We 

classified barks according to the sex and age of the caller, the barking contexts and the 

identity of the signaling individual. We performed context classification per individual dog 

and the individual recognition task per each context as well, resulting in six different 

classification problems. The prediction of the sex and age of the caller, never previously 

attempted by a machine learning approach in dogs, has been performed with very high 

success rates (85.13% and 80.25%, respectively). Context classification of dog barks was 

successful in 55.50% if all individuals were pooled together, while accuracy ranged from 

38.24% to 100.00% if it was performed separately for each individual (with bark samples 

from two or more different contexts). Individual identification for all contexts has produced 

up to an exceptional, 67.63% accuracy. When individual identification was performed within 

each context, the accuracies ranged from 64.89% to 100.00%. 

Detecting consistent vocal cues according to different features (e.g. sex, age) also proposes 

possible mechanisms for the discriminative ability of dogs. For example, if dogs are sensitive 

to sex-, age-, or individual specific information of calls, this might contribute to their 

observed discriminative capability of different conspecific vocalizations. Attributes such as 

sex or age might be relevant features in a highly social species, such as dogs, since they may 

be relevant in determining the choice of mate, reproductive status, fighting potential, etc. (e.g. 

Mech 1999). 

Furthermore, our results support the idea that dog barks provide a diverse source of 

information to recipients, supplementing previous findings of various playback experiments 

(Maros et al., 2008; Molnár et al., 2009; Pongrácz et al., 2005; 2006) from a different 

perspective. 

An additional aspect of the detailed analysis of vocal signals is that it might shed light on the 

production mechanisms of vocal signals, including different physiological and motivational 

states underlying the production of vocal signals. As we learn more about the physiology and 
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anatomy of sound production mechanisms (Fitch and Hauser, 2001; Taylor and Reby, 2010), 

the connection between the neural background, vocal apparatus and the acoustical output 

become more clear. For example, parameters related to the glottal source (e.g. fundamental 

frequency, ‘non-linear phenomena’) might be affected by arousal-based changes in 

respiration, or vocal fold tension (Taylor and Reby, 2010; Fitch et al., 2002), while features 

related to the vocal tract of sound production (e.g. ‘formant dispersion’) might be altered due 

to changes in larynx position (Reby et al., 2005), accompanying facial movements or 

mucosal production, modifying the reflective and absorptive properties of the vocal tract 

walls (Rendall, 2003). By establishing the connection between vocal parameters and sound 

producing mechanisms, the possible origins and evolution of signals might be revealed.  

The analysis of vocalizations by computerized methods provides an objective and quantified 

picture of acoustic signals, bypassing many obstacles and technical difficulties of e.g. 

playback methods. 

An interesting problem for the near future would be to classify simultaneously the four 

features of a vocalizing dog: sex, age, context and identity. This issue falls into the category 

of multi-dimensional classification problems (Bielza et al., 2011; Borchani et al., 2012), 

where the correlation between the four class variables is relevant. The relevance of this 

direction is further underscored by the fact that multimodal signals and their multi-sensory 

processing are also widely investigated and growing areas of animal communication studies 

(Partan and Marler, 2005). 

Study 3 and Study 4 also have important implications for applied research. For example, 

evaluating dog behavior has a great importance for several professional organizations and for 

dog enthusiasts as well. 

Human-directed aggression is one of the most common behavior problems in dogs (King et 

al., 2003, with many experimental (Haverbek et al., 2009) and questionnaire studies (van der 

Borg et al., 2010) aimed to reliably gauge and validate dogs’ –often fear-related– aggression 

(Beaver, 1999; Svartberg, 2005) towards humans. If we can correctly analyze and detect 

acoustical features related to certain inner or motivational states of the dog, it can be very 

helpful in recognizing and evaluating certain behavioral issues. This might be crucial for the 

personnel of dog shelters as well as for correspondents of breed clubs and for the experts of 

legal bodies (Netto and Planta 1997; Serpell and Hsu 2001; Klausz et al., 2014). Similarly, in 

diagnosing particular behavioral abnormalities, which can cause serious welfare issues for 
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dogs, such as separation anxiety, it may be hard to tell apart ’everyday’ and chronic stress 

reactions in a dog (Overall et al., 2001). 

Additionally, supervised machine learning methods for classification, such as those used in 

Study 4, can serve not only with indirect proof about the rich and biologically relevant 

information content of dog barks, but they offer a promising tool for applied research, too.  

Behavioral evaluation usually does not cover the qualitative analysis of vocalizations. 

However, this could change if behavioral professionals had access to reliable and easy-to-use 

acoustic analytic software. Armed with such a method and a rigorous validating protocol, 

acoustic features of high levels of aggression, fear, distress etc. could be recognized in the 

subjects’ vocalizations. 

Concluding remarks and possible future investigations in dog communication 

The domestic dog provides an exceptional subject for the study of animal communication 

systems. As a domesticated species, they had undergone an evolutionary process in adapting 

to humans and their social environment (Miklósi and Topál, 2013; Topál et al., 2009a; Price, 

1999). This course is thought to have affected their social behavior by simultaneous, small 

changes in various different aspects of sociality, resulting in a complex social-affiliative 

behavior system, well-adapted to our human society (Topál et al., 2009a; Miklósi and Topál, 

2013). 

The specific aspect of dog communication is that they show rich communicative behavior, 

both intra-, and interspecifically (Pongrácz et al., 2010; Topál et al., 2009a). The social 

challenges of living in mixed-species groups most probably had a great effect on 

communication processes. Since we are able to experimentally investigate the non-

domesticated wild relatives of dogs (Gácsi et al, 2009b; Udell et al, 2008), and other wild 

canine species as well (e.g. silver foxes:  Gogoleva et al., 2013) we can conduct comparative 

experiments to reveal species-specific alterations in communicative behavior, also making 

assumptions about the effects of domestication. In addition, canid species show a great 

diversity in the social structure they live in, some of them are living relatively solitary lives 

(e.g. foxes), while others in highly organized packs (e.g. wolves, Asiatic wild dogs) (Fox, 

1971; Feddersen-Petersen, 2007). Since this most probably affects their communication 

systems as well, the scientific comparison of the communication of genetically related, but 

behaviorally distinct species might provide new insights into socio-ecological and cognitive 
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mechanisms underlying communicative behavior. Moreover, interspecific communication 

could not only be investigated between humans and dogs, but also between different canine 

species. For example playback experiments could be used to test how acoustical signals 

function across species (e.g. the effect of wolf howling in foxes compared to the effects in 

wolves). Another interesting area of dog communication is that of free-ranging dogs, since 

they might serve as a model to investigate the nature and permanence of the changes 

associated with domestication (Gepts, 2012). Although the nomenclature is somewhat 

confused, the term usually refers to dogs living in a wild state, without the provision of food 

or shelter by humans (Boitani and Ciucci, 1995). The life-style of feral dogs represents an 

interesting condition, where a domesticated species changes its natural niche by (more or 

less) excluding a social companion species. For future research it would be interesting to 

study the communication behavior of feral dogs, both intraspecifically and with humans. 

Maybe the effects of the reverse direction of domestication might shed more light on the 

evolutionary changes and adaptations taking place during the process. 

Although the dyadic view represents the most basic approach to the study and analysis of 

communication, interactions often involve more than two participants. Communication 

systems that include several signalers and receivers who share the same active signaling 

space are referred to as communication networks (McGregor, 2005). By capturing an often 

more realistic set-up of communication processes (the presence and involvement of more 

than two participants), a network-based approach is an important extension to the dyadic 

view, contributing to a more fully understanding of e.g. signal evolution. Communication 

networks are exemplified by behavioral phenomena such as eavesdropping, audience effect 

or victory displays. During eavesdropping, an individual (‘eavesdropper’) extracts 

information from a signaling interaction between others. In a network of communication, 

multiple receivers are likely to be present, recognized as an audience. Audience effect refers 

to the influence they have on signaling behavior. Victory displays are usually conspicuous 

signals produced by the winner of an aggressive interaction, serving as a potential and useful 

information-source to bystanders (McGregor, 2005). While dogs have been reported to show 

eavesdropping behavior in several recent experiments (see in Freidin et al., 2013), the 

existence and possible function of audience effects or victory displays have not yet been 

thoroughly investigated. Since dogs’ communication networks have the potential to involve 

both intra-, and interspecific interactions, they represent an especially interesting case for this 

line of research in the future. 
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The complex nature of communication has drawn the attention of many scientists throughout 

history, resulting in a large body of theoretical and experimental work on this topic (see 

Chapter 1). However, we still have much to learn about communication behavior, demanding 

the continuation of scientific investigations. 

In our work, we touched on diverse areas of communication behavior, both theoretically and 

methodologically. We hope that our results could somewhat contribute to the growing 

volume of information on communication, eventually leading to a better understanding of this 

behavior. 
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9 Appendix 

9.1 Scripts used in the acoustical analysis of Study 3 

A) 

# Put the wav file in mydir (or change he name of that folder) 
form collect_data sound_directory resultfile 
 text sound_directory 
e:\phd\munka\kisnagy\TS\analyse\gender\growls\ 
 text resultfile 
e:\phd\munka\kisnagy\TS\analyse\gender\growls\result.txt 
endform 
# Here, you make a listing of all the sound files in a directory. 
# The example gets file names ending with ".wav" from D:\tmp\ 
Create Strings as file list... list 'sound_directory$'*.wav 
numberOfFiles = Get number of strings 
echo "writing header"; 
# Check if the result file exists: 
if fileReadable (resultfile$) 
 pause The result file 'resultfile$' already exists! Do you want 
to overwrite it? 
 filedelete 'resultfile$' 
endif 
# Write a row with column titles to the result file: 
# (remember to edit this if you add or change the analyses!) 
titleline$ = "sample  'tab$'" 
fileappend "'resultfile$'"  'titleline$' 
features$ = " energy  'tab$'  power  'tab$'  banddensity  'tab$'  
centerofgravityfreq  'tab$'  deviationfreq  'tab$'  skewness  'tab$'  
kurtosis  'tab$'  cmoment  'tab$'  energydiff  'tab$'  densitydiff  
'tab$'  loudness  'tab$'  pitchm  'tab$'  pitchmin  'tab$'  pitchmax  
'tab$'  pitchmint  'tab$'  pitchmaxt  'tab$'  pitchd  'tab$'  
pitchlq  'tab$'  pitchmed  'tab$' pitchhiq  'tab$'  pitchqrange  
'tab$'  pitchslope  'tab$'  pitchslopenojump  'tab$'  peakf  'tab$'  
ppp  'tab$'  ppm  'tab$'  ppj  'tab$'  latsm  'tab$'  ltass  'tab$'  
ltasp  'tab$'  ltasd  'tab$'   harmmax  'tab$'   harmmean  'tab$'   
harmdev  'tab$'   f1m  'tab$'    f2m  'tab$'  f3m  'tab$'  f4m  
'tab$'  f1d  'tab$'  f2d  'tab$'  f3d  'tab$'  f4d  'tab$'  intmean  
'tab$'  intmin  'tab$'  intmax  'tab$'  intrange  'tab$'  intsd  
'tab$'  intmint  'tab$'  intmaxt 'newline$'" 
fileappend "'resultfile$'"  'features$'  
echo 'titleline$';  
# Go through all the sound files, one by one: 
for ifile to numberOfFiles 
 filename$ = Get string... ifile 
 value = floor(100 * ( ifile/numberOfFiles)); 
 echo 'value'% ('ifile' / 'numberOfFiles') : 'filename$' 
 # A sound file is opened from the listing: 
 Read from file... 'sound_directory$''filename$' 
 # Starting from here, you can add everything that should be  
 # repeated for every sound file that was opened: 
 soundname$ = selected$ ("Sound", 1) 
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 # dog$ = mid$(soundname$,2,2) 
 # class$ = mid$(soundname$,5,2) 
 To PointProcess (zeroes)... 1 yes no 
 ppp = Get number of periods... 0 0 0.0005 0.025 1.3 
 ppm = Get mean period... 0 0 0.0005 0.025 1.3 
 ppj = Get jitter (local)... 0 0 0.0005 0.025 1.3 
 select Sound 'soundname$' 
 energy = Get energy... 0 0 
 select Sound 'soundname$' 
 To Pitch... 0 60 300 
 pitchm = Get mean... 0 0 Hertz 
 pitchmin = Get minimum... 0 0 Hertz None 
  pitchmax = Get maximum... 0 0 Hertz None 
 pitchmint = Get time of minimum... 0 0 Hertz None 
 pitchmaxt = Get time of maximum... 0 0 Hertz None 
 pitchd = Get standard deviation... 0 0 Hertz 
 pitchlq = Get quantile... 0 0 0.25 Hertz 
 pitchmed = Get quantile... 0 0 0.5 Hertz 
 pitchhiq = Get quantile... 0 0 0.75 Hertz 
 pitchqrange = pitchhiq - pitchlq 
 pitchslope = Get mean absolute slope... Hertz 
 pitchslopenojump = Get slope without octave jumps 
 select Sound 'soundname$' 
 power = Get power... 0 0 
 intensity = Get intensity (dB) 
 cl = Get total duration 
 if cl > 0.107 
  To Intensity... 60 0 yes 
 else 
  To Intensity... (6.4/cl+0.1) 0 yes 
 endif 
 intmean = Get mean... 0 0 energy 
 intmin = Get minimum... 0 0 Parabolic 
 intmax = Get maximum... 0 0 Parabolic 
 intrange = intmax - intmin 
 intsd = Get standard deviation... 0 0 
 intmint = Get time of minimum... 0 0 Parabolic 
 intmaxt = Get time of maximum... 0 0 Parabolic 
 select Sound 'soundname$' 
 To Spectrum... yes 
 banddensity = Get band density... 2000 4000 
 centerofgravityfreq = Get centre of gravity... 2 
 deviationfreq = Get standard deviation... 2  
 skewness = Get skewness... 2 
 kurtosis = Get kurtosis... 2 
 cmoment = Get central moment... 3 2 
 energydiff = Get band energy difference... 0 2000 2000 6000 
 densitydiff = Get band density difference... 0 2000 2000 6000 
 To Excitation... 0.1 
 loudness = Get loudness 
 select Sound 'soundname$' 
 To Ltas... 100 
 ltasm = Get mean... 0 0 energy 
 ltass = Get slope... 0 2000 2000 6000 energy 
 ltasp = Get local peak height... 1700 4200 2400 3200 energy 
 ltasd = Get standard deviation... 0 0 energy 
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 peakf = Get frequency of maximum... 0 0 Parabolic 
 select Sound 'soundname$' 
 To Harmonicity (cc)... 0.01 60 0.1 1 
 harmmax = Get maximum... 0 0 Parabolic 
 harmmean = Get mean... 0 0 
 harmdev = Get standard deviation... 0 0 
 select Sound 'soundname$' 
 To Formant (burg)... 0 7 6000 0.025 50 
 f1m = Get mean... 1 0 0 Hertz 
 f2m = Get mean... 2 0 0 Hertz 
 f3m  = Get mean... 3 0 0 Hertz 
 f4m = Get mean... 4 0 0 Hertz 
 f1d = Get standard deviation... 1 0 0 Hertz 
 f2d = Get standard deviation... 2 0 0 Hertz 
 f3d = Get standard deviation... 3 0 0 Hertz 
 f4d = Get standard deviation... 4 0 0 Hertz 
 # if ((pitchm <> undefined) and (pitchd <> undefined) and 
(pitchq <> undefined)) 
  resultline$ = 
"'soundname$''tab$''energy''tab$''power''tab$''banddensity''tab$''ce
nterofgravityfreq''tab$''deviationfreq''tab$''skewness''tab$''kurtos
is''tab$''cmoment''tab$''energydiff''tab$''densitydiff''tab$''loudne
ss''tab$''pitchm''tab$''pitchmin' 'tab$' 'pitchmax' 'tab$' 
'pitchmint' 'tab$' 'pitchmaxt' 
'tab$''pitchd''tab$''pitchlq''tab$''pitchmed''tab$''pitchhiq''tab$''
pitchqrange''tab$''pitchslope''tab$''pitchslopenojump''tab$''peakf''
tab$''ppp''tab$''ppm''tab$''ppj''tab$''ltasm''tab$''ltass''tab$''lta
sp''tab$''ltasd''tab$''harmmax''tab$''harmmean''tab$''harmdev''tab$'
'f1m''tab$''f2m''tab$''f3m''tab$''f4m''tab$''f1d''tab$''f2d''tab$''f
3d''tab$''f4d''tab$''intmean''tab$''intmin''tab$''intmax''tab$''intr
ange''tab$''intsd''tab$''intmint''tab$''intmaxt' 'newline$'"   
  fileappend "'resultfile$'"  'resultline$'  
 # endif 
 # Remove the temporary objects from the object list 
 select Sound 'soundname$' 
 plus Pitch 'soundname$' 
 plus PointProcess 'soundname$' 
 plus Intensity 'soundname$' 
 plus Spectrum 'soundname$' 
 plus Ltas 'soundname$' 
 plus Harmonicity 'soundname$' 
 plus Excitation 'soundname$' 
 plus Formant 'soundname$' 
 Remove 
 select Strings list 
 # and go on with the next sound file!  
endfor 
Remove 
 

B) 

 
clearinfo 
form Munkakönyvtár 
   sentence folder e:\phd\munka\kisnagy\TS\analyse\gender\ 
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   word file minden 
   word averdata aver 
endform 
system mkdir 'folder$'growls 
select all 
n = numberOfSelected ("Sound") 
for i to n 
 sound'i' = selected ("Sound", i) 
endfor 
lmax = 0 
for i to n 
 select sound'i' 
 name'i'$ = selected$("Sound") 
 l'i' = Get total duration 
 if l'i' > lmax 
   lmax = l'i' 
 endif 
 To TextGrid (silences)... 80 0 -30 0.1 0.1 "" growl 
 name$ = name'i'$ 
 Rename... 'name$' 
endfor 
for i to n 
 select sound'i' 
 name$ = name'i'$ 
 repet = extractNumber((right$(name$, 12)), "_") 
 # printline 'repet' 
 # repet$ = left$((right$(name$, 11)), 1) 
 plus TextGrid 'name$' 
 Edit 
 editor TextGrid 'name$' 
  Show analyses... yes no no no no 'lmax' 
  Spectrogram settings... 0 11000 0.05 70 
  Show all  
 endeditor 
 beginPause ("Cleanup1") 
  comment ("Most ellenõrizheted hogy jó volt-e a darabolás") 
  positive ("min f0", 80) 
  positive ("max f0", 300) 
  positive ("fnum", 7) 
  positive ("max f", 6000) 
 clicked = endPause ("Ok", 1) 
 # Close 
 minus Sound 'name$' 
 gr = Count labels... 1 growl 
 if gr <> 0 
  plus Sound 'name$' 
  Extract intervals where... 1 no "is equal to" growl 
  nmorr = numberOfSelected ("Sound") 
  for k to nmorr 
   id'k' = selected ("Sound", k) 
  endfor 
  for k to nmorr 
   select id'k' 
   morrl'k' = Get total duration 
   morrl = morrl'k' 
   To Pitch... 0.0 'min_f0' 'max_f0' 
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   f0'k' = Get mean... 0 0 Hertz 
   f0 = f0'k' 
   Remove 
   select id'k' 
   To Formant (burg)... 0 'fnum' 'max_f' 0.025 50 
   dif = 0 
   for l to fnum 
    j = l - 1 
    f'l' = Get mean... 'l' 0 0 Hertz 
    if l > 1 
                   dif'l' = f'l' - f'j' 
     dif = dif + dif'l' 
     df = dif/j 
    endif 
   endfor 
   df'k' = dif/j 
   df = df'k' 
   Remove 
   select id'k' 
   current_sound$ = selected$("Sound") 
   Save as WAV file... 
'folder$'growls\'current_sound$'.wav 
   Remove 
   printline 'name$''tab$''morrl''tab$''f0''tab$''df' 
  endfor 
  morrlsum = 0 
  for p to nmorr 
   morrlsum = morrlsum + morrl'p' 
  endfor 
  morrlav'repet' = morrlsum/nmorr 
  f0sum = 0 
  nmorra = nmorr 
  for m to nmorr 
   if f0'm' <> undefined 
    f0sum = f0sum + f0'm' 
   else 
    nmorra = nmorra - 1 
   endif 
  endfor 
  f0av'repet' = f0sum/nmorra 
  dfsum = 0 
  nmorrb = nmorr 
  for o to nmorr 
   if df'o' <> undefined 
    dfsum = dfsum + df'o' 
   else 
    nmorrb = nmorrb - 1 
   endif 
  endfor 
  dfav'repet' = dfsum/nmorrb 
   else 
  printline 'name$' 
 endif 
 fappendinfo 'folder$''file$'.txt 
 clearinfo 
 if repet = 2 
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  if gr <> 0 
   printline 
'name$''tab$''morrlav1''tab$''morrlav2''tab$''f0av1''tab$''f0av2''ta
b$''dfav1''tab$''dfav2' 
  else 
   printline 'name$' 
  endif 
 endif 
 fappendinfo 'folder$''averdata$'.txt 
 clearinfo 
 select TextGrid 'name$' 
 # minus Sound 'name$' 
 Write to text file... 'folder$''name$'.TextGrid 
 Remove 
endfor 
 

9.2 Cronbach’s alpha 

Cronbach's ! is defined as: 

! =
!

! − 1
1−

!!!
!!

!!!

!
!

!
 

where K is a quantity, which is a sum of K components (K-items or testlets):  

! = !! + !! +!⋅!⋅!⋅+!!! 

!!
!
 the variance of the observed total test scores, and 

!!!
!

 the variance of component i for the current sample of persons.  
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The acoustic and visual communication of the Domestic dog (Canis familiaris) – 

analyses from several aspects 

 

Summary 

In this thesis we investigated the acoustic and visual communication of the domestic dog (Canis 

familiaris) from two different perspectives, the signal receiver’s (Study 1 and 2) and the sender’s 

point of view (Study 3 and 4). In Study 1, we investigated whether dogs are sensitive to the size-

related indexical cues encoded in playful growls. In Study 2.1, we analyzed how unintended signals 

given by humans (‘Clever Hans Effect’) affect dogs’ choices in a pointing task. In Study 2.2, we 

explored how dogs act in a two-way choice test, where the signaler giving a directional cue is a 

conspecific. In the 3rd study, we investigated the vocal reaction of dogs in a situation where they 

were approached by a stranger (TS) in a ‘threatening’ manner, depending on the gender and the 

size of the TS. In Study 4, we applied a computerized method, based on artificial intelligence to 

analyze dogs’ vocal characteristics related to individual or contextual information. In Study 1, we 

found that dogs perceive the size related indexical information of playful growls, suggesting that 

this acoustical ‘size-manipulation’ might be part of the complex signalling system during canine 

play behavior. Study 2.1 showed, that the so-called ‘Clever Hans Effect’ caused by the owners 

doesn’t seem to influence dogs’ performance in a ‘two-way choice test’. In Study 2.2, dogs didn’t 

seem to follow the gazing ‘demonstration’ of a conspecific. We hypothesized that due to the special 

socio-communicative abilities dogs developed during domestication (Miklósi et al., 2004), the 

human-given visual cue in a pointing task is sufficient to direct dogs to a given location, without 

further cues affecting their performance (2.1) Additionally, a phenotypically similar cue might not 

be relevant in their intraspecific communication (2.2). In study 3, we showed that dog growls have 

lower frequencies, narrower formant dispersions, and are shorter when they encounter men TSs, 

suggesting that a more fearful/aggressive response to men might be reflected in their vocal signals. 

We also found that larger dogs emit lower frequency and shorter growl bouts in that same context. 

Study 4 revealed that acoustic signals have characteristics related to a number of different aspects. 

These attributes (e.g. sex, age) might be relevant features in a highly social species, such as dogs. 

(e.g. Mech 1999). Furthermore, the generality of our method makes it directly applicable and 

comparable to the vocal analysis of other species. 
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A kutya (Canis familiaris) akusztikus és vizuális kommunikációjának többszempontú 

vizsgálata 

 

Összefoglalás 

 

Jelen diszertációban a kutya akusztikus és vizuális kommunikációját vizsgáltuk, három 

kísérletünkben a fogadó, két esetben pedig a küldő fél perspektívájából.  

Első kísérletünkben azt elemeztük, hogy a kutyák érzékenyek-e a játékos morgásokban kimutatott 

akusztikus ‘méret-információra’. A 2.1 kísérletben a gazdák által közvetített ‘Okos Hans effektus’ 

hatását vizsgáltuk, míg a 2.2-ben egy fajtárs kutya kivetített mozdulatsora biztosította az irányító 

jelzést ‘két-utas választási’ tesztekben. A 3. vizsgálatban azt tanulmányoztuk, hogy a kutyák 

akusztikus válaszát befolyásolja-e az ember neme ill. testmérete, ha egy idegen ember ‘fenyegető’ 

módon közelíti meg. A 4. kísérletben egy mesterséges intelligencián alapuló módszert használtunk 

kutyavokalizációk kontextuális és a vokalizáló egyedre jellemző akusztikus tulajdonságainak 

elemzésére. 

Első kísérletünk eredményei alapján a kutyák érzékelik a játékos morgások által közvetített ‘méret-

információt’, mely hipotézisünk szerint alátámasztja, hogy a játékos morgások által közvetített, 

akusztikai ‘nagyítás’ a játékos kommunikáció vokális eszközeként szolgálhat. A 2.1 kísérlet szerint 

a jelen lévő gazdák akaratlan (‘Okos Hans effektus’) jelzése nem befolyásolta a kutyák 

teljesítményét ‘két-utas választási’ tesztekben, 2.2-es vizsgálatunk alapján pedig a kutyák nem 

érzékenyek egy másik kutya által közvetített irányadó jelzésekre hasonló teszthelyzetben. 

Feltételezzük, hogy a kutya és a mutatást végző ember között olyan vizuális kommunikációs 

interakció jön létre, mely elég hatékony ahhoz, hogy egyéb jelzések nélkül megfelelő irányítást 

biztosítson (2.1), másfelől egy formailag hasonló jel, fajon belüli interakció során nem feltétlenül 

funkcionál releváns szignálként (2.2). Harmadik kísérletünk eredményei szerint a kutyák morgásai 

mélyebb frekvenciájúak, kisebb formáns diszperzióval rendelkeznek, és rövidebbek, ha férfi 

fenyegetővel találkoznak, mintha nővel. Ez intenzívebb belső állapotra utal, mely eredhet a 

férfiaktól való félelmen alalpuló aggresszívabb viselkedési válaszból. Mesterséges intelligencián 

alapuló kísérleti módszerünk sikerrel azonosított több kontextuális ill. egyedi jellegzetességhez 

társuló akusztikai paramétert. Azon akusztikus paraméterek, melyek egy jeladó állat bizonyos 

tulajdonságait jelzik, releváns információkat szolgáltathatnak fajtársakról, (e.g. Mech 1999), ill. 

hozzájárulhatnak az egyedi felismerés képességéhez is.  
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